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Chapter 1
 
“Hey, hey guys! Look at me!” Eric

yelled from up above them.
“Don’t look.” Brian advised to the

others, “For the love of  God don’t look.”
“Too late.” Murmured Carl,

“Yoriko is looking.”
“Yoriko!” Brian yelled, “Don’t feed

into his games!”
“What the fuck is he doing?”

Yoriko asked as she raised one decaying
arm slowly to point at their fellow
zombie who had climbed up a power pole
and was hanging there upside down.

The power line was almost
touching the ground already, a truck had
knocked down a pole a few down and
pulled the wire off  of  many of  the cross



tees. Enough so that when some yahoo
had come riding a horse into town a few
days ago the horse had ran smack into the
wire trying to leap over the makeshift
barricade erected by the residents when
zombie day started. The mix of  loose
wire and horse didn’t go well; the horse
was hung up on the wire and Brian had
put it out of  their collective misery, even
as the rider, Theresa, joined the undead
masses in town. Eric was hanging next to
the horse.

“This isn’t going to be good.” Brian
said softly.

“Guess what I am?” Eric called to
them, not that he had their attention.

“What?” Yoriko asked over the
shushing noises of  her fellows.

“I’m hung like a horse!”



A collective groan escaped their
lips and they continued to shuffle past.

“Get it? The horse is hanging here,
so am I, so I’m…”

“We got it!” Brian yelled. “Now get
down and help us.”

The zombies couldn’t tell if  they
were actually communicating verbally or
not. Theresa told them that before she
was eaten she only heard low moans and
grunts, which is what the zombies
thought was going on. Every attempt that
the zombies had made to talk to the life
positive had ended in dismal failure. It
didn’t matter if  they sent one person at a
time or tried to approach as a group any
‘LP’ they ran into just tried to kill them.
Zombies were called ‘zombies’ not ‘Life
Negatives’, they tried that for a time, but



the real proponent of  that effort, an older
zombie named, ‘Sunshine’ had been killed
trying to make contact with one of  the
LPs. Or she had actually threatened them,
it was hard to tell really, all of  them got a
little crazy when the LP’s were around.
When Sunshine died the movement to
give themselves a more politically correct
group name died with her.

“I don’t see why we bother.” Eric
said, catching up with the group at the
baseball fields.

“Look, Eric, we voted on this, we
agreed to it.” Brian said.

“We could just move on.”
“Like the other zombies? You

know we suck on the offense and we can’t
run away very well at all, the LPs are too
fast.”



“I know, I know. I go to the council
meetings you know!”

“Don’t we all know it.” Brian said,
exasperated, “You didn’t have to
volunteer for this either.”

“I like you guys! I know you like
me too!”

None of  the others said anything
for a long awkward moment. Finally
Brian said, “Let’s get the mowers.”

They opened the shed and wrestled
out the town’s industrial riding mowers.
Brian had been employed by the town for
years; he knew how to use the equipment
and where things were. What’s more he
believed in the strong defense policy the
Zombie leaders had outlined.

Zombie were slow, stank to high
heaven and their heads were very



vulnerable to damage. To counter these
drawbacks the town had decided to set up
defensive zones to increase their odds of
survival. Part of  this defense in depth
meant that the high grass had to be kept
down so the LPs couldn’t sneak up on
them. Barricades had been reinforced and
watches were kept on all the roads leading
into town. Most times the dead just
wandered down to the old water recycling
plant and waited for the looters to figure
out there wasn’t anything left worth
stealing in town. Sometimes, however, the
invaders wanted to set up house and stay
on a while.

The plan in place to take back their
town had worked well for the last two
groups that tried that. There were tunnels
for the storm water to run off  and some



of  them drained right by the treatment
plant. Crawling up the tunnels and into
town wasn’t that hard and the zombies
had been lucky enough to come up inside
the perimeter both times. Taking out any
guards that the LPs had watching had
happened before they could raise much
of  an alarm. Now the town had more
defenders, unfortunately before this plan
had been implemented the town had
pretty much been looted clean. Weapons
and ammunition were in short supply, but
oddly enough none of  the raiders had
tapped the town’s fuel tanks, so they were
doing well on gas and diesel, they had
more than enough to keep the grass down
and for moving vehicles into new
barricade positions.

The key to their defense had been



to channel themselves in such a way that
they didn’t become a mob when they grew
close to the defenders. When they started
out at the water treatment plant they were
far enough away to keep their heads and
be organized, by moving through the
sewers they didn’t give into their
bloodlust until they were practically on
top of  the living.

After the last raid the council had
decided to mow all the lawns and create a
fortress where the raider’s had been wiped
out before. Little did the next group
know that their ‘solid looking’ fortress
with clear lines of  fire was actually
riddled with enough storm sewer accesses
that made it more like a sieve than a
defensible position. Most of  the locations
where a guard would stand were



conveniently located in front of  a storm
sewer access and not quite in line of  sight
with each other. So far the strategy of
waiting until dark then moving in had
worked like a charm.

“I still don’t think we should be
mowing. It lets ‘em see us coming from a
mile away.” An old timer named Sam
complained.

“We debated this for weeks and
then voted, what more do you want?”
Brian asked.

“I just think getting up close and
personal is more of  an advantage to us
than to them.”

“You might be right.” Brian
conceded, “But we agreed to try this, so
we will, if  we get slaughtered then we’ll
let it grow back. Which we also agreed



to.”
“Not all of  us agreed to it.”
“Yeah, and no one is keeping you

here, Sam. Just head on out and keep
walking if  you don’t like the plan.
Otherwise shut your pie hole and do your
job.”

“Damned fascist liberal.” Sam
muttered.

“Damned, stubborn republi-tard!
Always gotta complain the loudest when
you lose at the polls.”

“Like you don’t! If  we have carried
the vote, you’d be bitching louder than
anyone.” Sam yelled.

The other zombies stepped away
from the two men.

“No, Sam, I wouldn’t. I do my
damned job and don’t try to obstruct the



will of  the people, even when I don’t
agree with it. You can’t stop everything
just because you don’t agree with one
thing. Unlike you, I seem to know that
we’re in this together and I’m gonna work
hard to mow this damned lawn because
the people voted to do so. Are you
helping or leaving?”

“You can’t boot me out of  town.”
“The hell I can’t. If  you don’t want

to help I’m not going to stand by and let
you freeload off  of  our hard work.”

“You can’t make me!” Sam said
again.

Ruby, a woman young and pretty
when she evolved to zombification,
stepped forward, “Guys, can we bring it
down a notch or two?”

“Stay out of  it, woman! What the



hell are you doing out here anyway?
What’s a woman know about mowing the
lawn?”

Ruby sputtered incoherently, Brian
stepped up and said, “She ran the Round
Point Campground out by the river you
right wing nut job. She’s probably mowed
more acres of  grass than even me.”

Eric stepped in, “Jeez, Sam, it’s not
like Brian came up with this plan so lay
off. If  you don’t wanna mow, go back to
the office, I’m sure they’ll give you
something else to do, like clearing the
horse off  the power line. Or knitting us
new clothing. Or maybe you could take
over the bathing station to keep our smell
down.”

Sam cast a withering glance at Eric,
“Laugh it up you perverted son of  a



bitch, you’ll get yours when the time
comes.” He turned and began shuffling
back towards the town square.

Brian watched him for a moment
and turned back to the rest of  the people
with him. “Okay, so we’re one short today,
I think we can manage to cover all the
ground we are supposed to, even if  our
entitled minority has left us in a lurch.”

“Fuck you.” Sam called back over
his shoulder.

Brian ignored him and continued,
“You should know the drill and if  you
have any problem firing up your mower
let me know and me or Ruby will give
you a hand.” The zombies shuffled to the
mowers in the shed and one by one fired
them up and drove them out to their
assigned areas. Brian watched them leave



before getting onto the largest mower in
the shed and starting it.

The motor purred robustly and
from force of  habit Brian had clumsily
pulled on his ear protection, when he left
the shed from a distance he looked like an
LP just intent on doing a chore. The
mower went far faster than he could
shamble along on his own and Brian took
it through the streets cutting down the
high grass on the curbs with ease. He
caught up to Sam in no time, the zombie
didn’t even look back before Brian ran
him down and spread his flesh into
ragged chunks all over the street. The
first pass didn’t kill the man; although
slow, zombies were tough and difficult to
destroy. By the fifth pass the pieces of
Sam had all stopped moving, including



the all-important head and Brian felt
confident that the fascist-liberals would
have one less opponent the next time
something came up for a vote.

Going after the man had put Brian
firmly into the territory Eric had been
assigned and after the last pass over Sam’s
body Brian saw Eric sitting on his mower
watching him from the corner. Brian
drove his machine up to Erics’ and killed
the engine. “You see something, Eric?”

“I saw Sam change his mind and
head out of  town. Last I saw him, he was
heading down Independence Avenue.”

“Independence? You sure? That’s
more in Ruby’s area…” Brian nodded and
laughed.

“Yes, yes it is. Poor guy, he really
needed a helping ‘hand’ to get his world



view straightened out.” Eric pointed at a
detached hand laying almost dead center
in the street. “He got what he wanted
though; he ‘spread’ his opinion pretty far
and wide. Honestly, I think his argument
got ‘cut’ off  towards the end.”

“Eric.” Brian said wearily.
“His problem is that he is too

scattered in his points. Maybe someone
should ‘com-post’ his ideas better for
him?”

Brian groaned, “I just killed a guy
and all you can do is joke about it?”

“Without humor we really are
dead. Sam there, he died years before he
gave up his LP status. You, on the other
hand, are only near death. I have only
heard you groan once at my efforts and
that is a grave cause of  concern to me.”



“Grave? Really?”
“You gonna go have a chat with

Ruby? I bet she would be on board.”
“Who is going to miss Sam?”
“Ah…Tyler, Mrs. Sage, Ben Walton,

probably Helen Walton, Dylan Kies,
Rebecca…ah, what’s her last name?”

“Lewis.” Brian said.
“Lewis, that’s right! The woman

with a man’s name. Yeah, her and Leslie
Kim for sure…”

Brian cut Eric off, “That many?”
“He was a well-liked man. I

thought you had a plan to deal with him
turning up missing?”

“Nope. I guess I let my passion ride
wild with me.”

Eric looked at him for a moment
then slowly shook his head, “That was the



best you could do? Ride?”
“I’m not as quick on the draw as

you are.”
“Seemed to come to this

conclusion fairly fast.” Eric pointed at the
chunks of  Sam’s body littering the street.
“I mean, we can’t hide that, hell, there’s
still identifiable pieces left.”

“We can clean it up.”
“We can make it less likely to be

found, but we can’t clean this up.”
“C’mon give me a hand, it’ll only

take a moment.”
“Better.”
“What?”
“Oh, jeez you didn’t even mean it,

so it doesn’t count.” Eric said with disgust
while glancing at the severed hand lying
in the middle of  the street.



“What are you…oh, yeah, well not
everything is a joke, Eric.”      

 
*****

 
The mow team met just after sunset

at the field barn, Brian and Eric had not
finished their sections, but they had done
a much better job of  spreading Sam’s
body far and wide, the stain in the street
might not be noticed, if  no one came
looking for it. Yoriko was the last one
back; her mower had run out of  fuel,
prompting Theresa to run back to the
town tank for a refill.

“Town meeting tonight.” Brian
said.

“A bunch of  blah-blah good for
nothing-ness.” Eric said.



“You don’t have to come.” Yoriko
said.

Eric shrugged his shoulders, “My
cable is out.”

Cable had gone down relatively
quickly, even before the electricity was
cut.

“Well, you could chase rabbits or
dogs or something.” Carl said.

“Nah, not in the dark.” Something
happened to the dead’s eyes when they
turned, giving them excellent night vision.

Brian shook his head, “You guys
might as well lay off, he’ll be there one
way or the other. What else does he really
have to do? I was just making
conversation.”

“Damn right I’ll be there, someone
has to keep those bureaucrats in line!”



“Let’s get the equipment stored.
Put the gas over the fence in the tall
grass.” Brian said. Last time intruders had
stolen the gas, the town got it back, but
no one wanted a fire. Once the
equipment was stowed to Brian’s
satisfaction, they headed back to the town
center as a group.

“Why do we go everywhere as a
group these days?

Brian stared at Eric and answered,
“It’s dangerous to go anywhere alone
these days.”

“Huh, and here poor old Sam went
back by himself  too. He should have just
waited here.”

“I saw him heading out of  town.”
Ruby said, “While I was mowing. I
stopped and asked him what he was



doing, but he just yelled that he had
enough of  the bullshit and flipped me
off. Grumpy old bastard.”

“Death doesn’t agree with him.”
Eric said. “Yeah, I saw him walking down
Independence, I didn’t bother stopping to
say hello, I’d have been lucky to get the
bird.”

Brian looked around at the group,
studied their faces and nodded, knowing
they all knew what he had done and were
going to repeat what Ruby and Eric had
said. Out loud, he said, “I don’t
understand you guys. Not at all.”

“Aw, cheer up, Bri; you know we
love you. If  we’re going to get this town
into shape, we need more ‘Brians’ and less
‘Sams’.”

The town meeting was as long and



boisterous as ever. The meetings typically
started at seven and lasted until two or
three in the morning. Like Eric said,
thought Brian, Cable is out. Usually, after
a meeting people wandered around
aimlessly, but a core group had taken to
heading directly for the water treatment
plant, something encouraged by the town
council. The zombies didn’t sleep, but
many of  them would lay down on the
ground or sit in the few office chairs
available. A few would crawl into the
tunnels to spend the night. Brian and his
crew had started going to the water
treatment plant every evening too, it
made sense, let the rovers move in and
feel safe, then creep out and take them by
surprise.

Nothing was resolved at the town



meeting. Several people commented on
Sam’s disappearance, but like anything
these days it wasn’t looked into very long
before it was dropped. The people at the
meeting had agreed to vote on an
ordinance to prohibit people from leaving
without giving notice, it was up for a vote
the next night. This was undoubtedly a
result of  the zombie’s disappearance. Eric
was vocally opposed on the ground that
everyone still lived in America, and as he
said, “In America you can go where you
want, when you want!”

The council countered it was just a
courteous thing to do, letting people
know you were leaving.

“How exactly would we enforce it?
Guards standing in a ring around town to
prevent others from escaping? Who



would mow the lawns if  we’re all on
guard duty? Who would clean up the
damage from past attacks? We’d all be too
busy making sure we were polite enough
to give notice before walking out.”

The group that Sam belonged to,
who had introduced the rule hadn’t
backed down, but it was pretty obvious it
didn’t have enough support to pass.

The other item they would vote on
would be whether or not to travel to
Sluther, the town up the road, and see
what there was to see there. The liberals
were in favor of  it, the conservatives were
afraid of  bringing the wrath of  the
almighty down upon their earthly
paradise.

“Ever notice that the first thing the
conservatives do is try to make rules to



restrict everything. They wanted us to cut
the grass with machetes and that push
mower of  Hilary Thompson’s! One push
mower in the whole Goddamned town
and we were supposed to mow with that?
And then she wanted to ‘rent it’ to us.
Rent it? For what? What do we need
anymore? Who wants a coca cola? Who
needs a fifty inch 3D television? What a
crock.”

“Keep your voice down, Eric! You
know the cons come down to the water
treatment plant too.” Brian said, glancing
back and forth from the road as they
walked. Tonight Eric was walking with
him alone, the rest of  the crew had gone
different ways after the meeting. Probably
to pretend to hook up. Sex after death
wasn’t a pretty sight.



“You know, they should be first
into the tunnels.” Eric said more talking
out loud to himself  than to Brian, “I’m
passing the word on that, let ‘em bear the
brunt of  the fighting.”

“And when they win? Then
everyone will love them.”

“They’re sheeple; everyone dies and
everything stays exactly the same.”

“Don’t you mean ‘Zomeeks’?”
Brian said without thinking.

“Zomeeks?” Eric laughed, “That’s
good, yeah, ‘Zomeeks’. I like it. I must be
rubbing off  on you!” Eric was beaming
with pride.

“You boys got a lot to be laughing
about now, do ya?” Came a deep voice
from up ahead.

Brian saw Armistad Nebuli on the



road ahead of  them with two of  his
cronies. Officer Nebuli had been a part-
time police officer to help the town cover
nights and weekends before the
apocalypse and he was deep in the
pockets of  the conservatives now.

Brian put an arm across Eric’s
body, halting the other zombie’s progress.
“What do you want officer?” Nebuli, by
default of  being the only law enforcement
officer left alive was the town’s ‘defacto’
head of  security. The guy had been a gun
collector before the fall and though his
home had been looted several times, he
still had managed to come up with a pair
of  pistols. One of  those pistols was
pointed at Eric right now.

“That’s far enough, Eric, you too
Brian.” Nebuli said.



“What are you doing?” Eric
demanded, “You know the council
forbids us from killing each other.”

“Oh, I’m not killing you. I’m just
going to confine you so you will stay out
of  trouble. People are tired of  your
interference.”

“I knew you were going to get it,
Eric.” Brian said, “You went too far with
the arguing tonight.”

“Sorry, Brian.” Nebuli said, “You
gotta come with us.”

“What? Why me?”
“Because they can’t trust you to

keep your mouth shut, you’re not a zo-
meek either.” Eric said.

“That’s about right.” Nebuli said,
confirming Eric’s statement.

“What are you going to do with



us?”
“We ain’t going to kill ya. There a

corn bin on the old McCollin place.
About a quarter full, we’re going to dump
ya in there until we can get law and order
under control.”

“What are there riots we don’t
know about? Looting? Violence? Rape?
C’mon, man the only violence these days
is when the LP’s come to down!” Eric
said.

“You ain’t going to win this one.”
Nebuli said, “I have my orders.”

“Yeah, from who?”
Nebuli didn’t say anything, he just

gestured with his gun towards what
looked like a deer path snaking through
the woods. Without a word Brian started
down the path, not sure if  he was a zo-



meek or a zombie for doing so. After all,
the path could end with a bullet in his
head here just as easily as at the McCollin
farm.

 
*****

 
The grain silo was hot. Brian could

tell it because he and Eric were starting to
smell bad. He wasn’t sure if  they were
decomposing or sweating or even exactly
where the odor was coming from. Eric
smelled it too. With a wrinkle of  his nose,
he said, “Whew! Get a whiff  of  us. Look,
Bri, I am sorry about this.”

It was about the fiftieth time Eric
had apologized to him. “Eric, I said to
stop apologizing. If  I didn’t believe in
what you said, I wouldn’t be here and we



both know it.”
“They could still think you were on

the fence about things.”
“No, I’ve argued for the same

things as you and I was supporting your
position last night too.”

“Not really, I mean you were
against the conservatives, but that and
being on my side are two different
things.”

“In this case it was the same thing.
Forget about it.”

“Want to try for the hatch again?”
Eric asked, eyeing the hatch about fifteen
feet above them. They were in darkness,
but there was a faint ring of  light from
the opening they had been forced to drop
through the night before. When they
landed it was onto a bed of  corn kernels,



which both cushioned their fall and
prevented them from getting to the hatch
at the bottom of  the silo where the corn
would normally be removed from when
the grain was sold.

“Nah, not up, nor down. We about
did all we could to get to both of  them.”
Brian turned his gaze to the corrugated
metal lining the side of  the silo once
again. “I know it has to hold up to all this
grain, so it’s strong, but I think we can
punch through the side if  we find a
seam.”

“I’ll try it boss.” Eric said his words
sounded doubtful, but he moved along
the side until he found a seam. The seam
was soldered to the next piece of  metal
and didn’t give under Eric’s tentative
blow.



“Nah, not there, let’s move the corn
back and try for one with a little bit of
corn behind it too, that way if  it gives
even a little the corn will shift in and hold
it open.”

“That’s why you’re the boss, you
think of  the best plans!” Eric said,
shuffling along the side until he found the
next seam down. The two of  them then
set to shifting the corn up and away from
the side, which took quite a while and
filled the air with a rotting, musky odor.

“You ever wonder why we can still
smell?” Eric asked as they worked.

“Not really.”
“I mean, why smell? Why better

eyesight at night and shitty vision during
the day? Why can we taste meat but
everything else tastes like horseshit?”



“You got me.” Brian said.
“People still try and fuck you

know.”
“I know.”
“Have you tried it?”
“Once. That was enough.”
“For you and me both. I got

nothing out of  it. Fucking ridiculous, just
going through the motion of  living and
getting nothing out of  it. And look at us?
Illegally imprisoned for our political
views. Such bullshit.”

“I agree, at least with that last
part.”

“I wonder if  they looted the
McCollin place yet?”

“Someone probably has.”
“But they were old school farmers,

I bet they had a .22 rifle and a shotgun or



two around.”
“I wouldn’t argue with you about

that. I know old man McCollin had a
shotgun, he chased us out of  his shed
when I was, oh, 14.”

“Yeah?”
“Yeah, me and Mindy McCollin.”
“Mindy McCollin? His

granddaughter? You? Get out of  here!”
“Serious, I thought it was my lucky

day, maybe it would have been too, if  not
for old man McCollin.”

“Probably wouldn’t have ended
well.”

“Yeah, I heard she got pregnant at
19, down in the city and got the post-
partum real bad. Killed herself, but the
baby was fine.” Brian said.

“Geesus, I hadn’t heard that! I just



saw a picture of  her as homecoming
queen, she was gorgeous.”

“Out of  my league, I was smart
enough to know that at the time. I got to
second base with her, but after McCollin
chased me off, we never got back
together. I always thought she kinda liked
me though, she was pretty nice to me
until we graduated.”

“You and Mindy, I never would
have believed it. Still funny about being
able to smell as good as a bloodhound
though.” Eric shrugged and went back to
shifting kernels.

When they had the bin almost at a
diagonal plane, Brian sat himself  down in
front of  the seam and pressed his legs
against it. Straining as hard as he could
didn’t produce any results. Eric got down



beside him and added his feet to the
process.

“I think we need a sharp blow first.
Steady pressure isn’t doing it.” Eric said
after a few more minutes of  trying.

“Okay, together? On three. One.
Two. Three!” The men slammed their legs
against the seam at the same time and
were rewarded with a sliver of  light. They
shared a smile, but didn’t say a word,
knowing it was just a matter of  time
before they forced the metal backward
enough to allow them to get out.

The corn was dribbling onto the
ground behind them through the slit in
the side of  the silo, both zombies were
standing in front of  it cooling off. The air
had to be at least 20 degrees cooler
outside than it had been inside and for a



moment they just stood there, airing out.
Their sense of  touch was greatly retarded,
to the point where they had almost none
at all and this included noticing
temperature extremes.

From the town center, which was a
good half  mile away they heard the sound
of  distant bells.

“The alarm!” Eric said.
“Trouble’s coming. Do we go or

stay?” Brian muttered, “Let’s check the
house first and garage. Maybe McCollin
did have a few guns around and maybe
they are still here.”

“They won’t attack until night away,
right Bri?”

“They shouldn’t, but if  the LP’s
come in fast the battle might start early.
Hopefully the council will know well



enough to cut their losses and pull back.
We can’t win a fight all crazy for blood
during the day.”

Eric backed himself  up until he
was underneath the steady raining corn
and made motions as if  he were showing
in it. “C’mon in, Bri, the golden shower is
fine.”

“You’re an idiot.”
“Without humor we truly are dead.

Stop and smell the roses.”
“I have a sense of  humor, it didn’t

die like my sense of  touch.”
“At least you got to touch Mindy

McCollin’s boobs before you lost your
sense.”

“See? This is why I don’t tell you
things.”

“I’ll die with that secret unspoken,



Bri. I can keep a secret.”
Brian nodded at that, “Fair enough.

Let’s check the house and get back to the
Water Treatment Plant and see who was
smart enough to follow the plan.”

 
 

The Other Side
 

“I don’t like it.”
“What?”
“Look at this place! It’s two months

after the apocalypse and the place looks
like something out of  the Fifties, ‘Leave it
to Wally’; one of  those old shows where
nothing funny goes on.”

“You mean, ‘Leave it to Beaver’,
Jake?” asked a feminine voice. “I used to
watch that on retro television after



school. It was cute, simple; innocent.”
“Yeah, Michelle, sure, that was it.

Cute and simple like you, but you ain’t
innocent.” Jake fired back.

“Look the place is clean, no zeds,
no people. There’s a nice fortified place to
stow our stuff  and get in a good night’s
sleep, right? So what are you whining
about, Jake?”

“There ain’t any crap in the streets.
The houses are all looted, but it looks like
they’ve been fixed up a bit. For God’s
sake, Harold, the fuckin’ lawns have been
mowed. Like yesterday! All I’m sayin’ is,
it’s eerie.”

“Yeah, yeah, I’ll give you that, it is
odd. Hey, Ranger!” Harold called to one
of  their companions, a former Army
Ranger, “This place is creeping us out a



bit, is there any way you could take a few
guys and go check the perimeter? Make
sure there ain’t any surprises waiting for
us in the middle of  the night?”

The older man nodded, “Sure, no
problem; I was going to anyway. I haven’t
seen anyone waste gas on mowing the
lawn since this thing started. Gimme five
minutes rest and I’ll take Jorge, Ashley
and Karen with me. You guys good with
that?” This last question was addressed to
the people he had named who were
nearby. “Good. We’ll go with machettes
for everyone, me an’ Ash will take rifles,
Jorge you and Karen keep your shotguns.
Hit first, shoot second. Unless we run
into people, then talk first, shoot second.
Be ready in five.”

The others nodded or called back



‘Yeah’ and the rest of  the group started to
settle into the homes behind the
barricade they had found for the night.
Their group had thirty seven people in it,
everyone had skills or abilities and they
were doing fairly well. Ammunition was
low, fuel was low for their mix of  diesel
and gas powered cars, but they were well
fed and had plenty of  medical supplies.

The foursome left the barricades as
a group of  scavengers was coming back
in. There was only one main entrance in
the ‘fort’ they had found near the center
of  town and that was easily closed off  by
parking a car in the opening, in this case
they had backed one of  the big diesels
into it, so that the guards could stand in
the pickup bed and fire over the cab.

The scavenger’s job was to find and



collect useful items, it was a job that
required more than a little intuition and
more than a little courage. All of  them
were armed with shotguns and hand
weapons of  some sort, in addition to
large backpacks. When the group came
into an empty town the scavengers fanned
out on either side to act as both flanking
troops and to gather what they could
quickly find.

Ranger stopped and addressed one
of  the men coming in, “Find anything,
Skeeter?”

“Nada, nada, enchilada. The place
is empty as a graveyard.”

“Really? You got nothing? I’ve
never seen you come back empty
handed.”

“The place is picked clean. No



weapons, no food. Well, not really, we got
some vegetables out of  the gardens here.
Damn gardens have been weeded.
Recently too. Kinda freaks me out. You
know it had to be other humans, not the
zombies. But where did they all go?”

“They must have bolted for greener
pastures and left their fort here as a
courtesy to others. That makes sense if
the place is barren.”

Skeeter looked troubled for a
moment and this prompted Ranger to ask
him, “What?”

“A day or two, at most, some of  the
stuff  I thought looked weeded from this
morning. So, theys been gone less than a
day and left all this food on the vine…it
don’t make sense, Ranger. You going out
on perimeter?”



Ranger nodded.
“Be careful, something ain’t right,

so you be extra careful, you hear?”
“I will, keep an ear out, if  we run

into trouble we’ll be shooting and
someone better come running.”

“Will do. Good luck.” Skeeter
moved past the pickup truck into the fort.

“Alright people.” Ranger said,
glancing at the sun, which was slowly
settling in the west. “We got about 90
minutes of  daylight left, let’s see what we
can find out about this mystery before the
sun sets.”

*****
Skeeter was feeling jumpy. Ranger

had come back well before sundown, and
reported seeing neither hide nor hair of
anything or anyone. This hadn’t eased



Skeeter’s mind and he could not shake the
feeling that someone was watching him.
Not being able to sleep meant he would
be worthless the next day; they weren’t
staying here. There was no food and no
supplies other than clean water. A group
like their needed a constant influx of
supplies just to keep going.

“What are we going to do when
winter comes and we get pinned down
somewhere?”

“We’ll die.” Came the voice of
Ashley, his current lover, who he had
thought was sleeping.

“We need to head south.”
“Is that what’s bothering you?” she

asked.
“No, something ain’t right here, this

town is just…wrong, I can feel it.”



“Yeah, me too. Ranger three, he let
me keep the M-16 tonight with a full load
too, said the place gave him the chills.”

“If  ain’t feeling right, then I
KNOW something is wrong.” Skeeter got
out of  bed and turned on his flashlight.

“What are you doing? You’re going
to wake everyone up.”

“Jerald and Amy are on guard. Bob
and Calvin stepped out about five
minutes ago to smoke that weed they
don’t think we know about. It’s just us.”
Skeeter continued to look around the
room, then stepped into the hallway.

“Come here, Ash.” He called softly.
She got up and went to him, naked

except for her rifle. “What?”
“Attic.”
“So?”



“Did anyone check it?”
“They should have; we always do.”
“I’m going to check.”
“I got your back.” Ashley raised

her rifle and pointed the business end at
the ceiling. Skeeter couldn’t help but flash
his light over her body once. “Perv.”

“I’m an art lover, and you’re a
masterpiece, can’t fault me from looking.”

Skeeter reached up and pulled the
attic access down, unfolding a set of
ladder like stairs and bringing a bit of
blow in cellulose down around him as he
did. With great hesitation he approached
the first step.

“Hold up, Skeet.” Ashley said. She
ducked into the room and came back with
a flashlight of  her own. “Alright, go on
now.”



As he climbed Skeeter noticed
Ashley’s light was playing on his backside.
Unlike her, he at least had the sense to
pull on a pair of  shorts before he decided
to go exploring. Poking his head up
through the ceiling he quickly flashed his
light in a 360 degree arc looking for
threats.

“It’s clear, got a bit of  a floor down
on half  of  it. You wanna come up?”

“How hot is it?” Ashley asked.
“Not too bad, it’s vented, hot or

not I could sleep better up here with the
access pulled shut, you in?”

Ashley shrugged her shoulders,
“Yeah, I know I ain’t gonna do any
sleepin’ down here. Let’s get our stuff.”

Soon they had their gear up in the
attic and were once again lying next to



each other, there was a dim glow of  the
moon visible through a heavy screened
opening in the back of  the house, it cast
just enough glow on them for Skeeter to
see Ashley looking at him in the
moonlight. Her body seemed to shine in
the moon, giving him an alluring glace at
her form.

“What now?” he asked.
“That ass….”
Skeeter topped her voice with a

kiss.
 
 

The Walk In
 
“They started already. I told ya you

took too long going through the
McCollin house.” Eric complained, not



for the first time either.
Brian shrugged his shoulders and

hefted the rifle he had found, “If  you
want to toss down that shotgun I got for
you, then go right ahead.”

“No…I just hate missing the fun.”
“By ‘fun’ you mean cold blooded

murder on a bunch of  LPs?”
“Well, that’s one way to look at it. I

like to think of  it more as welcoming new
blood into the fold.”

“That’s another way of  looking at it
too, I guess. I just feel better with a gun.
You ever get the feeling that Nebuli is,
well different from us?”

“Yes. Absolutely. Probably a grade
6 education. Worse looking than most of
us, I hear tell he has a micropenis too.
That last one is nothing to laugh about,



but the boys in the locker room wouldn’t
let up. Also he…”

Brian waved his hand in front of
Eric, “Stop! That’s not what I meant. I
mean he seems to get around pretty fast.
He beat us out to the water plant, then
made it back to town. Where he needs to
be, he seems to end up.”

“Cocksuckers usually do.”
“Think about it, if  you can apply

your grade 8 education to the problem
and walk at the same time.”

“Hey! I graduated, even got an
associates through college…”

“Yeah, yeah, smarter than me, I got
ya, so think.”

“He did seem impatient with how
fast we were moving today. Or rather how
fast we weren’t moving.”



“Like he could move along at twice
the speed or something. Even when the
LPs hit town, he always seems to hold
himself  back. Did you ever seen him
eating on anyone?”

“Yeah, I did, we got a girl down,
Tonya, I think, she died in the next raid,
but Nebuli sorta got first dibs as we were
holding her…” Eric’s face twisted, almost
as if  he were in pain. “Now why would
we do that? Hold her for him. Him of  all
people. He ain’t exactly well loved. But I
remember, I had her head, just pressed
down with most of  my weight on it, so
Nebuli could tear into her.”

“See? He’s off. I think I know what
stinks here and I aim to get rid of  it.”
Brian patted the rifle he was carrying
with one hand.



“’Aim’? Not bad, not horrendously
bad, but better than nothing. Keep trying
and one day people will say you’re almost
as good as me. So you’re going to shoot
Nebuli? Even with the council saying not
to kill each other?”

“Wouldn’t be the first murder I
committed today.” Brian said.

“There is there.” Eric looked
almost uncomfortable, “Okay, fine, what’s
my part?”

“Help me find him.”
Up ahead the screams from the LPs

were starting in earnest. A smattering of
gunfire punched holes in the darkness
with rapid muzzle flashes.

 
In the Attic

 



“Skeeter? Skeet?” Ashley’s voice
sounded desperate in the darkness.

“I’m awake. Keep quiet.” Skeeter
told her. All around the house and even
from within its walls they heard the
sound of  fighting. “I think we were
overrun.”

“Are you going to help them?”
“Are you?” The light coming in

from the vents wasn’t much, but their eyes
had adjusted to it and they could read
each other’s expressions clearly. Ashley’s
face was stained with tears and she
clutched the sleeping bag she had been
laying in to her chest with one hand while
she felt around her with the other for her
clothing.

Skeeter’s voice softened and he said,
“We’ll hold up here, figure things out in



the morning. I don’t know where they
came from and I don’t know how they got
the jump on us, but…there’s nothing we
can do. You hear ‘em down beneath us?
Sounds like a whole mob of  ‘em. The way
Emily was screaming…”

“Don’t. Yeah, sure, we’ll hold up
here, help me get dressed.” Ashley said.

Skeeter just nodded and started
handing her clothing.

“That’s yours.” She said pushing a
sock into his hand. “Maybe you should
get dressed too?”

“Yeah, yeah. I’m just trying to
figure things out. Not sure how we’ll get
back to the vehicles and if  they have one
of  them smart zombies with ‘em, we
might be toast. We might have to wait for
days.”



“If  they have a smart zombie with
them they will probably burst up into the
attic and pull us out screaming by our
ankles.”

He nodded and started pulling on
his clothing.

 
 

Chapter 6
 

“Well, that’s the last of  ‘em.” Eric
said, pulling himself  away from a tough,
middle aged Caucasian woman. She was
already starting to animate and Eric had
left her legs and arms alone, enabling her
to stumble up almost immediately. The
look she gave him after she rose was one
of  purest hatred. She stumbled forward



to attack Eric from behind, but the
zombie merely put one hand in her face
and pushed her over backward.

“Not now, sweetheart, I’m already
full.” He turned back to Brian, “So? You
got sidetracked, huh?”

Brian nodded glumly, “The call was
too strong, I about had him in my sights
too, but…”

“Relax!” Eric put his arm around
Brian’s shoulders, “Happens to the best
of  us.”

The woman was on her hands and
knees grasping at Eric’s legs. Most of  her
intestines were hanging out beneath her,
dragging on the ground as she reached
for him.



Eric looked down, casually kicked
her away and walked Brian out of  the
area. “Man that woman is more persistent
than my ex-wife was at getting alimony!”
he shook his head. “So have you spoken
to Nebuli yet?”

“I haven’t run into him. I thought I
saw him when the shooting really started.
Running away I mean. Not doing the
poor man’s shuffle either, but beating feet
like the old days.”

“Impossible….unless. Unless that
bastard is actually alive?”

Brian’s lips pursed together in a
scowl, “Not a chance. We’d have eaten
him a long time ago.”

“Maybe he’s a mutant?”



“Why would he stay with us?”
“He’s a mutant who reads like a

zombie and can control us or at least
slow us down.” Eric amended.

With a shake of  his head Brian
said, “So he is raising a private zombie
army to protect him?”

“Why not?”
“Your ex is back.” Brian said,

pointed at the woman, who had again
risen to her feet and was shuffling
towards them.

Eric turned toward her, “Look,
darlin’, you’re persistent, I’ll give you that,
but I’m all done, I ain’t got nothing left
for you. So back off  and let us grown-ups
talk for a bit. Okay?”



The woman stumbled towards him
and muttered, “F-fu-fuck y-you! Y-ou
killed me!” she raised one hand and
lashed out at Eric, catching him weakly in
the chest.

“I finished you off, but I didn’t kill
you.” Eric pointed at a body lying on the
ground, he then paused and looked back
at the woman, “What is your name?”

“Sandy. S-s-sandy.” She said,
repeating it as if  to make sure she was
correct.

“Well, Sandy, that there.” Eric
pointed again to the body, “Was Henry
Stapleton. He is the one who grabbed you
from behind and took that chunk out of
your neck. I’m glad he missed your wind



pipe, for some reason we have a hard time
communicating without one, even as
zombies. It makes it easier to talk with
you when you can, well, talk. Anyway
Henry was a stand-up guy, a real team
player and he got you first. Then Kara
there got a piece of  you and finally Marla
tackled you.” Eric pointed to two other
bodies lying on the ground near Henry.”

With a shrug of  his shoulders Eric
said, “You killed all three of  them. Three
highly productive, well valued citizens of
this town. Sure I jumped on you right
after that, but they had already killed you
sure as a zombie shit in their pants.”

Sandy looked at the bodies on the
ground and back at Eric. “T-t-they b-b-b-



it me bef-fore you g-got m-me?” she
shook her head slowly as if  trying to clear
her memories.

“Sandy I would not lie to you
about this. I have killed my share of  LPs,
but I just finished you off  faster than
what would have happened if  I had left
you alone.”

“L-lp-p-p…?”
“LP, it’s what we call the living. It

mean’s ‘Life Positive’. Also known as
‘dinner.’” Eric started walking away with
Brian.

“W-ait!” Sandy called after them.
Eric turned back, one eyebrow

arched above the other, “Yeah?”
“What do I-I do now?”



He smiled and asked “Well, do you
know how to use a mower?”

 
 

Chapter 7
 
“Skeeter?”
“Huh?”
“What are we gonna do?” Ashley’s

voice was verging on the hysterical.
Skeeter had never heard her speak the
way she was now and as a group they had
been through a lot of  hard times
together. “They got ‘em all, Skeet. There’s
no one left except us.”

“Yeah, I know. I’m thinking on it.”
It was midmorning and as far as

Skeeter could tell the zombies weren’t
doing much. He had a less than perfect
view of  the world though, he could see



out of  the attic a little to the front of  the
house, where there was a heat vent and
through the soffits if  he were willing to
belly down and stick his head out over
the walls of  the home. The soffit view
didn’t let him see much either, he’d tried it
a few times and came away with a
bloodied scalp from where his skull
rubbed against a nail that was poking
through the decking from holding on the
shingles. The only view he’d had was of
the front lawn near the corner of  the
house and slightly into the neighboring
yard.

After a moment he turned to Ashely
and said, “You know, we’re gonna wait a
bit.” At the moment he was peering out
the front heat vent. “It looks like the
zombies are sort of  breaking up into
smaller groups and drifting away. We’ll
wait for a few hours and try and make it



to one of  the trucks.”
“There’s so many of  them!”
Skeeter didn’t answer her but nodded.
“Like they just magically appeared or

something. How’d they do that?”
“I dunno.”
“They don’t act like the other super

zombies we’ve run into either.” Ashley
had watched the zombies milling about
from the front screen earlier, but she was
sitting back amongst their possessions
now. “They aren’t all that fast, they
aren’t…coordinated. Some of  them have
to be supers!”

“Maybe. Maybe they are all just
shamblers?”

Ashley shook her head, “No, you
know as much as some of  them ate they
should be talking and walking right by
now.”

Skeeter conceded the point with a



nod of  his head, “I don’t know why they
are acting like they are.”

“If  they were talking to us, we might
be able to talk our way out of  this.”

The group had skirted several areas
controlled by the smart or ‘super’
zombies, even traded with a few of  them
in the past. “But they ain’t talking, so I
doubt that’s going to work.”

Ashley shook her head, “I don’t see
how we can get…” Her sentence was
interrupted by the sound of  a diesel
engine starting. “What the fuck?”

Skeeter leaned over to the so he could
peer towards the noise. “It’s coming from
where were parked. I can’t see it though.”

“So they have some supers!” A
hopeful look passed over Ashely’s face.

“Dunno. I ain’t going out there to
ask.” Skeeter pulled away from the vent,
his face moved from left to right in the



light from the air vent. “Just saw our
‘Pussy Wagon’ drive by.” The ‘Pussy
Wagon’ was a yellow and purple extended
cab truck with garnish chrome trim
including the silhouetted woman
mudflaps, Skeeter wasn’t sure who named
it, but the name seemed to fit.

“What’d you see? Do you think they
moved the spare key?” All of  their
vehicles had magnetic compartments
attached to the wheel wells for emergency
use, a practice that had allowed the group
to recover stolen vehicles many times.

“Some old guy was driving it, there
were a bunch of  zeds in the back, I saw
Sandy in back. She didn’t look…I don’t
know, like a shamble, but she didn’t look
good either. Unless one of  ours told ‘em
about the keys then they should still be
there.”

“It really don’t seem like they are



talking to each other, they just moan a lot
more than other zeds we’ve seen.” Sandra
said.

“I know, something funky is definitely
going on here. We just lost our whole
group and I don’t even know how…”
Skeeter paused to compose himself, “I
mean, how are we gonna live, Ash? I
don’t know if  I can make it on my own
again. With you, I mean.”

Ashley nodded, “I get what you’re
saying, but Skeeter, before we hooked up
with this group we were on our own. We
found you in hiding in that two gas
station town living out of  a barn! I wasn’t
much better, holed up in the top floor of
a goddamned Veteran’s office. We’ll make
it, we’ll rebuild and find others…”

Skeeter was shaking his head, “Until
they die too. I’m not talking short term,
I’m talking long term. I think it’s over.



The human race. Done. Finished. All we
got left are these shadows waiting for the
next meteor to hit the ‘reset’ button.”

“I ain’t gonna lay down and die,
Skeet.”

“Me either, but I just don’t see a way
to win. I hate losing. Even the teams I
root for lose. Superbowl? I’m zero for the
last 7 years. Baseball? Any team I back is
doomed to fall out in the first round of
postseason play. Hell I stopped rooting
for our Olympiads, just to give ‘em a
chance.”

Ashley looked at him, slowly a smile
came to her face. “Well, then, Skeeter, you
just better wrap your head around
rooting for the zeds, hadn’t you?”

Skeeter laughed, “I don’t think I can
throw the game that way; I want to win,
you know?”

“It wouldn’t hurt to try, would it?



Now tell me what we’re going to do, if
you don’t have a plan we’ll go with mine.”

“Why don’t you tell me yours first? I
don’t have a plan so much as a series of
actions.”

“Nothing wrong with that.” Ashley
pointed to their gear, which was bundled
up and ready to go. “We take our shit and
move out as soon as we can, daylight or
night, I don’t care. I’ve never known the
night time to be anything but a help for
the zombies, so I vote for moving out as
soon as possible. Which way did the
Pussy Wagon go?”

“Well, it headed up the street, that
way.” Skeeter pointed to the south. “But
they could’ve turned a street away.”

“Yeah, but who cares? Starting a car
on the edge of  town will draw less
attention than starting one in the middle
of  town, so I think it’s our best bet. There



has to be a super behind the retarded
state of  these zombies and I don’t doubt
they will pull the gloves off  to keep us
from getting out of  here when they
notice us.”

“That’s pretty much my idea right
there, get out of  the attic, clear the house,
grab anything that might have been left
and move out real quick. I was going to
say wait another couple of  hours, to let
the rest of  them clear off. Is that okay
with you?”

“Suits me fine, mister. We gonna nap
until then?”

“We better. You mean together?”
Skeeter asked.

“It might be the last chance we get.
C’mon, hon, think of  it as a morale
booster.” Ashley beckoned for him to
come back over to where they had been
sleeping the night before.



 
 

Chapter 8
 
“Is this it?” Brian asked, looking

around at the group. “Where’s Tom? Or
Andy? And Steve and Brittney?”

The mowing crew was much smaller
than yesterday, with only Eric, Carl,
Yoriko and Ruby from the mow gang in
attendance and the new woman, Sandy,
standing off  to one side. The new zombie
was rocking slightly as she shifted her
weight from one foot to the other.

“Well at least we have Sandy here.
And a new truck.”

Brian nodded, “But are any of  the
others still alive?”

“Tom and Brittney died coming out
of  the storm sewer. I don’t know about
Andy or Steve.” Yoriko said.



“Steve didn’t make it, I saw him
capped in the head as he rushed 114 on
Maple Ridge Drive. That was a real
slaughter there. Mounds of  us at the
front and back doors.”

“Damnit.” Brian said. “I told them
114 was still too well defended! We
should at least make it easier to get in
through the back!”

“The whole town is a set up?” Sandy
asked. Her speech was still slow and
annoyingly loud, as was typical of  the
newly raised.

“Yeah, sister.” Eric said, “Lucky for
you. Well, now I mean.”

“Huh?”
“Don’t mind Eric, honey.” Ruby said,

“What he means is that now you’re on
‘Team Zombie’, so our little death trap is
good for you. It means you’ll get fed
more often.”



Brian grunted, “Unless they kill us all
off  in the next fight.” He moved over to
the shed to open the doors and reveal the
lawn mowers. With another grunt he
swung about and pointed at Sandy, “You!
What are zombies like out there? Are
they like us?”

“I-I…what do you mean?”
“Are they slow and stupid like us?

Can they talk? Do they shuffle towards
you or run?”

Sandy’s pale brow furrowed, “They go
through stages, as near as we can tell.”

“Stages?” Eric prompted. Everyone
in the group was looking at her now.

“Y-yeah. They start super slow and
stupid, like in every bad zombie movie
you’ve ever seen, not like ‘28 Days Later’
or ‘Feaster’, just slow and plodding.”

“Then what happens?” asked Brian.
Her shoulders shrugged, loosening



her top so that the last button popped,
which brought her right breast into view.
Yoriko moved forward making ‘tsk-tsk’
noised and tried to mend the damage.

“Well what Gabe said was that as they
eat people, they get better. We’ve talked
with them before. Some of  them are nice,
some aren’t, just like people.”

“Do they remember who they were?”
“They seem to.”
“And you kill them?”
“No. Well not all of  them. Most won’t

talk with us, the ones that do are real
careful, like paranoid careful.”

“Why?”
“Gabe says it works both ways. I

didn’t think he was right, but…”
Sandy was cut off  by Eric,

“Whaddaya mean it works both ways?”
“We get better by killing zombies.”
The group stood staring at her for a



moment before Brian said, “Better? But
there’s nothing wrong with you!”

“We get faster, stronger, can see
better, that sort of  thing.”

“Can zombies ‘get better’?”
“You mean faster and talking and

stuff. Yeah. We even saw zombies that
could do stuff  like comic book heroes.
Heal faster, lift up trucks, mentally
control hordes of  zombies like minions,
scream loud enough to make your
eardrums rupture…”

“Wait! Wait a minute…” Brian said,
“Control other zombies?”

Sandy nodded, “They all seem to be
able to do this, strong ones over weak
ones.”

“Oh, now you’ve done it.” Eric said.
Brian stood there for a minute, he

reached up and braced himself  with the
side of  the doorway. “That’s it.” His voice



barely reached them it was so quiet.
“Hold on to the though, Bri. Just

think it through.” Eric said.
“You know he’s right!” Ruby said,

“Look at us! Half  the mow team is gone,
we all side with Brian during the votes
and…and, that’s not all! More of  us died
last night than the conservatives! They’re
rigging the vote by offing dissidents!”

“We don’t know that.” Eric said,
“Well, okay it does look bad, but before
anyone runs back there and starts flinging
wild accusations around, what good is it
going to do?”

“What?” Yoriko asked.
“What good will it do if  we don’t

know who’s leading this circus?” Eric
repeated, “We can’t kill everyone we think
is the leader.”

“Nebuli.” Brian stated.
“We don’t know that. He could be



working with the actual leader, this, this
super zombie with mind control powers.”

“So we shake him down and see what
he knows.”

“Er, how exactly?” Eric asked, “I
mean if  he is the super power, he’ll just
squash you like a bug, or the guy in
charge will.”

“So we leave.” Yoriko said.
“Leave?” Brian asked.
Yoriko pointed at the pickup truck,

“Does anyone know we have the truck?”
“Well, uh, unofficially, we sort of  just

liberated it. I found the keys on one of
those little magnet things stuck to the
body.”

“We did that.” Sandy confessed. “I
don’t know what’s going on here. You
vote on things? You think there is a super
controlling you?”

“We’ll fill you in later sweet heart, but



the quick answers are yes and yes. Quiet
now and let the adults decide what they’re
going to do.” Eric told her.

Sandy shut her mouth, but looked like
she was fuming.

“So why don’t we get in and drive
away, just go somewhere else. Forget
about this stupid town council and the
hillbillies trying to run our lives.”

“There is strength in numbers.” Brian
said.

“We’ll find others like us.” Ruby said.
“We can’t leave everyone else to

just…to just exist like this. We have to
save them.”

“Can we save them?” Eric asked, “Or
will you be the next chief  zombie that
controls everyone and causes resentment.

“What do you think, Carl?” Brian
asked the only one who had not been
participating in the conversation. Carl,



was still leaning up against the side of  the
truck they had taken from the fake safe
zone in town.

“Everyone has good points.”
“Typical Carl response.” Muttered

Eric.
“I ain’t deaf, Eric.”
“Never said you were.”
“He’s on our side, Eric.” Admonished

Brian.
“He…well fine. Carl tell us what you

think! Don’t just say we’re all correct.”
Carl seemed to be pondering what

Eric said for a moment, “Okay, here is
what I would do. I’d try and find out who
the bad guys are here and take them out.
We need to find a gun and then I or one
of  you will stand a long way off  when
everyone else confronts…oh I dunno,
Nebuli, first. Hopefully alone. See what
happens. If  we don’t like what he says we



can either kill him or leave him.”
“If  we leave him, he’ll blab to the

council.” Eric said, “Hey, wait a minute,
I’m going along with a ‘Carl Plan’?”

“I don’t want to leave everyone else.”
Brian said. “We could have left last
night.”

Eric said, “Well at least we have a…”
he stopped talking when Brian raised a
finger to his lips and gave a half  shake of
his head.

“We have a what?” Ruby demanded.
“A truck, to get away in if  things

don’t work out.”
“I think we should think on it today.

Maybe try to solve it or come up with a
better plan.” Carl said, he gave a half
apologetic shrug of  his shoulders, “Eric’s
right, I’m no good at coming up with
plans. I don’t like to give my opinion
either. I just…I just think you are right,



Brian.”
“You got, nothing to apologize for,

Carl.” Said Brian. “So….should we all
mow the next section and think about it?
If  anyone comes up with a better plan
they can tell us at noon when we refuel.”

“Wait!” Sandy said, “You’re actually
going to mow?”

“We have a schedule, the town is too
big to mow all at once so we do parts of
it each day of  the…” Brian said.

“Why? Why would you mow the
fucking grass?”

“Uh, the council said we should.
We’re the mow team.”

“The mow team? But why?”
“Tall grass is sort of  hard to move

through for us. So keeping it down gives
us a better chance to survive.” Eric said.

Sandy muttered something beneath
her breath.



“What?” Brian asked.
“I said you’re idiots. Tall grass never

slowed down any zombies I ever fought
before. Mowed grass just says ‘Hey there’s
something suspicious in this town! Be on
guard!’ it made us more wary, I can tell
you that.”

“For all the good it did you.” Eric
said.

“You told me I killed three zombies.
How long can that last? Every PL killing
three zeds? That’s a bad casualty ratio.”

“Well…well…” Eric stammered.
“It is a bad rate, how come we keep

winning?” Asked Brian, “And it’s ‘LP’, not
‘PL’. ”

“There is something odd going on.
There has always been something odd
going on.” Ruby said.

“Yeah, but what and can we do
anything about it?” Brian asked.



“So what do we do about her?”
Yoriko asked, pointing at Sandy.

“What do you mean?” Sandy asked.
“Well, you know quite a bit, what if

you spill the beans? You do blame me for
killing you.” Eric said.

“I did…” Sandy said cautiously.
“We should probably kill her dead.”

Carl said.
“No! Please no! I swear I won’t, well

what, betray you? Is that what you want?
A promise not to betray you?”

“Maybe we could ‘silo’ her until this
blows over?” Brian asked.

“What’s that?” Ruby asked him.
“It’s what Nebuli did to us last night.”

Eric said, he took a few minutes and told
them the whole story about their
encounter with the sheriff  the previous
night. He left off  the parts where they
found the guns in the McCollin house,



but with energetic relish he described
Brian’s young love with Mindy McCollin.

At the end of  it, Carl let out a long,
low whistle.

“What?” Brian asked.
“It sounds more like Nebuli saved

your skin than threw you to the dogs,
doesn’t it? You guys were safely stashed
away when the attack started, if  you
hadn’t been you probably would have
died.”

An uncomfortable silence settled over
the group, broken by Brian, “He stashed
us before the alarm went off. Yeah we
made it back to town in time to
participate, but barely.”

“You came in and helped us mop up.”
Ruby said, “Everyone knows the last
zombies in tend to survive, it’s the ones
who go in first that die off  the fastest.”

“So maybe Nebuli does know



something.” Carl reaffirmed.
“Maybe. Alright, let’s mow, Ruby you

want to show Sandy the ropes?”
“We never decided what to do with

her!”
“We can all think on that too. Meet

back here at noon. Ruby why don’t you
and Sandy go do the high school today,
that usually takes two people and if  she
has problems you’ll be there to help out.
Nobody say anything about what Nebuli
did to Eric and I, okay? We all gotta think
on it and see what we come up with.” The
other zombies nodded before setting to
work.
 
 

Chapter 9
 
“Now Skeeter?”
“I haven’t seen anyone since we got



up from our nap. I think they have
thinned out.”

“We gotta get out of  this attic, I’m
burning up.”

“A little heat is okay.”
“Sure, but a little dehydration isn’t,

we’re about out of  water and if  we have
to spend all day here we’re gonna be
hurtin’ by sundown.” Ashley said.

“Yeah, I know, so, drink ‘em if  you
got ‘em.”

“Seriously? It’s all we have left.”
“Drink it, better to carry in your belly

than on your back and I bet there’s more
in the house under us anyway. We’ll grab
what we can and head towards the cars
first.”

They each drank the last of  the water
in their canteens and Skeeter ate a granola
bar before they pulled on their gear.

“Crowbar and tomahawk only, right?”



“Yeah, Ashley, yeah. We gotta keep
this quiet. These zeds are different, but I
don’t think they are quite that different
and every zombie we’ve killed in the past
is attracted to noise, so let’s keep it quiet.”

Skeeter held his crowbar in one hand
and gently pushed down on the trap door
that led down into the house proper. The
folded up ladder automatically deployed
beneath them and Skeeter climbed down
it quickly to land on the dirty, stained
carpet below them. He quickly took stock
of  the surrounding rooms before
gesturing at Ashley to climb down and
join him. Once they were down he folded
up the ladder and pushed the access shut.
Ashley looked at him like he was crazy,
but didn’t say anything.

With hand gestures they move
towards the kitchen, checking each of  the
bedrooms along the way for zombies. Not



only was the house empty, it
smelled….like bleach. When Ashley got
into the kitchen doorway she stopped
dead in her tracks. Fearing the worst --
that they had run into the dead, Skeeter
pushed past her, but what he saw stopped
him too. The kitchen had been restocked.
The cabinets had lost their doors at some
point since z-day, and when they had
arrived the group found some food on
shelves. They had helped themselves to
various stews, spices and canned meats,
leaving the shelves bare. Now there was a
small amount of  food on the shelves
again.

The kitchen too, smelled strongly of
bleach and the back door was open,
letting a cool breeze blow through.

“W. T. F.” Ashley said quietly.
“Sh!”
“There’s no one here, Skeeter. What



do we do?”
“Take it.” The food, was a welcome

addition to what they had stashed in their
packs, but it would not fill the containers.
If  they had taken the water it would have
weighed them down, but both of  them
filled their canteens from the milk jugs
that had been placed on the shelves. After
they had loaded up with as much as they
wanted to carry, which experience had
taught them to make light, Skeeter pulled
the remaining food to the front of  the
shelves to make it less obvious any of  it
had been pilfered.

“C’mon. Let’s go get us a truck.”
A few minutes later they were resting

underneath a large pine bush looking at
where their vehicles had been parked.
There was nothing there.

“It’s a setup, Ash. See? They had to
move our vehicles to make room for the



next bunch of  suckers to come through
here. That’s why they cleaned up the
house too, got rid of  most of  the blood
and stuff.”

“There was still some.”
“Yeah, well what place doesn’t have

blood on it these days? If  they made it
too clean it would be even more
suspicious. Plus give it a couple days of
airing out and I bet the next group moves
in just like we did.”

“Not like we did.” Ashley said
indicating her and Skeeter. “We were
smart enough to move to the most
defensible position.”

“Yup, go us, huh?” Skeeter turned
back to look at the empty space, as if
hoping he had somehow overlooked a car.
“Now whatta we do?”

“Go after the ‘Pussy Wagon.’ At least
you know which way they headed in that



one.”
“Yeah, smart girl. If  we have to we

hike outta here back to the last town.
There were some cars there we might be
able to get running.” Both knew how
unlikely that was. Their group had done a
pretty thorough job scavenging
everything worthwhile out of  that town.
They might get one of  the vehicles from
the last town working; both Skeeter and
Ashley were competent at surviving, but
it was a long shot that they could
replenish enough fuel to get very far. “At
least heading that way takes us closer to
the last town.”

“There’s not much there for us,
Skeet.”

“There is one very important thing
there for us, Ashley. There weren’t no
zombies. We got enough food to hike
back that way and rest up for a day. A



good nights sleep will help us get our
heads straight and make plans.”

“Yeah, okay. How we gonna do this?”
“House to house, stay low and use the

houses for cover, go through backyards.
These zombies are different, they don’t
seem to be able to pick us out if  we can
get a wall between us and them. I mean,
they didn’t spot us in the attic, so I’m not
too worried about getting pegged from 3
blocks away through a dozen houses.”

“Thank God for small favors.”
“Yeah, or someone a little lower on

the food chain.”
Their precautions seemed to be in

vain, they walked through the back yards,
over fences and darted across streets
without seeing so much as a single
zombie. As they were approaching the
sport fields on the edge of  town Skeeter
raised a hand for Ashley to stop.



She leaned in close to his ear and
asked, “What?”

“Listen.”
A moment passed before Ashley

heard the noise, a low buzzing of  a small
engine. “Is that a weed wacker?”

“I think it might be. Look!” Skeeter
pointed to the sheds at the far edge of  the
well-manicured fields, “Our ‘Pussy
Wagon’ and the shed’s open.”

“What the hell is going on here? They
are mowing and weed wacking!”

The both watched as a man stepped
out from between the sheds, he was
wearing ear and eye protection and
carrying a weed wacker, taking down the
high vegetation close to the shed walls.
Slowly he inched across the front of  the
building and started working on the side.

“Once he is out of  sight we can make
it to the truck. Just get in and drive away.”



Skeeter said. Killing zombies, any
zombies had sometime proven disastrous
in the past. It was like the zeds knew
when one of  their own had been taken
out and they would come running to the
death sight with uncanny accuracy. Of
course usually the zombies could see
them through walls and ceilings pretty
readily too. Only the earth and thick
vegetation seemed to affect their ‘zombie
vision.’

“You do the count, I’ll run when you
do.” Ashely said.

The man edged slowly around the
corner of  the building, Skeeter waited
almost ten seconds after he disappeared
before he broke cover and dashed for the
truck. They both had to move quickly
across two soccer fields and around the
corner of  one baseball field before they
were at the truck doors. Skeeter reached



into the driver’s side wheel well and
located the small magnetic box containing
the key and then he hopped into the
truck. It took only a moment to slide
open the case. He stared disbelieving at
the empty compartment.

In fact he was so sure the key had
been in the small box that he said, “I
dropped it, Ash! Oh crap on a crutch! I
dropped the key!”

They both dropped down below the
dashboard to search the floor for the
missing key and were startled when
someone banged on the hood of  the
truck. Bolting upright they saw that they
zombie was back, he had ditched the
garden tool and was banging his gloved
hands on the hood.

“Hey!” the zombie yelled his face
twisting in surprise.

“We gotta bolt.” Skeeter said.



“Skeet…”
A couple of  female zombies stepped

out of  the shed into the daylight, they
both recognized Sandy. The trio of
zombies split up, the women on Ashley’s
side, the man moving around to Skeeter’s
door. Skeeter did the only thing he could
think of; he locked the door.

 
 

Chapter 10
 
“They locked us out.” Brian told the

zombies around him. The whole gang had
gathered back at the shed where they were
keeping an eye on the truck.

“Well, we bust ‘em out of  there, chow
down and get out of  town!” Eric put
forward.

“Nah. Can’t do it.” Brian said.
“Can’t?”



“Won’t. We need them.”
“For what?”
“We can’t kill whoever is messing with

us here.” Brian pointed at the two
huddled in the truck. “They can.”

Carl looked through the window into
the cab of  the truck. “They don’t seem to
have any weapons.”

The man inside the cab raised an ugly
looking revolver toward the window. Carl
backed off  sideways faster than any of
them had ever seen him move. “Oops.
Wrong.”

“There’s a first…Not!” Eric said. The
rest of  the zombies hastily got out of  the
direct line of  fire with Yoriko pulling
Sandy with her toward the back of  the
truck.

The man tapped the window with the
barrel of  his gun. “Hey! Give us the
keys!”



“They’re my friends…sort of! Let me
talk to them!” Sandy said, trying to get
away from Yoriko and Ruby.

“Ah, maybe we should…” Eric said,
which brought a scowl to Brian’s face.

“No. I’ll do it.”
“What? No I can do it!” Sandy

insisted.
Brian pointed at Eric, “He only said

to let you do it because you’re the newest
one here and the one we trust the least.
I’ll do it, you listen in and help out if  you
think you can. But only if  you think you
can help! Don’t go spouting off  at every
old thing.”

“Hey! We can hear you! Sort of..” The
man said.

“What are they saying? Are they
getting the keys?” Ashley asked.

“No babe, one rotten guy is talking to
Sandy…here he comes now.” Skeeter said.



Brian stepped up to the side of  the
truck. “Hi.”

“Give us the keys!”
“What do we get?”
“What? I’m not negotiating with you!

Just give me the damn keys!”
“Shoot me.” Brian said.
“No!” Carl yelled.
“They ain’t gonna shoot him.” Eric

said, sounding rather sure of  himself.
“Yeah? Why not?” Skeeter demanded.
“You don’t want to blow out the

window. They are hard to replace since Z-
day.”

“Skeet?” Ashley asked.
“Well, I don’t really want to shoot

through it. You know how much it sucks
when we’re stuck in a car with no fucking
windows and the AC won’t ever keep
up…”

“Just shoot the goddamn zombie!”



Ashley said.
“Why don’t they just roll the window

down?” Carl asked.
“Power everything.” Yoriko said, “I

had a car like that, loved it unless the
battery went dead.”

“Oh, power. Yeah. Could they hot
wire it?”

Yoriko shrugged her shoulders,
“Dunno.”

Carl looked around the shed for a
moment then picked up a ratty old
sponge ball that someone had left, he
moved to the back of  the car and stuffed
it into the tailpipe. Looking at Yoriko he
smiled and nodded before saying, “Now
they have to get out.”

Up at the front of  the truck Skeeter
noted the movement behind them and
said, “Hey, What’s that old guy doing to
my truck?”



“Focus on me!” Brian said, “Don’t
worry about them, we don’t have to be
enemies.”

Skeeter looked back at Brian, “Sure,
sure man, just give us the keys and we’ll
be out of  your hair, no problem.”

Brian shook his head, “I was thinking
of  something better than that.”

“Like what?” Ashley asked, “Us
helping you lure in other people to eat?”

“No, but how would you like to stop
running?”

“What do you mean?”
“We have a lot of  food. I mean we

can’t feed a town, but enough to keep a
half  dozen people fed for a long time.
You could stay here.”

“And what do you get out of  it?”
“Well…you see we think there is

someone in town keeping us here, kinda
riding us like we ride the mowers.



Sometimes their presence is more
noticeable, sometimes it fades a little. You
get rid of  that and we’ll help keep you
safe.”

Skeeter looked at Ashley, “We don’t
have much food.”

“We got a truck! We just drive away
and find our own food.”

Brian dug in his pocket and dangled
the truck keys from his finger.

Skeet noticed this and said, “HE has a
truck, I don’t know shit about hot-wiring
this rig and everywhere we’ve been has
been…pretty barren.”

“We have cookies.” Eric added.
“What kind?” Ashley asked.
“Tollhouse. Plus flour and sugar and

chocolate chips. We have to restock the
houses sometimes to lure people in.
Usually we get more after…”

“After you kill and eat them.”



Brian nodded, “Yeah, after that.”
“But you wouldn’t eat us?” Ashley

said, “Sure, I mean we just have to trust
you.”

“Trust is difficult to establish. Look I
don’t want to eat you. My friends…”
Brian looked at his mowing crew.

They all slowly shook their heads,
except for Erik, who said, “I could do
with a bite.”

Brian frowned, “Don’t mind him,
he’s…special.”

“Do you have guns?” Skeeter asked
“Low on ammo, huh? I have a couple

and, come to think of  it, we do get a lot
of  guns off  the people who, uh, stay with
us. I don’t know where those are, but I bet
they are still around.”

“Gun, food, protection and winter
ain’t too far away, Ash.” Skeeter said in a
low voice.



“It’s been…shitty, the last few months,
everywhere we get to has already been hit.
No game, not even any fish. I…I just
don’t trust them. They’re dead!”

Brian lowered the key from his hand
and tapped the hood of  the truck with it,
drawing their attention back. When he
had it, he slowly set the key on the hood
of  the truck and motioned for everyone
to back away from the vehicle. When they
had all complied he stepped back also but
stayed in sight of  the vehicle. He
motioned with one hand for Skeeter to
get out. “Now you won’t have to break
the window to shoot me and you can
grab the key and get back in before we
can jump you. Trust.”

“Skeeter…don’t! It’s a trap! They
probably have someone under the truck
waiting to grab you.”

“Then I can shoot that son of  a bitch



at least.” Skeeter said, opening the door.
“We can’t stay here forever, Ashley.
Sooner or later we’d have to get out and
it’s better to do it before we’re dying of
thirst.”

Skeeter stepped out of  the truck, the
barrel of  his gun was pointing at Brian.
He held his carbine with one hand and
with his other he reached through the ‘V’
between the door and the cab to grab the
key off  the hood. Quickly he pulled back
into the cab and slammed the door shut.

“Go! Go! Go!” Ashley yelled.
“No.”
“C’mon! We can drive up to the next

town and…”
Skeeter shook his head, “No. How

many times have we been asked for help
the last few months, Ash? A hundred? A
thousand? Remember that woman and
her two kids in Victoria? Dean wouldn’t



even let us leave them their own food, he
left them to die and WE let it happen. I’m
tired of  being a dick. I’m tired of
running. I’m tired of  not helping people
who ask us.” He put the key in the
ignition and turned it enough so that the
power came on. Slowly he rolled down
the window, looking at Brian the whole
time.

“People call me Skeeter, this is Ashley
or Ash. What are your names?”

Brian grinned and introduced himself
and the others. “Does this mean you’re
going to help us?”

“Tell us more about this guy you
think is messing with your heads?”

 
 

Chapter 11
 
“We shoulda left, Skeet.” Ashley said.



“We don’t owe these fools anything for
giving us back our own truck.”

“Well, it wasn’t really our truck. I
mean it was sorta, but…You signed on
with me. You know where the key is to
the truck now, ain’t nothing stopping you
from taking it and driving away.”

“I might just do that, don’t think I
won’t if  you start doing more stupid
stuff!”

Skeeter looked out at the
neighborhood, they were only a few
blocks from where the zombie’s trap was
set up waiting for another group to
arrive. “You notice something?”

“What?”
“They aren’t really looking too hard

for us.” The two had spent two hours
watching zombies lumber through the
process of  repainting an old shed and
filling in a pot hole in one of  the many



gravel alleyways that ran through the
town.

“I noticed. I think like Brian said,
someone isn’t too concerned about living
people in town. I don’t think we should
get much closer than this though, I mean,
they would see us.”

Skeeter nodded.
“Maybe we can shadow them at night,

see where they go, get close enough to
follow anyone out by themselves back to
some hole in the ground.” Ashley said.

“Can’t follow all of  ‘em. Brian wasn’t
big on where they spend their nights or
what they do there.”

“Pick a side and let’s camp out and
wait. What else we got to do? Go door to
door?”

Skeeter was quiet for a moment, then
he reached up and rubbed his jawline
with one hand.



“What?” Ashley demanded, “I know
that look, you thought of  something.”

“You.” Skeeter flashed her a grin.
“Wha-Skeeter!”
His grin faded quickly and he shook

his head, “No, not that! I mean, yeah, that,
but just what you said, how we can’t go
door to door looking for them.”

“So, what of  it?”
“We got here pretty late, remember?

Even so we still cleared all the houses
around the place. Just imagine if  we had
gotten here in the morning? We’d have
kicked in every door in town. Maybe we
would have noticed that most of  them
have already been kicked in too, might
have saved us.”

Ashley shook her head, “Naw, we’ve
seen too many places in the same
condition.”

“Probably right.” Skeeter rubbed his



jaw again. He caught himself  doing it and
offered up another thought to Ashley,
“So the zombies don’t hide in town.
That’s what I’m thinking. Now Brian
never said it, but I bet they don’t. That
means the super isn’t here either. He’s
gotta be close by, I mean, I think. How far
can he control this freak show?” Skeeter
gestured towards a couple of  zombies
who were pulling some fallen tree limbs
toward the center of  town.

“I don’t know how far.” She leaned
forward and planted a kiss on his cheek.
“I think you’re right though. They ain’t in
town. There’s lots of  outlying farms
though, could be any one of  ‘em.”

“I bet whichever one it is, it won’t be
unprotected. We gotta talk to Brian again,
see about those guns he mentioned
having.”

“We got guns.” Ashley patted the butt



of  her rifle, which was slung over her
shoulder.

“Yeah, but why use our ammo when
we could use theirs?”

 
 

Chapter 12
 
Just outside of  the mower barn the

dead stood in a semi-circle around
Skeeter and Ashley, except for Sandy, who
Brian had set up over by the south
baseball field with a pair of  cutting
shears. She was slowly trimming the grass
around the base of  the bleachers, more
importantly she was looking out for
anyone coming from town.

“So you want to use our guns, huh?”
Eric asked. “Do you actually have bullets
for yours?”

“We got bullets!” Ashley said.



“Your job, your bullets.” Skeeter told
Eric.

Brian nodded and ran one hand
through his hair, which was oily and
damp from the humidity. “I can see that.
We haven’t fired them. I don’t know how
good they are or anything. So have you
found him?”

“Why does everyone think it’s a
man?” Ashley asked, “You don’t think a
woman could be this controlling?”

Eric looked at her, scowled and shook
his head, “No. Not a chance.”

“Why? We don’t have balls of  steel?”
“No, you idiot! I just don’t think

fixing up a town would be on the list of
priorities that a woman would have.
Maybe the hair salon…

Ashley grabbed the hatchet off  of  her
waist and swung it back over her
shoulder, taking aim at Eric’s head.



Skeeter grabbed the head of  the
tomahawk and jerked it out of  her hand,
talking as if  nothing had happened.
“Makes sense. That sort of  thing has a
man’s feel all over it.” He handed Ashley
her weapon back.

“How do you know I won’t go for it
again?”

Skeeter shrugged, “Free world.”
“Aaargh!” She hooked it back to her

belt and stormed off  towards Sandy.
The group watched her go and Brian

asked, “You two married?”
Skeeter shook his head, “The sex is

good.”
Yoriko laughed, “At least you’re

honest.”
“You got some thinking to do

though, bud.” Eric said, “I mean say you
do this for us, are you sure you want to be
stuck here all winter with her?”



“Beats the alternative.”
“Huh?”
“Spending all winter alone.” Skeeter

replied.
“Yeah, well, we’ll make good on our

promise, if  you help us out. We don’t
have the guns here though, we ran ‘em
back out to the farm, in case…well just in
case.” Brian said.

“Pretty sure it’s ‘cause you have some
good memories there that you want to
keep revisiting.” Eric said.

“What?” Skeeter asked.
“Don’t mind, Eric, I told you he’s

special.” Brian said.
“Fine so let’s go get the guns.”
A loud whistle went off  near the

water tower in the center of  town.
The noise caused Skeeter to jump and

reach for his weapons, “What the hell is
that?”



“Tornado siren. It means we’re going
to have visitors.”

“Another group of  LPs.” Yoriko said.
“We call you LPs, stands for ‘Life

Positives.’” Eric said.
“Eric started it, but yeah, that’s what

it stands for.” Brian said.
“What do we do?” Asked Carl, he

pointed one hand towards the Pussy
Wagon.

“Shit.” Eric said, “They’ll spot that
right off, unless they are blind.”

“Well unless they are deaf, I doubt
they’ll be coming in at all. I sure as shit
wouldn’t walk into a town where I heard
the air raid siren going off!” Skeeter said.

“Skeeter! What’s going on? Do we
gotta get out of  here?” Ashley yelled as
she ran up. Sandy was just behind her,
shears clutched in one hand.

“No one told Sandy, did they?” Brian



asked.
“Musta skipped our rotted old

minds.” Eric said.
“I’ll bet. Well I forgot too, so it’s not

like I can pin it on you.”
“Told me what?” Sandy asked.
“That’s the signal to get down to the

water treatment plant, a raid is arriving in
about 4 hours.” Brian looked at the sun
was only about an hour from setting, “Or
maybe tomorrow unless this group plans
on blowing in here at night.”

“Wouldn’t be the first time, but it
takes big brass balls to come in at night.”
Eric said, looking at Ashley.

The woman flushed and muttered,
“Brass balls, not balls of  steel.”

“How do they know someone is
coming when they are 4 hours away?”
Skeeter asked.

Brian shrugged, “Dunno. But I bet



the ‘boss’ does. Be sure to ask him before
you kill him as that would be useful to
know.”

“So?” Carl asked, “What do we do?”
“Carl it don’t take a brain surgeon, we

gotta go get them the guns, we got a
truck. We load up, drive out there and sit
this one out in a grain silo.” Eric said.

“Why the silo?” asked Carl and
Ashley at the same time.

“If  we get the call to move in, we
might not want to.” Brian explained. “It’s
complicated. There are factions of
zombies in town, like political parties.
Last battle our faction led the way against
the LPs. First in usually get killed and
that’s what happened.”

“Uh, how many in your faction
survived?”

Eric laughed, “Pretty much just us
left. We were small, but very vocal.”



“We were also the core of  the group.”
Brian said.

Ruby snorted and said, “Or so we
liked to think. Mostly it’s Brian we all go
along with him because he’s our boss.”

“We mow lawns for no money at all; I
ain’t your boss!” Brian protested.

“Our mentor, then.” Eric said, raising
his hand before him in a prayer gesture
and bowing to Brian, “The wise old man
who leads us to wisdom.”

“See what I have to deal with?” Brian
asked.

“We’re all gonna die, aren’t we?”
Skeeter asked.

“Absolutely!” Eric said with another
bow.

“We should just go.” Ashely said.
Skeeter nodded, “Yeah, let’s go get the

guns and lock you guys in a silo.”
“Not what I meant.”



“Want me to drive?” Skeeter asked
Brian.

“I can do it, real slow, but I’ll get us
there. It’s not too far; we walked it last
time.”

“Me and Ash will ride in the cab with
you.”

“Me too!” Eric said, “Dibs on sitting
next to Ash.”

“No!” Brian said firmly, “You lot get
in the back, but lock up the shed first.
They probably won’t break into it if  they
come at night.”

A moan of  disappointment came
from the crew, but they did pull the
mowers in and lock the doors up before
scrambling into the back of  the camper
shell. Meanwhile Ashley had jumped into
the back of  the extended cab and Skeeter
and Brian sat up front. Brian held out his
hand and Skeeter, with some obvious



reluctance, passed over the keys.
“Still don’t trust me, huh? That’s okay,

between us I think I have more to lose
than you, but I’d still like to get our
town’s problem taken care of.”

“How do you figure you have more to
lose?”

“Well, if  you die, chances are you’ll
get re-lifed as a zombie. I mean odds are
your cause of  death is going to involve
one of  us eating parts of  you. So you
come back. Me? I just die and who knows
what’s beyond?”

“Uh, I guess. Don’t count me as
agreeing with you yet though.”

“Are you hungry? I mean really?”
Ashley asked.

Brian slowly shook his head, “Don’t
know why not. I thought I was always
going to be hungry after it started, but
we’ve had so many people through here.”



He shrugged his shoulders, “I guess I’m
just full right now.”

“Did you eat…did you kill some of
our group?”

“No.” Brian shook his head firmly,
“Me and Eric were out at the McCollin’s
place, the sheriff  locked us up before the
raid, so we missed it.”

“That kind of  makes it…better.”
Brian didn’t volunteer that both men

had made it back in time to feed, instead
he said, “Almost there, I told you it wasn’t
far.”

A half  mile later Brian turned the
truck into the McCollin’s yard, the
machine shed was open, so he drove right
in and parked as far back from the
opening as he could. The darkness must
have made Ashley nervous, because she
asked, “Why did you pull so far in?”

“Relax, honey, if  I were going to



attack you I could do it just as well in
broad daylight. I know we’re a ways out
of  town, but we don’t know where this
next group is coming from, they might
swing by on the road right in front of
this place and I’d rather they don’t spot
the truck.”

“So close the door.”
Brian got out of  his side of  the truck,

but not before pointedly handing Skeeter
the keys. “Nothing says, ‘Search me’ like a
closed door.”

“True that.” Skeeter said, “Aw c’mon
Ash you know he’s telling the truth.”

Ashley got out of  the vehicle the
same time that the zombies were bailing
out of  the back. The undead turned
towards her and she stopped in her tracks,
reaching for her ax. Skeeter stepped in
front of  her. Brian was still walking
towards the door and didn’t notice



anything odd, he was busy looking to see
if  the door could be pulled partway shut.

“Hey, Eric, you think we should pull
this like a third or so shut? Make it look
like the place has already been checked?”
He turned to where his mow team were
standing in front of  the two living. “Ruby,
Yoriko, go out and try to hide the tracks
of  the truck on the gravel. I drove slow,
but I know it’s probably obvious
something came this way. Take Carl with
you. Sandy, why don’t you and your
friends head into the house. See if  they
can put us in the basement so we don’t
have to go into the corn bin.”

The zombies started moving away
from the living and Ashley visibly calmed
down. Eric took two steps back towards
the door and gave it a quick look. “You
pull on that door and it’s going to come
down. The rails are pulled out at the top,



rotted right through. I guess that’s what
time and weather do to wood.”

Ashley and Skeeter headed towards
the house, with Sandy following close
behind them. “Hey, Skeeter?” Brian
called.

“Yeah?”
“We slid the guns under the couch in

the living room, the bullets are tucked
into the side pockets of  the lazy boy,
under some old magazines. The place
hasn’t been looted either, there is old food
in the kitchen and a manual pump out
back that they used for the dogs. It still
works, as far as I know.”

“Thanks.” Skeeter said.
After they left Eric said, “She’s jumpy,

that one. No way she would have worked
with us except for Skeeter.”

“Yeah, I know.”
“So, what are we going to do if  our



friend Skeet bites it?”
“It’ll work itself  out.”
“We’ll have to take her out quick.”
“I ain’t going to plan for problems we

ain’t got yet!”
“You should. How you feeling,

Brian?”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean I feel pretty damn good. Like

I could wrestle a bear or leap tall
buildings with a single bound, you
know?”

Brian thought about that for a
moment before he said, “Yeah, I feel
better too. Maybe we should just split?”

“I thought you loved this place? It’s
got so many…memories.”

Brian tilted his head and stared at his
friend.

“All right! All right! We gonna try the
door?”



“You said it would fall over if  we
did.”

“So? Makes it even less likely there
would be anything in here.”

Brian grunted and moved to the far
end of  the door to give it a push as Eric
pulled. Together they heaved it almost
halfway closed and left it.

“It held.” Eric said, “Clinging to the
building like my ex-wife clung to our
house in the divorce.”

“You wanted out of  that house
anyway, it was a maintenance nightmare.”

“True, but I still got the privilege of
paying for it, heh?”

Brian’s forehead wrinkled, “She
should have bought you out. That would
have been money to you.”

“Not really. I could have forced the
issue about the equity, but you know, I
did give a shit about my kid. She still did



try and ass rape me over every other
nickel and dime.”

“As long as you were both unhappy at
the end of  it. That means the divorce
worked like it’s supposed to.”

“Yeah, well let’s just say it must have
worked really well in our case.”

Brian hesitated a moment before
asking, “What happened to them? Do you
know?”

Eric shook his head, “I don’t. I know
they must be dead by now. Charlene
wasn’t much for, well, much. The thought
of  her womaning up and being good in a
crisis is laughable. As for Sophia, well,
there ain’t much hope for 5 year olds in
this world is there?”

“We could go check? You know, if  we
get clear of  this mess.”

“Thanks for the offer, Brian. Some
questions I don’t wanna know the answer



to.”
The two walked across the driveway

to the house. The three zombies down by
the road were brushing gravel with their
hands and trying to prop up some of  the
weeds that had been crushed down by the
truck. Carl waved them on towards the
house and called, “We got this!”

Eric led the way inside and came
across Sandy, Ashley and Skeeter standing
in the living room. They all stopped
talking as soon as he entered and looked
at him.

“Caught ya!” Eric yelled pointing at
Sandy, “Quit conspiring with the enemy!”

Skeeter twitched a bit and Ashley
reached for her ax without thinking. She
scowled and pointed a finger at Eric as
Brian pushed through the door. “You’re
an asshole!”

“Just call em like I see em. What were



you three planning?”
“Nothing.” Sandy said sulkily.
“Aha! You were planning something!

C’mon fess up, it won’t leave the room.”
Eric said.

“I want to stay with them. When they
go.”

“And?” Eric asked, taking in all three
of  them to gauge their reactions.

Ashley shook her head, Skeeter
nodded and Sandy just looked confused.

Brian cleared his throat and pulled in
a long breath, “Well, I hate to be
practical, but unless you’re running off
on us now, we have at least a couple of
days before you have to make any
decisions. Sleep on it. Having a zed with
you could be useful, especially one who
likes you.”

Sandy looked more miserable than
ever.



“What? Oh, c’mon! Just tell us, we’re
dying to know.” Eric said, in a hushed
tone he whispered, “Heh, heh, dying.
That’s good.”

“We have history.” Skeeter said.
“We? As in you three?” Light dawned

in Eric’s eyes, “You and her?” He pointed
between Sandy and Skeeter. “Geez, Skeet,
did you bed all the ladies of  your gang?”

Skeeter turned bright red and Ashley
laughed, “He wishes!”

“Maybe you could enlighten us while
we checked the basement?” Brian
suggested heading toward the kitchen.
The others trailed along behind him
silently, with Eric bringing up the rear.

The quiet was eventually broken by
Eric, who said, “Well if  no one is going
to tell me, I’m going to have to make
something up before Brian loses his
temper.”



Still no one spoke.
Mimicking a woman’s voice, Erik said,

“Ooh Brian! Skeeter did sleep with all of
us! He was a regular gigolo. Word got
around about tripod man and all the
ladies had to have a go!”

“It wasn’t like that!” Skeeter said, “It’s
just…people kept dying. New people
came in every day and me and Ash were a
thing for a while, then we werent’ and…”

“And you left her for Sandy Beaches
here.” Eric said, hooking a thumb at the
zombie. “Blah, blah, blah love triangle. So
you got tired of  the new squeeze, maybe
she snored in her sleep or like to fuck and
punch or something. Long, boring story
of  the ages short you went back to ole
Ash here, who lorded her win over the
whole troop of  rough riders. Am I
close?”

“Close enough.” Sandy mumbled.



“He followed his dick to her and
another woman, it wasn’t so catty as you
make it out to be; I wasn’t neglected or
anything. Me and Skeet just drifted back
together. I don’t know that I want to
travel with her though, it has more to be
with her being dead than them sleeping
together.”

“Well once you have dead, you’ll go
out of  your head.” Eric said. “Or so they
say?”

“Gross!” Ashley said while Skeeter
got more of  a curious look on his face.
Luckily he was a step behind Ashley and
she didn’t see his reaction.

“Can we just check the basement? My
God, Eric, you cause more troubles than
the last bottle of  beer at a frat party!”
Brian said.

“Fine! Stop me from bonding with
our allies, see if  I care.” Eric stomped



down the stairs into the dark basement.
 
 

Chapter 13
 

A moment after Eric went down into
the basement the others heard him call,
“Hey, uh, guys? Someone want to bring a
light? My zombie vision is all well and
good, but something is a little funky
down here.”

Skeeter sighed and pulled out a light,
the beam was good and it illuminated the
stairway fairly well. He moved down with
the rest of  the group following close
behind. The basement wasn’t finished, not
in the traditional ‘living space’ sort of
way. It had a level, water stained, concrete
floor and the walls were made out of
cinder blocks. Surprisingly the ceiling was
8 feet high.



Eric saw Brian eyeing the walls and
said, “Yeah, the stairs aren’t that old
either. I think old man McCollin must
have had a new basement put in. Was it
like this when you were last here with
Mindy?”

“Who?” Asked Ashley.
“His high school sweetheart; they

used to sneak down here or into the
chicken coop to bump ugly bits under the
very nose of  the girl’s old man.” Eric said.

Brian grunted, “We never came down
here, but it looks pretty new. Is that mold
all over the walls?”

Skeeter flashed his light all around the
cluttered basement, the walls weren’t
painted black; they had mold growing
over all of  them.

“Shit! C’mon Skeet! We gotta get out
of  here!” Ashley brushed by Brian to
make it back to the kitchen. “C’mon!



What if  you get sick?”
Skeeter handed his light to Brian,

took out a bandana and tied it around his
face. “I’m alright, but I won’t stay down
here for long. Promise.”

“Probaby why we can’t see worth a
shit down here.” Brian said.

“Yeah. I wonder? Can we grow this
stuff? I mean, let’s say we get a good
patch growing all over us, what would
that do to other zombies? Would we just
blend in?” Eric asked. He was looking
closely at the wall next to the bottom of
the stairs.

“That’d be great. Black mold zombies.
Just what the rest of  us living need.”
Ashley called down from the kitchen.

“If  we don’t infect ya, we make you
wish we had!” Eric said.

“What are we looking for, Brian?”
Skeeter asked.



“Mostly a stout door. Sometimes we
get a call, Skeeter. And when we get it, the
only thing that stops us is being locked
up. Last time we didn’t get a real strong
pull to go into town, but Nebuli had us
locked in one of  those corn bins you saw
out there. We did get out, eventually, and
by then we weren’t feeling all that
compelled to head directly to town, so we
found the guns in McCollin’s closet. I was
hoping we could all stay down here
instead of  getting in a grain bin again.”

Skeeter glanced at the door to the
kitched, “Door ain’t very strong.”

“No, it ain’t. But there’s no outside
access anymore from down here, so if
you barricaded it and let us out when we
asked, it should work well enough. There’s
hammer and nails in the shed by the
truck.”

“Might work. Was there any wood



planks?”
“You can use the dining room table if

you have too, it should hold. Or we could
just cut the stairs off.” Brian was looking
at the wooden frame of  the stair case.
“Yeah, that would work too.”

“Then how would we get out, oh
intelligent leader?” Eric asked.

“A rope? All I’m saying is it would be
easier than taking the nails out
afterward.”

Eric shrugged noncommittally,
“Maybe.”

Skeeter looked at them, “Well, you
guys decide, I’m heading back up. I think
all the stuff  down here is junk and I
know Ash would pitch a fit if  I brought
anything upstairs.” In a lower voice he
said, “Five bucks says she’ll throw a fit
about eating anything because of  the
black mold.”



“You’re on!” Eric said, grabbing
Skeeter’s hand and shaking it.

The zombies settled into the
basement where they used a hand saw and
sledge hammer to reduce the stairway to
splinters. Eric had found a long ladder in
the shed and Skeeter kept it in the garage
in case they needed to get the zombies
out quickly.

“How long do you think it would take
us to get out of  here? You know, if  we
had to?” Carl asked.

“About two minutes.” Yoriko said,
“You could just boost me up and Then
I’d put the ladder down or let you climb
up my arm.”

“Don’t matter much.” Brian said, “If
the call comes we’ll be stupid as ducks
again and won’t be able to get out.”

None of  them disagreed. Eric asked,
“Why do you suppose we get stupid if



we’re called in? I mean, we weren’t that
bad last time, sort stayed smart through
the whole fight, I mean.”

“Yeah, we did, until we got into town
anyway.”

“We didn’t.” Yoriko said, “I remember
being the lead in the storm sewer as
things sort of  deadened down. I hated it.”

“You were I the lead? What
happened? You should be dead, the first
ones out usually bite it.” Eric said.

“Not always.” Brian said.
“Always!” The group said back to

him.
“Well…okay, so what happened?”

Brian asked.
“I fell down at the new juncture. The

rest of  the town walked over me.”
The group chucked and Eric laughed,

“Well I for one am glad you tripped!
“Ooh! Yoriko, be careful, Eric’s eyeing



you as girlfriend material.” Ruby said.
“Not likely.” The other woman said,

“I mean what would be the point.” She
shrugged her shoulders, “No sex, no
vacations and not even any cable to watch
anymore.”

“Well I’m out. That sounds too much
like my first marriage.” Eric said. “And
that ended.”

“What are we going to do?” This
question came from Carl.

“Eh? When?” Eric asked.
“Well, if  we win. I mean if  we get free

and don’t have any more desire to eat the
LPs? How will we spend our time?”

“Whoa. That’s too much question for
me. What do you think Brian, you’re the
philosopher of  the group.”

Brian shrugged. “I don’t know. One
thing at a time.”

“We gotta get to the point where we



aren’t just thinking about the next ‘thing’
on our list.” Carl insisted. “This is
important. What are we fighting for? Why
not just give up? It ain’t like we’re gonna
make a bunch of  zombie babies and
repopulate the earth or anything.”

“True dat.” Eric said. “So? That man
needs an answer Brian. What are we
fighting for?”

Brian frowned and shook his head.
“Freedom.” Sandy said.
The others looked over at her, she had

been sitting quietly off  in one corner of
the basement. “Don’t look at me like that.
Why not freedom? I don’t know about
you but I haven’t seen everything there is
to see. Yeah, I’m dead. I won’t have any
kids I won’t see any more movies or buy a
new car, but there is still so much of  the
world to see. I haven’t read about a
million books, I haven’t see the west coast



or learned to surf  or rock climbed. You
know what’s better? I don’t have any rent
to pay anymore. I don’t have to pay for
car insurance or food or electricity or
nothing. If  I get through this I can do
everything I never had time for because
I’ll have time to do everything!”

Everyone sat in silence for a while
before Brian said, “We’d make great
astronauts. No need to be afraid of
radiation.”

“We’d be perfect for large
construction projects, I’m not talking the
Brooklyn Bridge, but stuff  like the
pyramids or the Great Wall of  China.
Something big, big.” Yoriko said.

“We could breed apes until they were
smart as we are.” Carl said.

“That wouldn’t take long.” Eric said.
“No, seriously, it would take hundreds

of  thousands of  years, but we could do it.



I mean, if  we don’t wear out or die of  old
age or something.” Carl insisted.

“Maybe we’d have to worry about
maggots?” Eric asked, “We don’t seem to
be wearing out too much right now.”

“Too soon to tell.” Brian said. “She’s
right though and so is Carl, we have to
think about the long term. That’s kind of
scary. Imagine finding aliens or
something?”

“And eating them. We’d be the bad
guys of  all the old sci-fi movies!”

“Why would we eat them?” Brian
asked.

“Maybe they would taste good?”
The group of  them continued talking

of  the future late into the afternoon.
Above them Skeeter and Ashley sat in the
kitchen quietly talking as well.

“You notice how they get all grunty
when they talk among themselves?”



Ashley asked.
Skeeter nodded, “Sure. Like words are

just in the way. You tired?”
“Not gonna sleep here. No way, no

how. Zombies back mold, marauders
coming in. No.” She was shaking her
head.

“We can find a place to hole up again.
Maybe the attic?”

“This place is three stories tall, I bet
the attic got nice and toasty today. You
know what I need is a shower.”

“Sure, gotcha covered on that one.”
“You do?”
“Yep. C’mon.” Skeeter led her out

behind the house where there was an old
water pump standing upright in the
ground. The grass and weeds had all but
obscured it, but someone had used it
recently because some of  the plants were
trampled and the ground looked wet.



“I’m a little too tall to fit under the
spout.” Ashley said.

Skeeter pointed at the side of  the
porch, there was a bucket hanging from a
post over a concrete slab. “I think they set
it up to wash the dirt off  after a long day
in the field. Or maybe to rinse chlorine
off  from the pool.”

“There’s a pool?”
“There was. See?” Skeeter pointed to

one side of  the house All that was left of
the above ground pool was a pile of
plastic and wood, so overgrown with
weeds that Ashley wouldn’t have guessed
what it used to be if  Skeeter hadn’t told
her.

“The bucket has holes drilled in it and
a plastic plate that acts as a switch to
open and close all the holes at once.” The
bucket was dripping water. “I filled it up
while you were watching them trash the



steps. I thought the sun might warm the
water up a little.”

“A hot shower?” Ashley asked.
“Well warm maybe. And only 5

gallons of  water, so not too great…” the
rest of  what he was saying was cut off  as
Ashley planted a kiss firmly over his
mouth.

When she came up for air she said,
“We could shower together…”

“Yeah, shouldn’t be no one around.
C’mon I put soap and towels and some
girly stuff  on the dining room table so
you wouldn’t ruin the surprise.”

“I think I love you.”
“You could do better.” Skeeter replied

with a wink, “If  you applied yourself.”
 
 

Chapter 14
 



After the shower Skeeter and Ashley
ventured up into the attic and found that
half  of  it was set up as a bedroom. They
opened the windows on either end of  the
house and a steady breeze cooled the attic
off  quickly. The bed was queen sized and
there were clean sheets in the closet by
the bathroom. The bathroom was nothing
to get excited about, it was obviously an
addition and not a great one at that. It
did have a toilet with a large tank
reservoir and after Skeeter hauled up a
few buckets of  water they were able to
flush it and refill the tank for their future
needs. Once they had the tank topped off
they decided to take another shower to
wash off  the light sheen of  sweat that
had accumulated from going up and
down the stair so many times. Skeeter
refilled the shower bucket again before
they set to work scavenging what they



could from the house.
Ashley rummaged around and found

clothing they could both wear and she
laundered their old garments, hanging
them in the attic to dry after Skeeter
pointed out that freshly laundered
clothing was giant ‘here we are’ sign to
people they probably wouldn’t like to
meet.

Up in the attic they prepared boxes
and furniture on the long, narrow stairs
that they could use to barricaded the
door. Skeeter secured a rope from the
back window that led down to the roof
over the porch. He also drilled in a lag
bolt they could tie another rope off  of  if
they needed to make a quick getaway.
From practical experience they both
backed up two bags full of  supplies. To
Skeeter’s surprise Ashely didn’t complain
about the black mold when he stuffed



their bags full of  canned goods and
quarter shares of  sugar, flour and oatmeal
from the kitchen. Ashley and Skeeter
hauled two of  the bags and the farmer’s
.22 Magnum rifle out to the edge of  the
wild corn field behind the house. They
had wrapped the rifle with old plastic
sacks from the kitchen to keep the
moisture out of  it. Near the field they
tucked everything inside a particularly
dense patch of  corn and memorized what
it looked like as the slowly retreated
toward the house. Skeeter was wearing a
pair of  slippers he found in the house to
minimize damage to the plants that might
create a visible trail; Ashley was barefoot.

“You think we’ll ever get over being
this paranoid?” Ashley asked.

“Not if  we live.”
“Shame we have to even bother with

back up bags, but I’m glad we are. I’ll



sleep better knowing they are here.”
“So you will sleep?” Skeeter asked

with a raised eyebrow.
“This place is all aces, Skeet.” Ashely

explained, “Water and you said a septic
system and lots of  wild vegetables, not to
mention a good roof  and tools and stuff.
The fireplace could be used too, when it
gets cold.”

Skeeter nodded, “And I’m thinking if
this place wasn’t looted, there might be
other houses nearby that weren’t either.
The river is just a couple miles that way.”
Skeeter pointed, “So I could fish,
probably a lot of  fat catfish in there right
now. We got oil and flour, fried catfish!”

“Stop it Skeet! Damn that’s cruel.
You’re thinking it too, aren’t you? Of
staying?”

“I think we have to consider it. We
help these guys out, they help us out. We



got our own army of  zombies to deal
with any zeds that come by, they got us to
deal with any humans.”

“Then why aren’t we? Dealing with
these humans?”

Skeeter looked at her, long, lean and
tan in the sun. Her brown skin showing
through a pair of  what were probably
boy’s cutoff  jeans and when she shifted he
could see her breasts through the
unbuttoned shirt she had pulled on after
their last shower.

“Damn you’re hot.” Skeeter said. The
way he said it wasn’t a compliment; it was
the answer to her question. Ashley
nodded and wrapped her arms around
herself. Skeeter stepped up to her and
wrapped an arm around her shoulder.
Together they walked to the house and
tried not to think about what they knew
sometimes happened when loan couples



were found by scavenger groups. No one
wanted more mouths to feed, but
everyone liked having a bit of  fun when it
presented itself.

Inside the house they poked around
the kitchen. Ashley looked at the gas
stove and asked, “Hey, Skeet? You see a
propane tank outside?”

“Yeah.”
“Gimme a match would ya?”
Skeeter pointed to the shelf  behind

the stove, “There’s a box there, might be
good.”

Ashely turned a burner on and struck
a match, immediately a flame burst to life.
After a moment it sputtered, almost went
out and then flared back before settling
into a steady burn. She smiled and said,
“Nice. Homemade tortillas coming right
up. They have any refried beans that we
didn’t pack?”



“No, we split ‘em all up in the bags.
Want me to go get one?”

“Yeah! And hand me that oil before
you go. Then go get some of  those
tomatoes from the garden and look for
garlic or onion too.”

Soon they had a meal of  lopsided
half  burned tortillas, flour chips and
refried beans. They sat at the dilapidated
formica table in chair older than both of
them combined and started to eat. The
Kool-Aid from the plastic pitcher seemed
like an extraordinary luxury and the meal
seemed oddly formal.

“Should we pray or something?”
Skeeter asked while ducking his head
slightly.

“I haven’t done that in a long time.
Never hurts though. You do it.”

“Lord we thank you for this, our food
we are about to eat. Please look out for us



and keep us safe from harm, especially in
the days to come. Amen.”

“Short.” Ashley said, grabbing for the
bowl of  chips, which she salted liberally.

Skeeter passed her the mashed up
tomatoes mixed with onions from the
garden and she scooped a large portion
up onto a chip then popped it into her
mouth. Her eyes grew big and a
contented smile plastered itself  to her
face. “Oh God! Skeet this is good! This is
real good. This is….today has been the
best day in a long time!”

After tasting the salsa himself, Skeeter
nodded and said, “Ash, we gotta stay
here. I mean, there’s canning stuff  in the
basement, more tomatoes than we know
what to do with and onions and
pumpkins and even watermelons.”

“Can you can watermelon?” Ashley
asked.



“My gramma said you can can
anything. Just have to be clean, clean,
clean.”

“What about the mold in the
basement?”

“We square these fellows away and
maybe they will clean it up for us. They
had plenty of  cleaning supplies in town,
lots of  bleach and stuff. And we won’t use
the basement, just clean it up and stop it
from spreading. This of  this too, if  the
stove works, that means the furnace may
work. We might have indoor heat!”

Ashley frowned, “No, I know how a
furnace works, the blowers needs
electricity. Plus if  we don’t use it to heat
the place we can use it to cook with. We
can use the fire place to stay warm.”

“So you want to stay?”
She took another salsa laden chip into

her mouth and nodded. After swallowing



she said, “If  we can work with these
guys.”

Skeeter looked towards the open
doorway to the basement which she had
nodded at, “They are awfully quiet. You
guys okay down there?”

“Just listening. It’s nice to hear you’re
gonna make us your slave labor and clean
up your love nest for you.” Eric said.

“I didn’t mean it like that! It’s just,
well, you guys aren’t affected by molds
and stuff. Are you?”

“Relax, Skeeter.” Brian called, “He’s
just poking fun in that not funny way of
his. I’m sure we could clean this mess up.
What time is it? Sundown?”

“Just about, yeah.”
“So it’s been 4 hours since we came

down here. Nothing is calling us yet. Oh,
and we can get you garlic too. And peas
and cantaloupe and all the canning stuff



you might need. We could make this
work.”

“I don’t want to ruin yer meal, but
I’m feeling something strange.” Sandy
said. Her voice sounded muffled and faint
to the living in the kitchen.

“What? Oh! Here it comes.” Carl said,
“Yeah, he’s pulling us in. Uhhh, it’s
strong!”

“Skeeter, Ashley?” Brian asked.
“Yeah?”
“You might want to head to your

hiding place now. I mean if  we get out
there’s no guarantee we won’t…you know,
we might not be ourselves. You better
close the door and take your food with
you. Clean up good…”

“We know! We got this.” Ashley said.
“Sucks to cut the meal short. I’m

closing the basement door you guys,
okay?”



A grunt of  assent came from below
and Skeeter shut the door. As an
afterthought he pulled a chair over and
propped it under the doorknob. When he
turned he saw that Ashley had loaded all
their plates and food on top of  the giant
skillet with the beans and tortillas.

“You get the Kool Aid and drinks. I
want both of  use to come down after that
and do a once over to see if  we missed
anything and grab a couple other things
from the kitchen.”

Soon enough they were in the attic
alone, watching the sun fade away
through the trees. From the other
window they heard the honk of  a horn
and the low rumble of  vehicles. Moving
to their bedroom they peeked out, but
couldn’t see anything. The McCollin farm
was actually lower than the town and
completely obscured from it by the crest



of  the river valley and trees. Still the
unmistakable sound of  a large diesel
engine came from town and they were
able to discern lights flashing off  the tops
of  trees as the group of  scavengers
moved in.

“Shit.” Ashley said softly under her
breath.

“Yeah.” Skeeter pulled her close. “We
gotta be careful with our lights, maybe
hang a blanket behind the curtain to help
block them.”

“Maybe no lights?”
“You think that’s Wilson?”
“I think it’s him.”
“Me too. He was an asshole when we

ran into him three months ago. No way
he’d take us in. We’d be an evening’s
entertainment for him. Well, maybe
someone would want you.”

“You’re mouth Skeeter. I told you not



to lip off  to him, didn’t I tell you?”
“You told me.”
“Why’d you have to do it? You’re

normally quiet and keep to yourself.”
“Found those four keeping that girl

and boy chained up. Cousins or
something. Raping ‘em by the looks of
the two. They cut the boy, Ash. Bad. We
aren’t savages, I mean we don’t have to
be.”

“To think we almost merged with ‘em
too.”

“Except for me and my mouth.”
“Yeah. You know what, Skeet?”
“What?”
“I love that mouth.”
“Thanks.”
“They are assholes. If  their women

aren’t loose; they are raped. If  the men
aren’t strong they are bullied and
eventually killed. I can’t see how the



group hasn’t imploded yet.”
“You think…do you think the

zombies can take them?”
“They took us.”
“Wilson’s group is bigger and, uh,

maybe better fighters than we were.”
“No, these guys fell right into the trap

like we did. Well I think they will anyway.
That means tonight they will smoke the
devil’s lettuce, drink their toxic
moonshine and fuck everything that
moves. Come midnight the weakest men
in the camp will have been bullied into
standing watch and the rest of  ‘em will be
passed out. The zeds will take them
apart.”

“I kinda hope you’re right. I wonder
if  those kids are still alive?”

“Skeet…”
“We can save ‘em. I didn’t save ‘em at

the time. So many things I didn’t do. I can



make up for it.”
“They are probably dead.” Ashley

said.
“I know. But that won’t stop me from

going in and checking.”
“Us. I’m not staying here. How long

into town do you figure?”
“Ten minutes if  we go fast, twenty if

we go slow.”
“Okay, I bet the zeds strike after

midnight.” Ashley rummaged around the
nightstand by the side of  the bed, her
hand came back with a wind up alarm
clock. “Sun sets at 8 these days, so we got
4 hours.” She twisted the alarm clock and
set it.

“You set it for 3 hours from now?”
“Three hours and fifteen minutes. I

could sleep and I know you can. We’ll get
up, eat what’s left, dress in black and
sneak into town around midnight, if  we



can we’ll get those kids out. You know
Wilson doesn’t drink?”

“Yeah, and he usually keeps three or
four of  his special guys sober too.”

“We might have to help out with
that.” Ashley said.

“I don’t think I could kill them
quietly. They are tough.”

“We’ll have to shoot ‘em.”
“Too noisy.” Skeeter said, his brow

wrinkled in thought.
“That or lose.”
“Maybe one of  the zombies will want

to come with us?” He said.
“We can’t risk it. We’ll have to do it

our self.”
“Are we going to tell them we are

going?”
“I think they wanted us too,

remember? We’re supposed to be tracking
the leadership for them and taking them



out.”
“This is so bass ackwards.” Skeeter

said, “If  we could take out the zombie
leader first then Brian and Carl could take
out Adam and his better guards.”

“We live in the life we got, we play
with the cards we get dealt. We make
lemonaid out of  lemons. Choose your
analogy. We could leave the kids.”

“I’ve always been a card player
myself.” Skeeter answered.

“Then let’s get some sleep, gambler.”
 
 

Chapter 15
 
“See anything?” Ashley whispered.
“Yeah.” Skeeter answered, “I got one

guard there on the left. He looks high
though.”

“Skinny kid?”



“Yeah.”
“We’ve been around the whole place

now, and haven’t seen the kids, Skeet.”
Ashley said.

“I know. I think they’re inside. I mean
that’s where the fun is going on.”

The idea of  having to sneak silently
up to the compound was ludicrous given
what was going on. Wilson’s group had at
least three sound systems up and blaring
out loud music. It was a contest of
country versus punk rock versus heavy
metal. The country music was the loudest,
but the heavy metal was giving it a run
for its money. The poor punkster was
only audible near the north end of  town
and even then was frequently drowned
out by the other two systems.

Neither Ashley nor Skeeter had seen
any of  the camp women. Skeeter called
them slaves, Ashley just called them camp



followers.
“Well we are hardly going to be able

to get to them inside the perimeter
they’ve establish, are we?”

“We’ll have to wait for the attack to
start.” Skeeter agreed.

“Do we shoot zombies?”
“If  they get in our way.”
“At least we don’t have to worry

about someone hearing our shots.”
“It’ll quiet down in a couple hours, I

bet.”
“You’re probably right Skeeter. Too

bad we haven’t seen Wilson yet.”
“He’ll be in his rig.” Adam Wilson

drove the massive tracker trailer rig that
was done up like something out of  the
movie “Road Warrior”. The rear of  the
long trailer had been shorn off  to form a
fighting platform, as well as two others
which sat on top. The cab of  the truck



had been stacked with sandbags over top
of  welded on pieces of  metal. It was
obvious such protection were not needed
against mere zombies. The front of  the
rig had a heavy blade handing almost a
meter in front of  the radiator, the blade
could be lowered to form another
fighting compartment when the truck was
stopped.

Tonight they had seen that the trailer
had three of  Wilson’s men on it, one in
the rear compartment, one on the roof  of
it and one behind the front blade of  the
truck, which had been lowered. All three
of  those guards had been drinking, but
sparingly when Skeeter and Ashley
observed them.

“Haven’t seen him though.” Ashley
said, speaking of  Wilson. “Shouldn’t he
be out, uh, at least making an appearance
or something? Raising morale maybe?”



The two of  them were on the roof  of
a single story house four blocks from
Wilson’s tractor trailer rig. They each had
a pair of  binoculars that they were using
to keep an eye on the tractor. Skeeter had
draped a thin mess of  camouflage cloth
over the eyes, this impeded their vision
slightly, but he thought it would reduce
the chance of  someone seeing the glare
off  the glass too.

“He might be out there, moving
around. He might be sick in bed for all I
know. Yeah, you’re right, we haven’t seen
him. Someone is keeping discipline
though, aren’t they? Those guards aren’t
drinking, at least not much.”

“So do we just lay here and wait for
everything to calm down and for the zeds
to attack before we do anything?”

“Yup. I ain’t going in.” Skeeter said.
“I could go.” Ashley offered.



“No.”
“You know I could get in and out. I

know some of  them and I didn’t piss
them off. A lot of  ‘em probably think I
switched up like Bill Haley and those
others did.” After the two groups had last
met, several of  their group had defected
to the marginally larger group Wilson
ran.

“You seen Bill tonight?”
“No.”
“Yeah and you might have, but I

know I didn’t, see any of  the others that
went over either.”

Ashley was quiet.
“It ain’t worth the risk, Ash.”
“I know, but if  we could find out

about them kids, then we wouldn’t have to
be here.”

“I want to help those kids, but I’m
not willing to risk you or even me, to do



it. If  we can save them, we do, if  we can’t
we don’t. Who you taking out when
things start?”

“I figured I’d go for the one in the
front. She’s the hardest to hit. The one in
back is easiest, so you should take off  the
guy on top.”

“Yeah, that’s sort of  what I think too.
If  we don’t off  the ones off  the trailer
they might rally.”

“It’s a woman thought, Skeet. Don’t
you see that?”

“I do.”
“Wilson didn’t have any women in his

inner clique last we met up with him.”
“I know that! Maybe he is dead and

someone else took over.”
“Who? Do you think?”
“I think he’s still in charge, his people

still act the same, if  someone else had
taken over something would have



changed. Do you want to try and sleep a
little?”

“In this racket?”
“I could sleep, if  you want to keep

watch. Wake me up if  I start snoring or
something.”

“Okay, but you better move down
over the patio if  you don’t want to roll
off. I don’t know how you can do that –
sleep at the drop of  a hat.”

Skeeter shrugged and he slowly
scooted back down the roof  toward the
less slanted area. “Don’t know, but I don’t
think this is going to wind down for
several more hours, so I might as well get
what I can. I make better decisions when
I’m rested. Wake me up if  you get tired
too. Or when it gets quiet.”

Ashley watched him pull the shell of
his oversized jacket around him and tilt
his head back on the roof, soon he was



breathing softly and she knew he had
already nodded off. She turned back to
the noise and light to watch Wilson’s
group party like it was the last night on
earth.

When Skeeter woke up he knew
something was wrong. First the sun was
brightening the horizon behind him. He
rolled over to his belly and looked up at
Ashley only to see empty roof.

“God damn it!” He quickly scrambled
up toward the top of  the roof  before he
stopped himself  just shy of  the crest. I’ll
be back lit with the bright light behind me like
this, I gotta change position. His need to see
what was happening almost over-rode his
caution, but eventually he was able to talk
his lizard brain into backing off  and
climbing down to the picnic table they
had used to scale the home in the first
place. Moving quickly, Skeeter ran south.



He put a few blocks between himself  and
his last position and found a new house
to climb to the roof  on. This one had a
large, leafy maple on the east side, which
should keep him in darkness for at least a
few more minutes.

His new position didn’t have a great
view of  the truck and despite moving
south he was loath to peek his head above
the roofline. First he leaned over the
soffit of  the house, between it and the
tree. He had a clear view of  the front of
the tractor and the top of  the rig, but
from here he could not see the rear of  the
trailer at all. When he could be sure that
neither of  those guards, different people
than from hours before, were looking his
way, then and only then did he move up
the house to get a view from the highest
ground possible.

A two story house hid a huge chunk



of  his view of  the compound. The old
roof  was probably the ideal location for
spying. However he could see more of
the rig, including a little of  the platform
on the back of  the trailer and a fairly
good sliver of  area between the front of
the rig and one of  the entrances to the
pseudo defenses the zombies had
constructed. And he saw when the
zombie made their attack. The ground
lifted up, a patch of  grass actually and
zombies started scampering out of  it.
They were moving faster than the ones
that had taken Skeeter’s crew down. A
group of  them crouched just inside the
gates looking toward the trailer. Skeeter
realized that the man in the front fighting
compartment couldn’t see the zombies
from where he was, but that there was
also the distance of  five car lengths to
close from their cover to the tractor. They



were waiting. Zombies kept pouring out
of  the ground behind the fence.

And I was almost feeling this was going to
be a fair fight. Skeeter thought as he pulled
his rifle up near the roofline. He kept his
head down and used the binoculars to
watch, while keeping an ear out as well.

Eventually it was urine that raised the
alarm. A scruffy looking bald man with a
trail of  hair migrating up from the top
front of  his pants to mid chest stumbled
out of  a nearby house in a drunken
manner. He took two steps into the lawn,
smiled blearily and waved at the zombies
as he undid his pants before pissing a
long steady stream into the grass. At
some point his mind started working and
he frantically clawed for the gun tucked
into the back of  his jeans as three
zombies bull rushed him and tackled him
to the ground. His urine trail, still fire-



hosing from his cock, arced above him in
a wide semi-circle as he fell, it was almost
in slow motion from Skeeter’s
perspective.

Forcing himself  to move very slowly,
Skeeter slowly moved his rifle up into
position, he didn’t want to risk attracting
the attention of  one of  the guards now,
when the attack had already started. As
the bald pisser was bitten, he screamed,
not a whimpering sort of  scream but the
shrill scream of  a man mortally wounded.
The guard at the front of  the rig stood up
straight.

“Bad move, pal.” Skeeter said as he
fired a single shot, hitting the guy in the
neck. A fountain of  blood spurted from
the man just as the zombie rushed him
from the walls.

A gunshot sounded out from the top
of  the trailer, striking a middle aged



zombie woman in the top of  her skull,
dropping her instantly. Skeeter took aim
on the gunman and worked the bolt
action on his gun. A soft inhale followed
by a slow exhale and he took his shot.
The gunman on top wasn’t using his
cover very effectively either, he seemed
more concerned with leaning over the top
of  his fortification to shoot at the
zombies near the far side of  the trailer
out of  Skeeter’s sight. Skeeter’s shot hit
him in the back of  the thigh. Actually
closer to the top of  the thigh.

“I shot him in the ass.” Skeeter said to
himself, “That’s zero for two.” He had
been aiming at both men’s heads when he
fired.

The ass shot was still very effective,
the man spun sideways, lost his balance
on the edge of  his fortification’s parapet
and hung there for a moment, eyes



meeting Skeeters’. A split-second later he
fell over the edge, getting off  one shot as
he disappeared. The shot hit the roof
three feet down from where Skeeter was
laying.

“Holy shit! Was he aiming for me?
Was he really shooting at me?” No,
Skeeter decided, No one’s reflexes were that
good.

Skeeter adjusted his aim toward the
back of  the trailer, looking through his
scope he saw his efforts would not be
needed there; it was already swarming
with undead. The door of  the tractor
opened slightly and a booted foot stepped
out of  the cab.

That’s Wilson’s! Skeet shifted his aim to
the boot, moving it up higher as the door
cracked a little more. There were not
many zombies on this side of  the semi
and it looked for a moment like Wilson



was going to leave the protection of  his
rig. Through the side window Skeeter saw
a pair of  feminine hands pull the man
back into the truck and belatedly Skeeter
fired at the foot.

Aiming high paid off  and he was
rewarded with yell and seeing the booted
foot jerk back into the cab. Got him in the
foot at least. That’s my epic battle, shooting
people in the ass and in the feet.

The truck started up and the sound
system came on. Skeeter meticulously
took out all the tires on the front of  the
rig one by one.

“Wake up! We’re being attacked! They
have snipers on the houses around us!
Get to your posts! Wake up!”

Skeeter put three shots into the
speaker and it went silent. From inside
the compound he heard the screams of
men and women fighting for their lives.



“Ashley!”
 
 

Chapter 16
 
Before charging blindly into mess in

front of  him Skeeter took the time to
scan what he could of  the fighting. He
noticed it was fairly heavy near the two
gates he could see. He also knew exactly
where Ashely would be. The attic we hid in
before. Do I rush in or just give it time? What
if  she found those kids?

If  there were kids to get and if  she
found them could they even hope to
sneak out of  the house again? Skeeter felt
they had been lucky the first time and
only made it because Ashley and he
weren’t beat up or hurt. If  there were kids
they might not be able to even walk.

The house was near the west edge of



the fortification. First thing is first; get over
there and see what’s going on. Skeeter climbed
down from the house and very slowly
made his way around to the other side of
town. Main Street was dicey. It was a very
wide two lane street with room for
parking on each side. Skeeter paused in an
alley, a very clean alley he noted with a
slight smile, and peered out looking for
movement. There was no cover and any
of  the buildings lining it could house
zombies he would have no way of  seeing
looking out onto the street.

The wind shifted and brought the
smell of  smoke to his nostrils. Burning?
Shit, what if  that’s the house Ash is in? After
another quick glance Skeeter darted
across the street. He made it to the other
side and breathed a sigh of  relief  as he
leaned against an alley wall. A sigh that
quickly turned to alarm as he heard



footsteps pounding the pavement after
him.

Skeeter ran off  down the alley, pulling
his long crowbar off  of  where it was
attached to his small backpack. When he
reached the end of  the alley he glanced
back to see two pursuers make the corner
and bolt right toward him. Looking to his
right he saw another zombie coming
around the back alley on his right.
Suspicious he quickly looked left and saw
a fourth zed closing fast from that
direction.

“Shit!” He bolted right, closing with
that zed quickly, he extended one leather
gloved hand to deflect the thing’s arms
and then slammed it in the side of  the
head with his crowbar, it went down hard
and rolled twice, spreading semi-
coagulated blood from its head as it went.

“Run and die tired or face ‘em three



to one?” Skeeter said, huffing. He kept
going along the back alley ways, which
were tighter than the streets, but offered
more cover from other zombies. Skeeter
also consciously chose to run away from
the compound.

Another two blocks and he risked
looking back. There were only two
zombies behind him. Either one went for
reinforcements or she’s trying to cut me off  at the
pass. Two on one. I can do two on one.

Skeeter slide around the next corner,
darting across a well-manicured lawn to
the front door of  a local house. He lost
sight of  the zombies for just a moment,
as he made it to the door. The place was
missing a screen and it was both shut and
locked. His crowbar made short work of
the door jamb and he was inside with the
door closed before the zombies rounded
the corner of  the place. He kept watch



through the front window, which despites
a spiderwork of  cracks was still in place.

The zombies ground to a halt on the
front lawn and started looking around.
They will see me, they can all see through walls.
Will they come in after me or wait for the
woman?

The zombies looked at the house, but
their eyes slid right over him. They turned
completely around looking for Skeeter,
who couldn’t believe what he had just
seen. Are there different types of  zombies? So
far they had all exhibited very similar
abilities; strength, reflexes, being extra
tough and being able to spot their victims
through most walls. Skeeter and his gang
had learned that living things seemed to
inhibit their vision somewhat and that
most of  them couldn’t see through earth
or thick concrete. Of  course they didn’t spot
us in the attic either.



One of  the zeds pointed at the front
door.

“Inside. He used his crowbar to pop
the door open.” One in a blue shirt said.

“He’s gone then. Doubled out the
back if  he was smart.” Said the other, a
portly man wearing a red handkerchief
around his neck.

“Go around back, I’ll give you a 15
count.”

The handkerchief  wearing zombie
disappeared and blue shirt approached
the front. Skeeter didn’t wait. He pulled
the door open and lunged at the zed,
leading with the pointy end of  his
crowbar. The steel shaft plunged past the
zombie’s hands into its eye socket. Skeeter
wrenched the thing to his left, which was
behind some bushes growing close to the
front of  the house, and shook the dead
thing off.



With one hand he pulled the front
door shut. He then stepped to the right
side of  the door around the outside
corner of  the house and away from the
corpse. By the time he got to a count of
twenty the other zombie opened the front
door. Skeeter jumped around the corner
where he was facing the thing’s back, it
was gawking at the body of  its friend.
With an overhand slam Skeeter sent it
down on top of  his companion never to
rise again.

He wanted to run then, his urge was
to get away from the scene of  the crime.
Instead he moved back into the house
and shut the front door. Skeeter went
over to the kitchen and checked the
shelves; they were bare. He did a quick
reconnaissance of  the rest of  the home
before ducking down and crawling back
into the living room to peek out of  the



window. The house had been looted, that
much was obvious, but someone had
come in and made all the beds and
cleaned the place up. Skeeter had seen
bloodstains on the carpets in two of  the
bedrooms which were faded, as if  an
effort had been made to clean those up as
well.

A shape fell from the roof  in front of
him, into the yard. It was the woman. She
had on blue jeans, tan work boots and
long sleeved gray shirt. She also hadn’t
fallen from the roof, but had jumped.
Skeeter had reflexively ducked lower
when he spotted her. Now he timidly
lifted his head up, but the woman was no
longer in sight. A moment later he hear
her though, “Damnit Joe. Ya durned
fool.”

He heard the sound of  one of  the
bodies being pulled out from behind the



bush over the stoop. Then there was a
clomping sound as the woman stepped up
to get the other one. He was ready for her
and opened the door and swung as the
woman was bent over grabbing the feet
of  her companion. He swung at her back,
towards the head, he knew he wasn’t
going to score a quick kill as the woman
lunged forward and his blow took her
near one hip.

She continued forward, diving
through the ratty to get away from
Skeeter. He didn’t pursue her, instead he
ran to the front yard and met her as she
came through the bush. His downward
swing had the strength cut out of  it as it
slammed into an arm thrown up
defensively to block it. The blow
rebounded as if  it had hit oak and not a
human arm. The woman spun away and
he kept after her; standing and watching



was akin to asking her to kill him. He
rained blows down on her as she went
and only stopped when a booted foot
swept his feet out from under him. His
ankle felt like it was on fire, but given that
there are no ‘time-outs’ in a life or death
struggle Skeeter was back up and on it in
an instant. His rifle had fallen off  his
shoulder and he let it drop away as he
rose. Unfortunately the zombie woman
had used the respite from his attack to get
to her feet as well.

They squared off  with one another,
sizing each other up as they softly circled
on the lawn. Skeeter feinted in with a
swing, then switched to stab at her with
the flat end of  the crowbar. The tip push
through into her solar plexus, but didn’t
knock her over as he had hoped. She
swung a fist at his head, scoring a
glancing hit, which she followed up on



with her other hand. For a moment
Skeeter was rocked backward, giving
ground to a flurry of  blows. Twisting
around he took a few blows on his
backpack and felt her strip it away from
him before he could recover it.

When she moved in to make her next
hit he blocked it with his crowbar and
then pulled his head back from another
swing before kicking one of  her legs out
from under her, when she stepped back to
recover he swung his iron out by the
curve and scored a gash in her forehead.
They both stepped away from each other
for a moment and quietly started circling
again. She feinted at his head with one
hand, Skeeter didn’t flinch. Her other arm
dropped to her side as ichor poured
down over one eye from the cut he had
given her.

When he looked at it, his eyes left her



lowered hand and when she swung it at
him again it was as if  her arm had grown
another foot and a half. He blocked the
blow with his elbow and arm, but it hurt
like hell. Her other hand came in at him
too, only not swinging but poking. She
had two short sticks in her hands, small
thick clubs and she started beating on
him with both of  them.

Skeeter could only block one at a time 
as she frantically swung or thrust at him, 
so avoid taking many hits he was forced 
to give more ground.  When his feet hit 
the edge of  the alley he took another step 
back then reversed course and leaped 
upon the woman as she was pulling her 
arms back for another swing. He led the 
way with the butt of  his weapon and 
thrust it through her torso. She wrapped 
her arms around him and pulled him 
close, opening her mouth. Skeeter put 



one leg between hers and tripped her 
backward, they both fell into the lawn 
with him on top. His crowbar pinned her 
to the ground and jammed painfully into 
Skeeter’s ribs, but kept him from falling 
all the way to the ground with her and 
broke him free of  her deadly grasp. 

Balancing above her on the rounded
end of  his weapon and one hand he used
his other to pull his pistol from his belt.
Pointing it at her head stopped her from
struggling completely.

“You pull that trigger and you’ll have
a hundred of  us on you in two minutes.”
She said.

Skeeter pulled the trigger. Nothing
happened and he smiled, “Haven’t had
ammo for this in ages.” He raised it up
and pistol whipped her before she could
reply. He hit her again and again until she
stopped moving and then hit her a few



more times. Eventually he stopped hitting
her and stood up. Skeeter grasped the end
of  his crowbar and pulled it free. He
holstered his pistol and made several two
handed swings into the woman’s head to
make sure she was gone. The front yard
was littered with his gear; it stood out
starkly with the other homes on the street
and their well kept lawns.

He cleaned his tool off  on the grass
as best he could before dragging the
woman into the house. Skeeter’s ankle was
protesting the entire time and it didn’t get
any easier when he went back to pull the
two men in as well. Finally he got his torn
pack and picked his gear up off  the lawn.
Inside the house he checked over his rifle,
it was fine, but he wasn’t going to rely on
it until he could fire a few round through
it to check the scope and sights. Skeeter
went to the closest bedroom and pulled



the sheet off, which he used to wipe the
gore off  of  himself, his crowbar and
finally his pistol. Checking himself  in the
mirror of  the bathroom he fruitlessly
turned the water on, hoping for a little to
wipe the smeared blood off  of  his face.
Nothing. His own canteen had been
ruptured in the fight with the woman, so
until he got back to the McCollin place
he was out.

Maybe Ash will have some, or they’ll restock
the house with it? Before it had taken the
zombies about half  a day to clean up the
mess from killing Skeeter’s group. That
gave him another five or six hours to
wait. Originally he had intended to get
close, in case he saw Ashley and she
needed help. I think that plan has to be
revised now. He could hardly do them
much good with the hell beat out of  him.
So now I wait. But not here. No way.



Skeeter went back to the bedroom
and took both the pillow cases off  the
pillows, he put them one inside the other
and packed his gear inside of  them. He
put this wrapped bundled into the
remains of  his backpack and then used
his duct tape to wrap the whole thing up
securely, leaving a small hole at the top
that he could get things out of. The straps
he used to hold his crowbar in place were
still there, but the ones holding his
flashlight had been torn off.

He pulled the bag back on, and then
twisted and moved around to get used to
how it shifted and rode on him in its
damaged condition. Finally he picked up
his rifle and moved back to the front
door. Checking the street carefully he
darted across it, wincing every time he
landed on his injured ankle. He was
heading back toward the fake safe zone,



not further away. He stopped close
enough that he could see the wall they
zombies had built around some of  the
houses. If  he wasn’t mistaken the house
just over the fence was the one he and
Ashely had taken cover in. Close enough. At
least I ain’t tired. The house he chose to
hide out in for a few more hours had a
repaired door and when he tried the
handle it opened without much effort.
Nice to see that small town values still hold true.
Everything is safe and unlocked here.

The first thing he did was check the
toilet tanks for water, both had a little,
but one was thick with a blue toilet bowl
cleaner. This place too, had been cleaned
up, but it was also more cleaned out than
the previous home. Still Skeeter was able
to find some clean looking rags and he
used these to get some of  the blood off
of  his face and hands. He was very careful



to not double dip the rags into the tank,
if  he got thirsty enough he might be
drinking that water and no one knew if
ingesting contaminated blood would
cause you to turn into a zombie or not
yet. After doing the best he could he
contemplated loosening the boot around
his hurt ankle. He decided against it and
focused instead on watching out the back
windows of  his new sanctuary in case
Ashley showed her pretty face and needed
help.

 
 

Chapter 17
 
Skeeter had seen more than a few

zombies go by on his watch. They were
moving the trucks out and once a gang of
slow moving zombies was herded past his
window. The biggest concern was that



every once in a while a gunshot still went
off  to the east. Skeeter couldn’t see what
was happening and he wasn’t about to
investigate, though he did strain to hear
any voices that could be heard.

Mid-morning, Skeeter thought it was
about eleven, a plume of  black smoke
rose from the east. Skeeter saw no
zombies moving around on the streets
and decided to risk going in. He made his
way to the outer wall without seeing a
single zombie. The wall as only as tall as
he was at this point so he slung his
crowbar and grabbed the top of  it. With
a grunt of  effort he tried to get his foot
onto the top edge, but he recoiled in pain
as his swollen ankle thumped painfully
against the stone. Reeling backward he
almost fell to the ground before he took a
knee to catch his breath. Shaking the stars
out of  his eyes he tried again, attempting



to get his good foot up over his head. He
failed the first time, but managed to
connect it on the second try and then
lever himself  to the top.

The inside had an earthen berm on it
to enable the defenders to shoot easily
over the barricade and Skeeter lowered
himself  onto this without any trouble. He
crouched on the packed dirt path and
looked around. Unfortunately the
zombie’s engineering was good; Skeeter
couldn’t see that far. The interior was full
of  angles and vision barrier, all of  which
would work to let zombies get close to
their victims before they were seen.
Skeeter noticed a fat bullet in the dirt
where he was crouched and picked it up
and reflexively put it into his pocket after
glance at the type. He didn’t have a gun
that could shoot it, but odds were
someone did. Bullets make good trade goods,



anything that can’t be made easily anymore is
valuable. This was the philosophy of  any
scavenger and it had served him well in
the past.

Skeeter moved as fast as he could to
the corner of  the house where he and
Ashley had holed up before. He took the
corners quickly, crowbar in hand, as he
made his way to the back door. The door
was sagging from its hinges so badly that
he could step over it and into the house.
Inside the place smelled of  bleach and
pine trees; the zombies had cleaned it.
Skeeter cleared the home room by room,
even checking the closets and garage. It
was empty. Finally he went to the hallway
where the attic access was. He lifted his
crowbar up and tapped on the ceiling,
“Ashley? It’s me, Skeeter.”

He heard movement up above him.
Still cautious he stepped back from the



access partway into one of  the bedrooms.
“Skeeter?”
Relief  flood over him and he

answered faintly, “Yeah, yeah. It’s me. You
okay?”

The attic access tipped down slightly,
but the opening was opposite from where
Skeeter was standing. He quickly hobbled
over to the other side before the door
opened more and looked up. He saw
Ashley’s face along with the faces of  three
others hiding up in the attic. They others
were all young a boy and two girls, one of
the girls was African American, the
ranged in age from eleven to thirteen
years old with the boy being the youngest.
Skeeter didn’t recognize any of  them.

“Skeeter, what the hell happened to
you?”

“Ran into almost more than I could
chew.”



“Almost? Looks like kitten could
knock you over!”

“Almost, I said and almost I meant.
I’m still here, ain’t I? You save some
people?”

Ashley nodded, “A few. Got the boy
you remembered too, the girl was long
dead, or so he said, and he…He didn’t
make it Skeeter. We had to put him down
up here when he came back.”

“He was bit?”
She nodded, “I couldn’t get all of  ‘em

until late, after the attack started. We got
jumped by a couple of  zeds. Jacob got bit
while I was dealing with the other, the
girls kilt the one on him, but he got his
wrist opened up and… The zombies
hadn’t even finished killing all these guys
before he turned. His body is up here
too.”

“Well I ain’t coming up. You’re



coming down. There’s a fire to the east,
it’s got everyone distracted, so we can
leave now, if  we hurry. They got anything
to bring with ‘em?”

“No, just got my stuff, they don’t even
have weapons.”

“Hopefully we won’t run into
anything. Let’s go.”

The group climbed down and Skeeter
averted his eyes carefully as they did. The
kids were covered in bruises, a lot of
them were yellowed and black, indicating
weeks of  abuse. None of  them were
dressed in anything more than what
might be politely referred to as swimming
gear. Two of  them were barefoot.

“Shit.” Skeeter said looking at Ashley,
she nodded at him with watery eyes.

“Goddamn, Skeet! It’s good to see
you!” She hugged him and he groaned.

“Careful, some of  my parts I had to



glue back on and the glue ain’t set yet.”
“What are we gonna…how? I mean

it’s like two kilometers back to the house.
Can they make it?”

Ashley looked at the youngsters, “You
wanna stay here?” They all shook their
heads vigorously. Turning back to Skeeter
she said, “They’ll make it.. Probably have
an easier time of  it than you.”

“Okay then what are your names?”
Skeeter asked them.

Ashley answered, “The blond is
Chelsey, the other is Tamara and the
young man is Roy. They don’t talk much.
But they can scramble around just fine.
Let’s go check the kitchen and see if  they
left the usual supplies.”

Skeeter turned and led the way to the
kitchen, before he had taken three steps
Ashley let out a long whistle, “Shit,
Skeeter! You’re limping too!”



He glanced over his shoulder and
nodded, “An I can hardly see outta one
eye either. Guess which one?”

“Your aiming eye?”
“Sure.” Of  the two of  them Ashley

was the better shot, though that didn’t
mean Skeeter was bad. “Sprained my
ankle, my back feels like one solid bruise
and my nuts feel like someone…”
Skeeter’s voice trailed off  as he caught
Roy’s face. “Yeah, I got beat up good.”

In the kitchen they discovered the
shelves had been resupplied with the
usual food stock and water.

“Everybody take some water.” Skeeter
said, taking a bottle, cracking it and
drinking deeply. He tucked another two
bottles into the oversized pockets of  his
coat and the kids all grabbed bottles and
drank their fill before taking a couple
more each. Ashley was busy opening cans



of  beans and setting them on the counter,
the kids didn’t hesitate to take up the cans,
draining the contents directly into their
mouths. They passed the can to each
other until it was empty and then started
on the second can.

“We’ll split this one.” Ashley said
after opening the third one.

Roy snatched his hand away from it as
if  he were burned and cast his gaze to the
ground, mumbling “Sorry.”

“Hey, no problem, buddy, we just
need to get out of  here, we can’t stand
around eating all day waiting for the
zombies to come back.” Skeeter told him
while Ashley poked her spoon into the
can of  pork and beans.

She thrust the can and spoon to
Skeeter and nodded, “Roy if  you eat too
much too soon, you’ll cramp up or start
getting sick. There’s food where we are



going and we’ll make some when we get
there.”

Skeeter handed the can back to her,
“You can have the rest, I ate this
morning.”

Ashley nodded and between bites she
said, “I learned some stuff.”

“Yeah? Not me. The three who beat
the crap outta me were the strong silent
types. I couldn’t overhear any of  the zed’s
conversations either, you know how they
talk all mumbly.”

“Yup, I do. But the ones in here said
something about taking a guy to ‘The
Dumpy place’, so I’m hoping Brian knows
where that’s at.”

“Why’d you leave me Ash?”
“I was only supposed to be gone for a

minute. I hadn’t thought it was going to
last all night. Remember Trevor?”

“Hicks?”



“The same. He saw me at a fire, it was
a good-bad thing, you know? I was
heading back, told the kids were to hide
and everything when shit hit the fan and
Trevor caught me up. Wanted to get
intimate.”

“He always liked you.”
“I always hated him. Smelled like cat

piss and his breath was rotted teeth. You
can’t underrate the importance of  good
dental hygiene. The Lord ain’t giving us
any more teeth and the dentists are all in
Miami for their annual conference.
Anyway he got all handsy and I suggested
we head off  somewhere a little quieter.
Guy had his dick out and a rubber on
before I even had the door closed.”

“What?”
“I swear to God, I turned around

after shutting the door to see him with
his pants down, ready to go. Man can’t



find a toothbrush, but carries cock
wrappers? I laughed at that. Couldn’t help
it.”

“Ash…” Skeeter said looking at the
kids.

“What? Like they ain’t had to deal
with this shit ever since they got caught?
Man up Skeet we ain’t bringing home
innocents here, their busted up but they
got a chance to get better now. Anyway,
Trevor says, ‘I know you hate rubbers, but
we gotta, if  the boss finds out we’re
going at it all raw he’ll cut off  my cock
and you know what he’ll do to you.’ I
didn’t asked what, just nodded and said it
always made me laugh, how quick a guy
gets in the mood. I told him I wasn’t
warmed up much and needed a little
time.”

Skeeter looked out the window, “Not
sure I want to hear what happens next.”



“She fucked him and he gave her
some food and went away.” Chelsey said.

“Shush, Chelse.” Ashley said, “He
didn’t fuck me, like I said, his breath…
God, horrible! I may have given his dick a
death grip to distract him, but when he
moved in for some tongue tangling my
gun got in the way. I fucked up Skeet.”

“Naw, that’s okay, at least there was a
rubber on it.”

“Not that you moron! I had my finger
on the trigger! I started talking with him,
asked him about where the group had
been where they were going, that sort of
thing. He started blathering about the
gonorrhea that was going around and
had to use the condom and if  one more
woman came up pregnant Adam was
going to… I…the gun slipped and I sort
of  hefted it up and…it went off.”

“You shot him?”



“Deader than a doornail. Up through
his throat out the top of  his head. A big,
bloody mess. About the only thing of  use
I found were another five condoms in his
pocket and his revolver, but he only had
three bullets in it.”

“Was it a .44 special?”
“How’d you know?”
Skeeter fished the bullet he had found

out of  his pocket. “Found this by the
wall.”

Ashley took it, held it up to the light
and nodded. She set her small pack on the
counter and took an ugly looking
handgun out of  it, broke the cylinder
open and loaded the bullet. Carefully she
rotated the chamber so the firing pin
would come down on a live round when
the trigger was pulled and then put the
gun away. “Coincidence.”

“Yeah. How’d you get away?”



“I didn’t. I started going for the
window, but the music was so loud I
thought better of  it and just went back
through the house. They had a water
truck with hoses for washing and stuff
and I just went over and rinsed off  before
heading for the perimeter. I almost made
it before someone found his body and
raised the alarm. The music stopped
everything went into lock down and I
found myself  with Jacob. Or he found
me. Pulled me into a house and told me
they were going to be looking for
whoever shot the guy. We hid his gun
under the mattress and put my pack
alongside the bed.”

“Then what happened?”
Ashley looked away, “They were

doing a room by room search for the
murder and found us a little naked and
playful, held guns on us while they



checked my gun and went through my
pack, came up with nothing and moved
out, after yelling at me to put a condom
on the kid because he could spread
diseases too. I guess yelling ‘fuck you’ at
his back was socially acceptable, because
they all just laughed and headed out.”

“Smart kid.”
“No shit. I don’t know what I’d have

done without him thinking so quick. We
had a long talk, but there was no sex on
his mind, in case you wanted to know.”

“I didn’t.” Skeeter lied. “Go on.”
“Well he said we had best lay low a

little, so we wouldn’t get caught up with
another band of  guys checking for
Trevor’s gun. I guess they found it
missing and figured whoever killed him
had it. They thought he took a shotgun to
the head, so my rifle wasn’t suspect and
no one seemed to remember me going



off  with him. If  you ask me, he wasn’t
well loved.”

“We didn’t cry when he deserted us.”
Skeeter agreed.

“So by the time I was feeling I could
safely move out, it got quiet and soon
after that the zombies attacked. Me and
Jacob rounded these three up and by then
I knew we couldn’t get out. We tried three
attics, Skeet. All of  them were locked up
solid, no way to open ‘em at all. They
must have missed this place. We got
jumped by a pair of  middle of  the road
zeds, killed ‘em and made it here without
anyone seeing us.”

“How’d the kids kill the zed?” Skeeter
asked.

“Huh?”
“You killed one, you said the kids

killed the other, how did they do it
without any weapons?”



Ashley looked at Skeeter and shook
her head, “Damnedest thing, Jacob rolled
the thing off  of  him with Roy and
Tamara’s help and Chelsey jumped on her
head with both feet. Squished her head
like a pumpkin.”

Skeeter looked at Chelsey, she was
barefoot, but around her lower legs just
above her ankles there were rings of
blood.

The young lady met his eyes and said,
“They’re in the attic, they were all bloody,
I couldn’t wear them anymore.”

“Let it go, Skeet.”
“Bloody shoes are better than no

shoes.”
“Let it go. We better go too. Clean the

bottles up, make sure we don’t leave any
trace if  we can help it.” Ashley told the
kids.

The kids policed the kitchen and



hallway, looking for any sign that they had
been there before they filed out the back
door with Skeeter in the lead.

“I’ve got a route plotted back to the
house. We’ll circle way the hell east,
outside of  town through the fields. There
has been more activity west of  here and
we can’t fight or we’ll be lost.” To the east
gunfire erupted. They all looked that
direction and the plum of  black smoke
was still billowing up into the sky, easily
seen from miles around. A couple
explosions sounded off, followed by more
gunfire.

“That’s our cue. Let’s move!” Skeeter
slithered over the wall out into the town,
followed closely by the other four.

“Who do you think that is, Skeeter?”
Ashley asked

“I’m sure that’s Adam Wilson, dying
hard.”



 
 

Chapter 18
 
“Well we have to go after them.”

Brian said. It was around ten in the
morning, he and his mow crew stood in
the kitchen looking toward town out the
window.

“Why?” Sandy asked, “I mean, I know
I’m new and all, but won’t we just get
roped in if  we go to town again? I’ve
been listening to you go on all night
about how dangerous it is to get noticed.
Who is going to notice us?”

“Out of  the mouths of  babes.” Eric
said, “I mean, she said it, but we’re all
thinking the same thing. Except you
Brian.”

Brian turned to face all of  them.
“Sure, okay, good questions. First I guess



you all don’t have to go. I’ll go alone. And
I’m going because I sort of  made a deal
with these guys, they’re trying to help us,
we’re trying to help them. Something
happened to them and I’m going in to
help.”

“We were there, we all made the deal.”
Yoriko said, scowling at the others.

“None of  us said anything about
going in after them.” Carl said.

“Especially if  they are already dead.”
Ruby added, “You know what Skeeter
said, he said the big zombies he knew
about could control the weaker ones.”

“So?” Brian asked.
“So, if  Skeeter and Ashley got bit and

turned whoever is the boss in this dump
could be asking them a bunch of
questions that put us in a bad light.”

Brian seemed to mull this over for a
moment. He nodded, “Yeah, I suppose



that is so. I’m still going in. Someone has
to, I’ll go to mow, you know, just do what
we always do. You guys can wait in the
fields or maybe on the edge off  the park
under the mulberry trees.”

“I’ll mow.” Eric said.
“Me too.” said Yoriko.
“Okay three should be enough, Carl,

you, Sandy and Ruby can keep watch and
get word to Skeeter and Ashley if  they
show back up here. If  anyone asks about
you three I’ll say you killed, that way you
can take the truck and get out of  here.
Sound good?”

Everyone nodded, but Carl said,
“That don’t sound real good to me. I’ll do
it, but I don’t like the idea of  you being in
there. You’re sort of  the brains of  this
operation and if  you die what happens to
us?”

“Are you volunteering to go instead



of  me?”
Carl shook his head, “No, because if

someone talks to me I might not be able
to…” The old zombie trailed off.

“Yeah, we know.” Eric said. “I mean I
could fast talk anyone in town, but I lack
a certain, how do you say it…respect.
Yeah a respect that other people seem to
have for you and not me. I really don’t
know why either. Half  of  what we’ve
done has been my idea.”

“Probably more.” Brian said, “Okay,
let’s go.”

“Do we leave the guns?” Ruby asked.
“We should.” Brian answered.
“But we’re going to be watching,

maybe if  we have a gun we can help if
things go south.” Sandy argued.

“And maybe not. Let’s just leave them.
You’ll be less tempted to bite off  more
than you can chew that way.” Brian said.



“Fine.” She said with a pouty look on
her face.

They started to walk to town through
the field, something Brian came to regret
when he looked back at the very obvious
trail they left behind them. “Jesus on the
cross people! Can you walk without
knocking over three stalks of  corn with
every step? It’s like a herd of  buffalo
came through here, not half  a dozen life
negatives!”

“What can we do?” Eric asked, “It’s
not like the corn is in rows anymore, it’s
all willy-nilly, spread about!”

“Let’s switch to single file. I’m going
to skirt east a way, so the path isn’t so
direct back to the house.”

“Smoke.” Ruby said, pointing ahead
of  them. A thick black pillar of  smoke
rose into the otherwise cloudless sky.

“Maybe one of  the houses lit up.”



Brian said.
“Not much we can do about it

anyway.” Eric added. “Single file people,
line up in order of  how much Brian likes
you.”

“Then I’m second.” Yoriko said,
pushing past Eric as he tried to step in
line after Brian.

“I’m third!” Ruby called.
Eric looked at Carl and Sandy, “I’d

have swore I was second.”
“I’m last.” Carl said.
“Pretty sure he like you more than

me.” Sandy said, “Besides, I’m new.”
Brian’s voice called out from ahead of

them, “Eric, stop causing problems! The
rest of  you guys just come on!”

Carl moved after Ruby, with Sandy
filing in behind him, giving Eric a smug
look as she passed.

“Damn, what just happened?”



They reached the edge of  town not
too much later and Brian led them out
onto the blacktop about half  a kilometer
to the east of  the mower shed. The group
spit in two with Carl waiting in the far
field and Sandy and Ruby hiding among
the mulberry trees.

The sheds for the mowers were intact
and soon enough they had all chosen
machines to operate and had them fueled
up and ready to go.

“We should weed wack.” Eric said.
“Over by the mulberry trees is getting
out of  control again.”

Brian gave him a pointed look and
said, “I think we can let it go another day
or two.”

“I so thought you were going to say
‘fuck you’, kinda relieved you stayed civil.
I was half  serious though, it is getting
wild and we usually keep it down better



than we have been.”
“It’s high summer, we’ll just say it’s

growing faster than we can keep it clean,
if  anyone bothers to ask. Plus we’re short
staffed now, just the three of  us.”

“Gotcha. You clear on that Yoriko?”
She gave Eric a thumbs up, “Aces!”

Then she started her mower and buzzed
off.

“We didn’t even divide the town up
for mowing!” Eric yelled after her.

“Don’t matter, you know the drill,
mow around the trap. That will take most
of  the rest of  the day anyway.”

“True.”
“Hopefully someone will stop us and

we can get some news then.”
Gunfire erupted in the distance

punctuated by some explosions.
“That’s new. Must be some survivors

left there.” Eric said, a worried look came



onto his face, “Shit! You don’t suppose we
lost do you? Yoriko!” He started waving
his hands at the woman’s back as she got
further and further away, obviously
unable to hear him or the gunfire over
the sound of  her mower.

“Don’t bother, we won.” Brian said.
“How do you know?”
“The smoke. It’s black that’s oil based,

probably tires. Remember what the plan
was if  someone drove up in an armored
car and we could stop it?”

“Nebuli said we would pile it up with
tires and burn the fuckers out.”

“Looks like that’s what they did.” The
gunfire had stopped. “And the people
inside decided not to burn to death.”

“So Nebuli is a genius.”
“If  you say so. Let’s mow.”
They started on their set routes and

when they reached the trap most of  the



town was there. Brian pointedly ignored
them and mowed where he could around
the perimeter, blending the blood, guts
and debris into a solid line of  green
shorn grass. Eventually he was stopped by
none other than Nebuli himself. The
officer waved Brian down with his
cowboy hat and waited for him to cut his
mower off.

“Brian.”
“Nebuli. Your plan worked.”
“Lost a few of  the boys. Lester took a

piece of  shrapnel to the forehead from
one of  the bombs and Greta got shot.”

“Bummer about Lester, I hope you
don’t want me to pretend to be sorry
about old lady Greta, I never liked her.
Why didn’t we use the new guys?”

“Not smart enough yet. Where you
been Brian? Folks have been missing
you.”



“Like you don’t remember locking us
up? We mowed yesterday even if  we came
late to the party.”

“Sorry ‘bout that. Where’s your
crew?”

“You can hear as well as I can. Eric’s
off  to the west and Yoriko is just south
of  us. Only three of  us left, I’m going to
need more guys.”

“Three? That few?” Nebuli looked
troubled, “What happened?”

“The usual crap. We were down to six
yesterday, lost the new girl, Carl and Ruby
this morning. The rest of  us put ‘em on
the pile ourselves.”

“No one remembers you being here.”
“Ask around, someone will.”
“Anyone in particular you want me to

ask?”
Brian thought for a minute before

shaking his head, “No. You know we



aren’t exactly well thought of  here, we
kinda stick to ourselves. Just ask around,
someone will remember.”

“I will, Brian, you can be sure of  it.
You should get the inside done again,
while we clean this up.” Nebuli hitched a
thumb over his shoulder at a massive
tractor-trailer rig that was burning behind
him.

“Are we going to let it burn or try
and put it out?”

“I sent for the fire truck. Don’t you
worry about it, we’ll have this cleaned up
by sunset.”

“If  you say so.”
“I do. Can you get the inside

mowed?”
“With only three of  us? It’ll take us

all day, but I think so.”
“Hold on, I’ll get you a couple new

guys.”



“Don’t bother. I mean pick ‘em out,
but give them to me in the morning. If  I
have to explain how to mow right it’ll
take me the rest of  the afternoon.”

“Brian.” Nebuli said, with a pained
look on his face, “It’s mowing, not brain
surgery.”

“Still, I gotta track down my crew and
get them inside the perimeter, then I’d
have to run the new guys out and get
them set up.” Brian shook his head, “Just
let me get on the mowing today and I’ll
start training them tomorrow.”

“Fine.”
“Say, sheriff?” Brian asked as Nebuli

turned away.
“What?” He asked turning back

around.
“Was it just me or did we lose a lot of

guys this morning? Where are we on
personnel?”



“That’s for the council to worry
about.” Nebuli said.

“Yeah, it is and you know I’m
opposed to them at about every turn, but
unofficially?”

“Unofficially we’re getting our asses
kicked lately.” Nebuli stomped off  as the
fire truck rolled up.

“Huh.” Brian said. He then started his
mower and went to find Yoriko and Eric
to get them working on the inside of  the
false defenses.

 
 

Chapter 19
 
They made it back to the fields near

sunset. Mowing the inside hadn’t taken
quite as long as Brian had thought, but
they also rushed it and did a poor job.
They had to, around 4 in the afternoon



the tornado alarms had gone off  again.
Getting back to the sheds at 7 meant that
the next batch of  raiders were due to hit
town by 8. Brian had ran into Nebuli
again and gotten permission from the
Sheriff  to hide in the fields outside of
town if  they couldn’t reach the water
treatment plant before nightfall. Nebuli
had also told him that Kenny and a few
others recalled seeing the mowing crew
the night before, so as far as he was
concerned that was that.

“So why’d think Kenny and the others
vouched for us?” Eric asked. The crew
was getting the sheds buttoned up while
they talked.

“Don’t know. It has me worried. He’s
a bit on the conservative side of  things.”

“A bit?” Yoriko asked, “You and he
fought like cats and dogs! I thought you
and him were going to come to blows



this past May.”
“Yeah.”
“So why?” Eric pressed.
“I really have no idea, he’d be the last

one I would think would vouch for me.
The first one to throw me under the bus.”

“That’s why Nebuli believed him.”
“But Nebuli is acting weird too.”

Brian said.
“Maybe they are in it together?”

Yoriko said.
“How? I mean and why? Yeah, they

are on the same side, but why would they
help me? Us?”

“It’s a pickle, no doubt.” Eric said.
After the final shed was locked up

they all moved to the edge of  the fields
where the mulberry trees grew and
picked a careful path through them into
the wild corn field beyond. Carl and the
women were waiting for them.



“Well? What happened?” Ruby asked
“We never saw Skeeter or Ashley. Did
they get turned?”

“Dunno.” Brian said, “We mowed and
none of  us saw them either.”

“Maybe they are back at the house.”
Yoriko said, the others heard the doubt in
her voice.

“Relax, we’d have seen ‘em if  they had
turned.” Eric said. “Well, unless they
turned, then got killed by the living
before the battle was over, then got
carried away to the dump.”

“Nice.” Sandy said, “Way to comfort
and make things worse at the same time.”

“:Let’s just get to the house and get
situated. You heard the sirens?” Brian
asked. The people who had been hiding in
the fields all day nodded. “Then you
know we can’t be here when the raiders
get here, too risky.”



“Even if  they bed down
immediately…and no one does that…we
wouldn’t attack for hours.” Eric
complained, “I don’t think we need to
rush or anything.”

“I spoke to Nebuli; he told me we’re
being wiped out pretty bad. What if, and
I’m just spit-balling here, what if  the call
is stronger for the rest of  us now that
there aren’t as many? I can already feel a
bit of  a tug to head to the water
treatment plant.”

“Uh, yeah, maybe you’re right.” Carl
said.

“Eric, you handle Sandy, I don’t want
her wandering off  if  it gets too strong.”

“I’m okay.” She said.
“You’re a day old, that means you’re

like….a day old. Weak.” Eric said,
gesturing for the woman to walk in front
of  him. “It means you can get jerked



around easier and we can’t take that
chance.”

“Why? You’ll just replace me.”
“Darling, there isn’t any replacing

you!” Eric insisted, “Besides, I am dying
to find out if  you can win Skeeter back
from Ashley.”

Sandy stopped and Eric bumped into
her from behind.

“See? The call is powerful.” He
grabbed her and started pushing her
forward, but she started to struggle with
him. “Little help here guys?”

Brian looked at the woman and at
Eric, but held out an arm to stop Yoriko
from stepping around him to help Eric.
“She ain’t being called back, she’s just
pissed.”

“Oh?” Eric said, “She sure is fighting
hard to go back.” A well thrown blow
knocked Eric in the side of  the head and



he tumbled to the dirt. “Ow!”
Sandy started kicking him on the

ground and he wiggled around to try and
get away from the blows. “Cut it out!
Look I was…well I wasn’t really joking. I
do want to know how this turns out, but.
Hey!”

“Wrap it up Sandy, we gotta move.”
Brian said.

With one last kick at Eric, Sandy
turned and marched through the corn
field.

“Carl, you watch her, make sure she
gets back to the farm.” Yoriko and Ruby
stood looking down at Eric who put a
hand up toward each of  them for help up.
Neither of  them offered to help him so
he just lay there on his back in the dirt.
Finally Brian spoke, “Why don’t you
ladies go after them and make sure Carl
doesn’t get lost? Yoriko, be sure to tell



them how I told Nebuli that they are all
dead.”

“Got it, boss.” Yoriko said.
“Dead? Aren’t we dead already?”

Ruby asked as the two walked away.
After a moment of  listening to them

walk off  Brian held a hand out to Eric,
who refused to put his hand up. Leaving
his hand hanging there Brian shrugged,
“C’mon. You know we gotta go.”

“No.”
“Pouting?”
“Yes.”
“Okay, let me know when you’re

ready.” Brian lowered his hand.
“Okay, I’m done.” Eric put his hand

up.
“Asshole.” Brian grabbed it and pull

Eric to his feet. “Look at you all dirty and
stuff. In your new clothes too!”

“She could have killed me.” Eric



complained.
“Really unlikely.”
“You just let her attack me.”
“And I just let you attack her verbally

too. Damn me! I should have stopped
you! Wait! But how? How can I shut you
up?” Brian shook his head. They both
started walking after the others, taking
care not to leave an obvious path through
the corn.

“I don’t know why I do it. Push, push,
push. It just…” Eric shrugged, “I dunno,
it’s like I win if  the other person loses
control. I can’t seem to beat you though,
why is that?”

“Oh, you rile me up good some times,
but I see it for what it is.”

“Yeah, so what is it?”
Brian shook his head, “Sorry, that’s

the sort of  wisdom you earn by figuring
it out yourself, Eric.”



Eric stopped for a second, then
cursed his friend’s back, “Goddamnit!
You don’t either know either!”

“If  that helps you sleep at night, then
keep thinking it.”

“Are you my friend, Brian?”
“I’m offended that you even ask me

that.” He rolled his eyes as they continued
forward.

“No, seriously. I mean we don’t know
when we’re going to die. We might live
forever, which is kind of  cool when you
thing about it.”

Brian shook his head, “Exist. We
might exist forever, it’s clear we aren’t
alive anymore.”

“Semantics.”
“An important differentiation, not

semantics. But go on, what’s your point.”
“Well are we friends? We hung out a

bit before all this, but never really



connected, you know, in high school.”
“Me? Hang out with you? The jock

with the Dungeons and Dragons, video
gaming, pot head?”

“Hey! I didn’t play dungeons and
dragons!”

“Shirley Tibbles.”
“Well, okay, yeah, with her, but I was

just chasing a girl.”
“You kept going to Gabriel’s house

after you broke up with her.”
“Well, sure, you know, my character

wasn’t dead and they needed a cleric-
thief…Who cares? Why are you putting
me down for what I did for fun?”

“I’m not.”
“You can’t dog it unless you’ve played!

You should at least experience it before
you write it off. I mean maybe if  you and
your jock friends….”

“I played.”



“What? When?”
“I used to go down to the game store

and play in a game on Saturday nights.
Usually just a few hours a couple times a
month.”

“Seriously?”
“I played a Warlord or another fighter

type. Tried a Monk once, it didn’t suit
me.”

“Oh my fucking God! My mind is
being blown right now. We could have…
you could have played in Gabe’s game! We
need a fighter type!”

“No.”
“Why not?”
“It’s what I did for fun sometimes.

You lived it, well you lived whatever you
were into anyway, all over the school,
couldn’t stop talking about it. There was
no ‘play it and leave it’, I mean did you
talk about your job all the time with your



ex? Or with your co–workers about what
you did with your wife?”

“Well…sure. That’s normal.”
“No, Eric. What’s normal is saying

‘Hey, how was your weekend?’ and getting
a response like, ‘I caught that new sci-fi
flick Friday, it was great! Saturday I was
stuck in church for my cousin’s first
communion and Sunday I watched the
game with my dad before we sat down for
wholesome family dinner.’ What you did
was more along the lines of  reciting the
movie script word for word and never
even getting to Saturday. The things I did
with my friends we kept discrete.”

“So I lack discretion?”
Brian turned to Eric and they both

stopped in the corn field. Slowly and with
great theatrical flair he lifted one hand to
brush a corn stalk off  of  Eric’s shoulder.
“Yeah, doesn’t this prove it?”



“But I would be less fun with more
discretion!”

“Think of  it as concentrating your
fun into smaller, tastier bites that don’t
cause people to choke on them as they go
down.”

They resumed walking and made
quite a distance before Eric asked, “We
could play D&D now. I mean think of  it,
no rest breaks, no jobs or other
distractions it would be epic.”

“No.”
After a further quarter mile Eric

mumbled, “Damn we really could have
used a fighter type. We had a last battle
and all of  us were killed, a total party kill.
If  you had been there we might have…”

“Eric. This is what I meant. Let it go.
And when we get to the farm house why
don’t you use all those role-playing skills
you have and pretend to be sorry and



apologize to Sandy.”
“See? My counselor told me I couldn’t

use D&D for anything, this will prove her
wrong.”

“It hasn’t happened yet. Optionally
you could just actually be sorry?”

“You know I kind of  am. But some
good has come from it. Now I know you
play D&D.”

“Played. When I was a kid.”
“You going to tell me not to make

fun of  you about this?”
“What’s to make fun of?”
“Uh…”
“You know, if  I weren’t your friend I

would probably find myself  kicking the
shit out of  you sometimes too.”

“Mm. Yeah, okay. Geez you do take
the long route to answering questions
sometimes.”

“There are a lot of  people still in



town. I don’t mean thousands, but enough
that I could still choose who to hang out
with, who to get on the mow team, you
know that. I’d be lying if  I said I didn’t
find some of  what you do funny,
especially when it’s not directed at me or
that passive aggressive bullshit that you
do sometimes. I could have chosen
anyone, but Eric I did choose you. As
inappropriate as you can be sometimes, at
least you are interesting.”

“Wow, aside from my mom, I think
that’s the nicest thing anyone has ever said
to me. Would you consider making an
honest man of  me?”

“Asshole.”
 
 

Chapter 20
 
The other zombies were waiting for



them near the edge of  the garden behind
the house. Eric wandered over next to
Sandy, who moved a step away from him.

“Sandy, I’m sorry.” Eric said, he
looked her in the eyes and then glanced at
the ground. “I know I come across as a
dick a lot of  times and I should be nicer
to you. I’m used to this whole zombie
thing and you are, well new. And I should
have known better. And been nicer. I’ll
try to not tease you.”

Sandy looked him up and down,
“You’re an asshole. Stay away from me!”

Eric glanced at Brian, who shrugged.
“Okay.”

Brian said, “C’mon, Eric, well go
scout the house, we’ll wave you in once
we’re sure Skitter and Ashley won’t shoot
us.”

“How do you know they are even
there?” Carl asked. “I can’t see them at



all.”
Brian’s brow furrowed, “They are in

the attic, I can see it like a beacon.” The
others glanced at the home, then back at
Brian.

With a nod Eric said, “I get a glow
from there too, like a light, you guys can’t
see it?”

Yoriko moved past the edge of  the
cornfield into the yard, getting out from
under one of  the huge walnut trees, “I
can see a little something up there, once I
get the tree out of  the way. It looks like a
lantern.”

“Huh. My vision is better here, I
mean I can see farther. In town it was all
dim, I was lucky to see the glow from
someone living 10 meters away.” Brian
said.

“So why can you see further here?”
Ruby asked, “I still can’t see anything.”



The group was a solid hundred
meters from the house.

“Just wait here.” Brian and Eric
moved closer, when they got close to the
house near the open attic window Brian
called up, “Skeeter?” He bellowed three
more times before he saw the man’s
outline approach the window.

“I’m here.” Skeeter called down.
“Who is up there with you?”
“We managed to grab a few kids and

get ‘em out during the attack. You guys
okay?”

“Yeah, we all made it back, none of  us
were involved. Mowed all day. The sirens
went off  though, another group is
coming, could be here any time.”

“Yeah?”
“We need to move into the basement,

just in case. Did you are Ashley learn
anything in town?”



“I think so. The door is unlocked, me
an’ Ash will meet ya down there in five.”

“Okay.” Brian looked over at Eric,
“So. About Sandy. Thanks for trying.”

“She’ll warm up to me. At least she
has some fire. Too many of  us come back
sluggish and just waiting for a head shot
to put us down for good. I thought about
what you said; I’ll try and do better. If
you see me getting out of  line, just send
me a signal to knock it off.”

“What sort of  signal?”
“I dunno, maybe a code word?”
“Like what?”
“Elephant?” Eric asked.
“They would figure that out too soon.

How about I mention flowers?”
“What do you mean?”
“If  I say anything about flowers of

any sort, you change the conversation and
change your target. Focus on me, I’ve



been your straight man since this mess
started.”

“Okay. Thanks Brian.”
Brian snorted and waved at the others

to come up. Carl was in the rear, keeping
an eye on Sandy. Yoriko bounded up
quickly, “What were you guys talking
about?”

“The group relationship.” Brian said.
“Skeeter and Ashley saved some kids. He
says they found something out. We
should move into the kitchen.”

They climbed the stairs and shuffled
inside. Skeeter came down the stairs,
closely followed by Ashley, both had guns
and hand weapons.

“Everything okay?” Brian asked,
“Jesus Christ! What the hell happened to
you?”

“I had some trouble with zombies in
town. Kind of  a long story. Ashley went



in to go after the kids and learn what she
could about Wilson’s gang, she got in
safe, but had to hide in the attic after the
attack started. I, uh, sort of  fell asleep and
woke up when the attack started near
dawn. I ran into three of  your crew and
they weren’t so willing to work with me as
you are.”

“Did you kill them?”
“I had no choice, Brian.” Skeeter

tensed up and Ashley raised the barrel of
her gun a few inches.

Brian raised his hands up and shook
his head, “I’m not blaming you. You had
no choice and I know it. Hell, you’re
lucky you both made it out alive! What
did you learn?”

Both of  the living relaxed a little and
Skitter answered, “Ashley said she heard
them talking about a house out by the
river; they were bringing a couple



unconscious guys out there. That ring a
bell?”

“Mm. Lot of  houses out by the river.
There’s a whole small subdivision out
there, the Bluethorn addition, about
thirty houses. Plus some nicer large places
along the highway.”

“I bet they are out by the highway.”
Yoriko said.

“That’s where I would set up too.”
Ruby added, “I mean why choose a
cookie cutter house from the Bluethorn
when you could take one of  the mansions
overlooking the river?”

“Well, they’re not exactly
mansions…” Eric began.

“I heard one of  them laugh about
bringing the meals to the B&B.” Ashley
said.

“Dumphy’s place.” Brian said.
“Humpty-Dumpty’s? No way.” Eric



said.
“What’s Dumphy’s place?” asked

Sandy.
“Oh, if  you think I’m an asshole wait

until you meet Jack Dumphy! His dad
wasn’t much better!” Eric told her.

“Couldn’t be Dumphy.” Carl opined.
“Why not?” Brian asked.
“He’s been a shut in since the

accident.”
“What accident? Who is this guy?”

Ashley asked.
“It could be old man Dumphy.” Eric

said.
“Hold up.” Brian said, “Let me catch

everyone else up on them, half  of  us
aren’t from here.”

“Oh, I want to tell it! Pretty please?”
Eric said.

“No, they need the short version.”
Brian said, “Only add things if  you think



I miss something important.”
Eric frowned, but kept his mouth

shut.
“The Dumphy’s ran a bed and

breakfast out near the river, it looks like a
large log cabin style lodge and they own
the land right up to the state park. They
connect to the bike trail and had a small
bar and restaurant in the business as well.
Six rooms, a pavilion and barn, they did
weddings and put up small groups of
bike riders. They also owned the ‘Pitt
Stop Bar and Grill’ in town that catered
to bike riders and townies alike and the
guy owned the used car lot north of
town. The old man, Paul, had a single son,
Jack. Jack’s mom died after childbirth an
almost unheard of  tragedy. She got an
infection while in the hospital and ended
up passing on 12 days after giving birth.
Paul was devastated and now had a son to



raise on his own. He also sued the
hospital and won a lot of  money, though
how much varies on who you talk to. It
was enough for him to turn his 3
bedroom B&B into six and buy the car
lot and open the bar. Paul may not have
been a great guy, but he did believe in our
town and did everything he could to
make it prosper.”

“But not Jack.” Eric said.
Brian gave Eric a dark look and

continued, “Jack was…challenging. He
was two years ahead of  us in school and
the stories about him were legend. He got
away with a lot. His dad gave heavily to
the fire department, to the police charities
and bailed more than one council
member out of  their troubles. So when
Jack started have run-ins with the
authorities most of  them were brushed
under the rug. Until he got suspended



from school, then tossed out. Drinking at
school, drunk while planning on the
basketball team at a home game, smoking
pot in his car in the parking lot at lunch.
These are just a few rumors of  what he
got away with. But he cussed out the
chemistry teacher for failing him and then
cussed out the vice principal for backing
the chemistry teacher up.”

“I was there!” Eric said, fairly
bursting with excitement. “I saw it, it was
the scariest thing I’d ever seen up until
then. He was in Mr. Clark’s face and all
three of  them were red in the face. Finally
Clark gave him a suspension and told him
to get out of  the school. Jack was 18, so it
wasn’t like he needed his dad to come get
him or anything. But Jack told Mr. Clark
to go fuck himself, then sat back down
and told Mrs. Smith to teach the class
again, something like ‘his father’s tax



dollars aren’t for standing around
bitching, but for teaching.’ Mr. Clark told
him to pack up and go again and Jack
didn’t move. Finally they called the police
and had him arrested. Old man
Humphrey was at a hotel conference
down in Des Moines and got here just as
they were putting Jack in the cruiser.”

“Yeah, that’s about what I heard too.
They said he threatened to kill Mr. Clark
and rape Mrs. Smith. That’s why they
suspended him. Paul tried to brush it
under the rug, but there was no way the
school could let that happen. Every
student there would have revolted if  Jack
got away with it. So he finished out his
last semester over in Woodbury, even
played basketball against his home team
here in town. Started a fight with one of
the other boys, broke his eye socket and
got kicked off  the team, he never lettered



but apparently slept with two Woodbury
girls on prom night and got a local girl to
invite him to our prom as well, where he
got lucky again if  the rumors are true.”

“Guy got pulled more pussy than a
toilet seat.” Eric said.

Brian frowned and Eric mumbled,
“Sorry. You’re the one who said he was a
legend.”

“He was. He did graduate and went
up to college here, though his grades and
study habits weren’t too good. But his
dad had money and he paid cash for the
degree which Jack graduated with. I only
ran into him once and he treated me
pretty good. Jack had a way of  treating
anyone in sports pretty well, but everyone
else like garbage. So he moved home after
college with the intend of  managing his
dad’s businesses, tried a spell as a car
salesman, that lasted a week, then worked



out at the B&B, but apparently was surly
with the guests, so finally his dad put him
over at the ‘Pit Stop.’ Worst mistake
every.”

“Jack wasn’t a good bouncer. I made
him laugh a few times and he let me in all
summer, even though I was only 20 and
didn’t even have a fake ID.” Eric said.

“Kid was a prick. A spoiled rotten,
good for nothing asshole.” Carl said. “It
was only a matter of  time before he killed
someone.”

“I agree.” Brian said, “And he sure
did almost kill someone. Himself. He had
a nice convertible that he drove in the
summer and one night after closing down
the Pit Stop he drove the woman he had
picked up home and then crashed coming
over the bridge on his way back to the
B&B. Should have died. He wrapped his
car around a telephone pole going 80 and,



lucky for him…”
“And unlucky for the rest of  the

world.” Carl said.
“Lucky for him, the crew chief  of  the

fire department saw him go off  the road
and called it in and stopped to help right
away. I don’t doubt Carl saved his life.”

“I don’t either. After all that kid did
to tear this place down after his dad did
so much to build it up…I’ll always
wonder why I didn’t just keep on driving.”
Carl said.

“You’re a softy.” Eric said.
“No, you have morals.” Brian

corrected, “So Carl saved the kid’s life,
but nothing could fix his paralyzed legs.
Old man Humphrey filed another lawsuit
against the car manufacturer citing faulty
brakes and they settled out of  court.”

“Kid was drunker than a skunk,
should have ended up in jail for drinking



and driving.” Carl said, shaking his head.
“Yeah, and no one thought to take a

blood sample and get a blood alcohol
content, so whether he was drunk or not
never came up in the civil suit. The
money was enough to hire the first of  a
long string of  caretakers, no one stayed
long. Jack started eating a lot, or may he
just kept eating like he had before his
accident, either way without any exercise
he ballooned up to the point where he
couldn’t even get out of  the house. His
dad closed a couple rooms of  the B&B,
one for him, one for the caretaker of  the
month to live in. I hadn’t seen him for,
oh, six or seven years before the
apocalypse.”

“Me either.” Eric said, both he and
Brian looked over at Carl.

Carl scowled and nodded. “I saw the
brat, Paul made me come down almost



every year, right around the anniversary
of  the crash, it was supposed to be to
thank me, but it always ended up with
Jack drunk and either mean or sobbing,
cursing me for saving his life either way.
He was huge, probably 4 or 5 hundred
pounds last I saw him. Diabetic, liver
failing him. A doctor came twice a week
to run dialysis on him with a portable
unit because he was too large to get out
of  the house easily.”

“Holy shit. I thought he had died.”
Eric said.

“Maybe he should have.” Brian said,
“I just don’t know what good has come
from his life. Seems like he had every
door opened for him, every chance
anyone could wish for.”

“If  you don’t fight for something, you
fight for nothing.” Carl said, “Spoiled
piece of  garbage. You know, I should



have left him die by the side of  the road.”
“He was that bad?” Sandy asked, “No

redeeming qualities at all?”
“Other than slipping me into the

bar?” Eric asked, raising a hand to his
chin he scratched it and shook his head,
“No, can’t think of  anything.”

“He was difficult, even on a good day.
The only people who got close to him
wanted what he could give them, drugs,
alcohol, money. He never really had any
friends.”

“You sound almost sad for him?”
Yoriko said.

“I pitied him.” Brian answered, “So
they said the B&B, how likely is it he is an
LP?”

“How could he be? It’s been over a
year!” Eric said.

“I agree, we’d have known if  someone
was alive out that way.” Ruby said.



“He could be alive.” Carl voiced, the
others looked at him, “What? They place
was easy to defend, they had a small
restaurant and bar out there, they even
had a backup generator and that solar
array to make the bikers think the place
was all ‘green energy’ and stuff.”

“Fucking California.” Eric said, “All
that money spent on eco-friendly
technology and in the end it didn’t matter
anyway.”

“He can’t be alive.” Brian said, “I
mean if  he is the shadow ruler…I mean,
no. It’s not how he would run things.”

“His old man.” Carl said, “He might
run things this way.”

“Maybe.” There was a shade of  doubt
in Brian’s voice, “I think he would be
more friendly to the townspeople, not
throw us away on suicide attacks through
the storm sewers.”



“Maybe both of  them?” Eric asked.
“How would that work?” Brian asked.
Skeeter shook his head, “It’s like that

old Highlander movie, there can be only
one. Only the top guy is in charge, at least
from what we’ve seen.”

The zombies all looked at Brian, it
took him a moment to realize this and
when he did he asked, “What? I’m in
charge? No. I can’t boss you guys
around.”

“You are the boss, boss.” Yoriko said.
“Yeah, of  the mowing crew, not of

the town. We have a council for that…
Who’s head of  the council?”

“No one really. We lost Mayor Pike
during that raid two months ago and
never filled the seat.” Ruby said.

“So, well regardless of  who it is, we
need to go see what’s going on and deal
with it.” Brian said.



“We can’t.” Yoriko, she pointed at
Skeeter and Ashley, “They have to.”

“I dunno, Skeet…these kids…”
Ashley began.

“Won’t be safe as long as some super
zombie is playing havoc with the local
zombies. We gotta do it. We agree to do
it, didn’t we?”

“That was before we had three
messed up kids to take care of!”

Skeeter turned to Brian and the
zombies, “Things have changed, she’s
right. But you’re right too. I’ll go, but
Ashley has to stay here to keep the kids
safe.”

“I won’t!”
Skeeter turned back to her, “Then

what?”
“I’ll cover your back. You’re all

messed up Skeeter! You’ll need a week to
recover, you barely made it back down the



stairs!”
“You are pretty messed up Skeeter.”

Eric said, “Pretty sure you’re still bleeding
too.”

“I heal up pretty good, give me a
night and I’ll be fine. I guess were both
going. I want Sandy to watch over the
kids, they might recognize her, she was
with us before.”

“Did you know the kids?”
Skeeter shook his head, “No.”
“One of  them.” Ashley said.
Brian looked at the others, “I don’t

know, I think Yoriko or Ruby would be
better…”

“Why you don’t trust me?” Sandy
asked.

“You’re a day from being an LP, that
makes you pretty weak. Hell you couldn’t
even take Eric razzing you, how are you
going to hold up with you get hungry



and the three kids are just sitting right in
front of  you?”

“I wouldn’t!”
“You don’t know what you would do.

How about this, Sandy and Yoriko will
keep an eye on them? And the rest of  us
will stay in the house.”

“Works for me. Won’t they miss you
in town?” Skeeter said, casting a glance at
Ashley, who nodded.

“They might, but you’re supposed to
be the end game, you get this done and
playing games in town shouldn’t be a
problem anymore.”

“We’ll want to introduce the kids to
you first, before we go.” Ashley said.

“Are any of  them old enough to go
with you and help?” Brian asked.

Ashley shook her head vigorously
from side to side and answered with a
firm, “No.”



“They’ve been….abused.” Skeeter
added.

“Oh. Shit. That sucks.” Brian said.
“You have no idea.” Ashley said, “I

don’t know if  they can recover from it.”
“What are you going to do?”
“We are going to get up tomorrow,

kill Jack Humphrey and come back here.
Then we are going to get up and deal
with the next day’s problems and then the
day after that well deal with those
problems. It’s not like we can bring them
back to their parents or to a hospital or
therapist.”

“Yeah, I guess not. So tomorrow
morning then?”

“Yes, tomorrow morning. You guys
going to hide out in the basement for the
night again?”

“We better, I think you can leave the
ladder down, none of  us felt too



compelled to try and get out last time.”
“And you managed to get out

anyway.”
“In the morning, but that was by

using our heads, something we can’t do if
we get orders from on high.” Brian said.

“We’re going to barricade the attic
door behind us, it’ll make the kids feel
better.”

“We won’t even go onto the second
floor unless it’s to help you somehow”
Brian said.

With that Ashley, helped Skeeter back
up the stairs. Brian pointed to the ladder
sticking up from where the basement
stairs had been, “We might as well go
down there and wait it out.”

“Ladies first.” Eric said gesturing at
half  the mowing crew.

“Still an asshole.” Sandy murmured.
 



 
Chapter 21

 
The call for the zombies came close

to midnight. Unlike the night before,
when it had hardly been detectable by the
zombies hiding out in the basement, it
was strong.

“Get her Yoriko!” Brian called, trying
to drown the message in his head out.

Yoriko lunged for Sandy, dragging her
down by one foot. The woman had leaped
for the kitchen floor and caught it. Brian
was holding on to Carl, who had actually
busted through the sidewall of  the
basement and was trying to dig his way
out of  the foundation.

“Carl! Cut it out, control yourself.
Eric why aren’t we affected?” Eric had
Carl’s other leg and the two of  them had
their hands full keeping the older



gentleman under control.
“I am being affected. I just hide it

better.”
“Ruby? Can you help Yoriko?”
Ruby was sitting on the floor grasping

her head in both hands, rocking back and
forth. Softly she muttered, “No. No. No.”
to herself.

“Wrestle her over here!” Brian yelled
to Yoriko. The slip of  a woman was
barely able to drag the newer zombie to
within Brian’s grasp, he clamped a hand
over her wrist and the two of  them
managed to pile Sandy on top of  Carl.
Once the two zombies were down the
other three sat down on them, more or
less pinning them to the floor.

A beam of  white light played over
them from the kitchen. “Ya’ll all right
down there?” Skeeter asked.

“Yeah, sorry, got the call coming in



pretty loud right now.” Brian called.
“Slow down yer talking, I can’t hardly

understand ya.”
“He’s calling us back.” Brian said

slowly.
“Better. You gonna be okay? Need

some rope or something?”
“Rope would be good.” Eric said. He

was sitting on the back of  Sandy’s head
forcing it down to the concrete floor.
Sandy’s struggles raised him up
periodically and he was struggling to keep
her and Carl down.

“Be right back, saw some bailing rope
in the shed…and some chain.”

“Chain?” Eric asked, “What was old
man McCollin into?”

Ruby moved to her hands and knees, a
long stream of  drool poured from her
mouth and pooled on the floor as she
slowly moved toward the pile of  zombies.



“Ruby?” Brian asked.
Ruby shook her head violently from

side to side, flicking off  froth like a rabid
dog.

“Uh, Ruby? Seriously woman, you’re
giving me bad vibes.” Eric said.

The zombie crawled towards them
slowly until she was able to wedge her
head between Eric and Brian’s bodies on
top of  the pile. “Helping.” She gasped.
“And in case I lose it, I’m right here in
the pile.”

“I don’t think we can hold three of
them down.” Brian said.

“Nope, we’d have to let one go. I vote
for Sandy.” Eric said.

“We’re not letting any of  them go!”
Yoriko yelled. Ruby grunted her
agreement, but nothing more.

Upstairs they heard the back door
open into the kitchen, followed by the



sounds of  dragging chain across the
floorboards. Skeeter’s flashlight played
over them again and a large spool of
bailing rope hit the floor, followed by a
mound of  hefty chain links.

“Jesus.” Brian said looking at the pile.
“We’ll have to use the chain. The

bailing rope is too thin.” Yoriko said.
“Both would be better.” Eric said,

“We loop the chain around them and
then tie off  the links with loops of  that
rope. Three or four strands of  it should
be enough.”

“I’ll hold the light for you.”
“Thanks!” Brian said, “How do we do

this?”
“Hey, Skeeter? Can you knock Sandy

back down into the hole if  she tries to
climb up that way again?”

“She can reach up this far?” Skeeter
looked at the height, “I though ya’ll got



real slow when the call came in?”
“Apparently not this time. She

jumped up and got her hand on the edge
before Yoriko pulled her down. Just push
her hands off  if  she does it again. The
three of  us should be able to get Carl
wrapped and then get her.”

“Okay, can do.” Skeeter said, sitting
the light down on the floor. This cast the
basement in dim light, but the zombies
didn’t complain.

“On three, we let her go, pull Carl
out and wrap him. Eric you do the
wrapping, Yoriko try to hold his legs and
I’ll get his body. One. Two. Three!”

They all tumbled off  of  the pile, even
Ruby and both Carl and Sandy quickly
got to their feet. Brian wrapped his arms
around Carl from behind and Yoriko
wrestled with his feet, lashing out with
one leg to trip Sandy up as the woman



moved toward the kitchen opening.
“Good one!” Eric called while he

grabbed the chain. He knocked Sandy
over with one foot as he went by to get
back to Carl. The three of  them wrapped
Carl a few times in the chain and Brian
was able to hold the loose ends and keep
control of  the zombie while Yoriko went
back for the twine.

After trying to get the light rope
through the links several times without
success Brian yelled, “Put him on the
ground. Trip him Eric.” Eric knocked the
man over and managed to get the rope
tied into a knot with Yoriko and Brian
holding Carl still. When they let go of
him Carl was only able to wiggle about
on the ground. Turning their attention
back to Sandy they found the woman
sitting on her butt beneath the kitchen
opening. Ruby had her arms wrapped



around the other woman from behind
and was holding her tight.

Steve appropriated another length of
chain from the pile and Brian said, “Okay,
Ruby, you know the drill, on three let her
go and we’ll wrap her…”

“Both of  us. Do it now. I’m losing it.”
Ruby said between clenched teeth.

“Are you sure?” Brian asked.
Eric, however didn’t ask, he looped

the chain about the women and drew it
tight. Yoriko helped him and finally Brian
shook his head and joined them. The
chain Eric had chosen was longer and by
the time they were don the two women
were bound fast together. All that was left
was to tie a cinching loop of  twine
between the ends. Eric triple looped it
again and pulled it extra tight before
knotting it off.

“You learn that in boy scouts?” Brian



asked.
“Some, but mostly from working on

my grandfather’s farm. It would be better
if  we could braid some of  this stuff,
make it stronger, but this should work. I
better doubt check Carl now that we got
a breather.” Eric stepped over to the still
struggling zombie, who had worked his
way into the far corner of  the basement.

“Thanks.” Brian called up to Skeeter.
“No problem.”
“Were we that noisy?”
“Enough to wake the dead. Or me.

‘Course I wasn’t sleeping, I was keepin’
watch.”

“Well, thanks for getting us the rope
and stuff.”

Skeeter nodded, “Alright. I’m gonna
get back upstairs now. I’ll see you in the
morning.”

Brian watched the man limp off  into



the darkness, “Goodnight!”
Yoriko and Eric were looking at him

when he turned around, “How’s Carl?”
“Fine, why don’t you two help me

haul him over here, so we can keep an eye
on all of  them easier?”

It only took a moment to drag Carl’s
bound form over to where Ruby and
Sandy were sitting tied together.

“Look at us, operating our own little
S&M dungeon here!” Eric said.

“Huh?” Yoriko asked.
“Why not us?” Brian asked again.
“We’re smarter and better than them?

Maybe we killed more people and ate
them? Carl has always been slower than
the rest of  us and Sandy is new. Ruby,
though, I don’t get that.” Eric said.

“She was a vegetarian.” Yoriko
offered up.

A low chuckle escaped Ruby’s throat.



Eric looked at Yoriko with a puzzled
expression, “What? Did you just make a
joke? At a time like this?”

“Sorry.” Yoriko said.
“No! That’s great! It shows I’m

rubbing off  on you!”
Brian grimaced and said, “Okay, well

going by your theory we three have killed
and consumed the most humans. So we’re
the most resistant to the call when it
comes. I wonder if  the raiders are going
to win tonight?”

“I hope not. I mean, man, that would
throw a kink in our plans wouldn’t it?”
Eric said. “We finally have a hero to bust
us out of  this joint and the joint ends up
getting wiped off  the face of  the earth
the day before our plan happens.”

“They were just faster and stronger
too.” Brian gestured at the ladder, which
he had brought into the basement and



laid down along one wall. “They didn’t
even go for the ladder, I mean Carl tried
to bust through the foundation wall!”

“Did more than ‘try’, I think.” Eric
said looking over were several blocks
were missing and earth was spilling
through.

“Yeah.” Brian agreed, “Is it me or is it
getting better?”

Steve nodded and tapped the side of
his head, “It’s you.”

“Do I need to tie you up?”
“Only if  you say, ‘please’.”
“What? Eric, half  the time I don’t

understand anything you say.”
“That makes you better than most of

my friends.”
Brian shook his head, “It’s going to be

a long haul until sunrise.”
“Oh? Were you going to get some

sleep? Or maybe you had a hot date lined



up? We got nothing else to do. This, at
least, makes our evening mildly
entertaining.”

“Except for the head ache.” Yoriko
said.

“Yeah, except for that.” Eric shook his
head again, “Maybe a loop or two of  that
last chain wouldn’t be a bad idea…”

“I’ll get it.” Brian said leaning over to
grab it.

 
 

Chapter 22
 
Skeeter slept later than he intended.

Ashley let him sleep in, which he had
been expecting, but she also reset the old
wind up alarm they had found in that
attic for a later hour. He could complain
about it if  he wanted, but he knew he
needed the rest. Cautiously he tried to



roll over and get out of  bed. The stiffness
in his limbs wasn’t the only thing to stop
him, a warm body was lying next to him
under the covers. He hadn’t noticed her
until he tried to roll over.

A pair of  bright blue eyes stared into
his under a mound of  fluffy blond hair.

“Ah, good morning!”
The girl didn’t say anything, she

pulled away from Skeeter and he edged
toward the opposite side of  the bed.
“You okay?”

She nodded.
“It’s Chelsey, right?”
Again she nodded.
“I’m not going to hurt you or

anything, I just…me and Ashley have a
big day and I’ve slept too late already.”

“You’re not going to…do anything?”
“Uh…”
“I mean I won’t say anything, I’ll be



good.”
“No! No, no, no! Why are you in bed

with me?”
“I ate and then got sick, so Ashley

sent me upstairs. I was cold and you’re
bed has the most covers.”

“Okay, Chelsey, I don’t want to do
anything. I’m not like those other guys.
I’m more like…like… Look you
remember your father, right?”

A simple nod was her only reply.
“I can’t replace your dad, but you

could think of  me as your grandpa?”
She smiled, “You’re not old enough!”
“Maybe your uncle then? Okay? Does

that work? I could be your uncle Skeeter.”
Her forehead wrinkled and she

replied, “I like the idea of  you as my
father better.”

“Well I can be like a father, but I can’t
replace your father. You understand? He’ll



always have a place in your heart that is
special, one I can’t replace. You think of
me as your father-not and Ashley as your
mother-not, we’ll help take care of  you
and we’ll help you learn to take care of
yourself. Does that work?”

“That works.” She tentatively reached
for him and he awkwardly gave her a hug.

Ashley chose that moment to walk
into the room. “What the hell are you
doing?”

Skeeter and Chelsey back away from
each other, with the girl shrugging back
into the blankets, attempting to hide.

“No good deed goes unpunished. I
know what that means now.” Skeeter
muttered as he sat up more fully in the
bed.

“Seriously, Skeeter! She’s young
enough to be your daughter! And
we..we..!” Ashley fished under the bed



and grabbed for his ankle, he let her take
hold and drag him off  the bed.

Once on the floor Ashley straddled
him and started pummeling him, while
Skeeter protested, “No! It wasn’t…Stop it
Ashley!”

“Ashley!” Chelsey yelled from the bed,
she had pushed herself  up against the
headboard and gathered the blankets
around her, “What are you doing?”

“He shouldn’t touch you! No one
should touch you again!” Ashley turned
back to Skeeter who had fresh bruised
and blood to go with those he’d eaerned
the day before. “I trusted you!” She
hauled back for another punch and
Skeeter caught her hand in mid-swing.

“Listen for a minute.”
Ashley wrenched her hand, trying to

free it and when that didn’t work she
pulled a long hunting knife from her belt.



Skeeter stopped struggling and
Ashley raised the knife above her head.
Chelsey screamed, a loud, piercing shriek
that brought Tamara and Roy running up
the stairs from the second floor. Every
one froze, Ashley glaring hatefully at
Skeeter, Chelsey chanting “No, no, no.”

“You gonna stab me or what?”
“Maybe. What were you doing with

her?”
“Explaining that me and you are

gonna be like her ma and pa and that I
wasn’t gonna use her like Wilson’s rovers
did.”

Ashley glanced at Chelsey, who
nodded vigorously, “Yes! That’s all he
said, that’s it, we weren’t doing anything.”

“Fuck…Skeet. I’m sorry, I didn’t
know I just walked in to wake your sorry
ass up so we could get going and I saw
you…I saw the two of  you and…I don’t



know, I just saw red.”
Skeeter looked over at Chelsey, “See?

You’re already her daughter, she’s willing
to kill me if  she thinks I’m gonna touch
you.” He looked over at the other two
kids, “Ya’ll too. You’re part of  this family
now and, like I was saying to Chelsey, me
and Ashley can’t replace your parents, but
we can take care of  you and teach you to
take care of  yourselves. If  you think that’s
okay.”

Tamara and Roy just stood very still
looking at everyone in the room.

They’re scared spitless. I guess I would be
too. Skeeter thought, “Look, it’s gonna be
okay. This is a good thing, this is normal.
Families fight sometimes if  they don’t talk
enough.”

Ashley seemed to realize she was still
holding her knife over her head and
quickly brought her arm down and put



the weapon away. “Skeeter’s right. I just…
overreacted and I agree with him. We’ll
help you guys and you can help us, but
nobody touches you like Wilson’s crew
did, not in our house.”

Roy swallowed and nodded, first, “Is
this our house now too? No more
moving?”

Before anyone could answer a knock
came from the base of  the attic stairs,
“Everything okay up there? I heard
screaming.”

“Just a misunderstanding, Brian.”
Skeeter called down, nodding to Roy he
said, “Yeah, sure, we’ll stay here if  we can,
but for now, yeah, this is home. Help me
up Ash.”

Ashley helped him up, Chelsey went
into the small bathroom and everyone
heard her throwing up.

“Roy why don’t you and Tamara go



check on the food for Skeeter.” Ashley
said.

The younger kids fled and Ashely
looked Skeeter over, “Shit, Skeeter, I’m
sorry.”

He pressed a finger to her lips and
shook his head, “Is there any water in the
shower bucket? I could use a rinse.”

“You’re bleeding again. I’m sorry.”
“Don’t worry about it. It’s good.

Great, you let Chelsey know what’s
expected from us and that’s a
conversation that needed to be had. Help
me clean up, would you?”

“You go on ahead, I’ll bring down
clothes and a towel.”

Skeeter limped down the stairs and
Ashley moved to the bathroom door
“Chelsey? You okay girl?”

“Yeah.”
“I’m sorry. I thought…well you know



what I thought and I’m sorry. If  anyone
tries to do stuff  to you that you don’t like
you scream like you just did, okay? I’ll
come running and kill ‘em.”

“Okay.”
Skeeter passed through the kitchen

where the kids were poking at some
warmed up food and Brain was standing
by the back door.

“A misunderstanding? I’d hate to be
there when it’s an actual understanding.”

“You and me both brother. Where’s
the others?”

“I had ‘em move out towards town to
try and found out what happened. Mostly
I want to be sure none of  the raiders
lived through the attack.”

“Do you think they did?”
Brian shook his head, “No. I think

something stranger than normal is
happening around here, yeah, for us. But I



don’t think the LP’s lived to see the
dawn.”

“You gonna go back in and mow?”
“Are you doing to go find

Humphrey?”
“Yeah.”
“Then no, I’m not going to mow

today. I told the others not to go into
town. Sandy is still here, she’s tied up in
the basement, by her own request.
Nothing is calling us into town right now
and I told Eric to bring everyone back if
any of  them feels even the slightest tugs
of  any sort.”

“Eric? I got the impression the other’s
didn’t like him much. Ain’t that a bad idea
putting him in charge?”

“You’re not the only one dealing with
family problems right now, Skeeter.”

“Ah. I’m gonna go wash up.”
Brian moved out of  the way of  the



doorway and Ashley came into the
kitchen from inside the house about the
same time, she brushed by Brian after
Skeeter without saying a word.

Skeeter moved over to the bucket and
looked around apprehensively.

“What?” Ashley asked, “I’m sure the
walking dead man in there would let us
know if  any zeds are around.”

“It’s not that. You know…the kids.”
“I have the feeling they saw a lot of

naked men recently Skeeter.”
“They haven’t seen me.”
“Be quick, I’ll keep watch. I brought

soap.” She set the towels and soap down
in one pile and his clothing in another.
Skeeter stripped down and stood under
the bucket to soak himself  down before
lathering up.

“You’ve stopped bleeding.” Ashley
said, looking over his body.



“You hit awfully hard.”
“For a girl?”
“For anyone. I’m luck you didn’t stab

me.”
“Why’d you stop fighting?”
“I figured that’d get yer attention and

prove I wasn’t a bad guy.”
“That was a bad risk. I could’ve just

iced you right there.”
“You coulda.” Skeeter nodded, “Mind

if  I ask you something?”
“Go ahead, you will anyway.”
“Why would you think I would do

something like that with Chelsey?”
Ashley’s head fell forward and she

shook it, “I don’t know. I really don’t
know. This whole thing.” She looked up
into his eyes and waved her arms around
to encompass the world, “It’s got
everything fucked up. What I’m doing is
stopping some of  it. I’m not gonna stand



by and watch the world burn without
trying to put some of  the fires out.”

“Good. Me either. Just so you know, it
did get weird in there. I woke up next to a
girl in her nothings asking if  I wanted to
‘do stuff ’ with her.” Skeeter shook his
head, “Scared the living shit out of  me.”

“How come?”
“Because for the tiniest second, I

knew I could. For an even tinier second I
wanted to. Then I almost threw up and
did some fast talking to move us into
more of  a family unit.”

Ashley didn’t say anything for a
moment, her eyes had grown icy cold and
her face set into a grimace, she appeared
to be thinking of  a response and slowly
her features softened and she said, “Yeah,
well, points for honesty. But I don’t think
I want to know what you think about
doing for the tiniest seconds.”



“I passed that test. You can’t take it
away from me. I was faced with it and I
passed. If  you’d a driven a knife through
my heart I’d have died a righteous man.”

“I don’t know how righteous you can
be if  you considered doing something
like that. I mean even to consider it…”

“A righteous man considers all the
options and makes decisions based not on
what he can get away with, but on what
is….right. I think that’s why it’s called
‘righteous.’”

“Sounds religious.”
“I’ll form a new order of  knights and

we’ll cleanse this world of  evil.”
“You sound serious.”
“There are worse courses of  action.”
“No vows of  chastity or celibacy.”

Ashley joked.
“I’m not that religious. There will be

enough suffering without imposing



undue hardship on my new order.”
Roy and Tamara tumbled out of  the

kitchen laughing and stopped on the edge
of  the porch where Skeeter was still
rinsing off. “You’re naked!” Roy yelled,
pointing and laughing.

“It’s called a shower, bub and you’re
getting one soon too. At least twice a
week from now on, more if  you get
stinky.” Skeeter vowed. Despite his words
he turned away from the two kids and his
face turned a scarlet red.

“Off  you two! Let papa Skeeter clean
up in peace. You got his breakfast
warmed up?”

“Yes, Ashley.” Tamara said. “I even
boiled the coffee again, Brian helped.”

“Good, go pour Skeeter a cup of  joe
and get him a plate.”

“What’s a cup of  joe?” she asked.
“Ask Brian, he’ll know.”



The kids left them alone and Ashley
handed Skeeter a towel. As he dried and
got dressed she asked, “We going into
town today?”

“Yeah, why?”
“How you feeling? We can rest

another day, it’s not like it can’t wait.”
“I told Brian today. Let’s get this

done.”
Ashley nodded, “Okay. Then I’m

going to cook some extra breakfast, the
kids can eat what we don’t for dinner.”

High above them, at the open attic
window where she had been listening,
Chelsey shifted position and started for
the stairs down, a small smile playing on
her face as she went.

 
 

Chapter 23
 



“The guys say the living were all
wiped out, a pretty easy hit, they were all
worn out, nothing like Wilson’s raiders or
even yours.” Brian had caught up with
Ashley and Skeeter at far edge of  town as
agreed. They had sent him in to gather
information from the other zombies and
to meet them and make sure they were
going to the right place when they headed
west.

“Good. You feeling anything out
here?” Skeeter asked.

“Yeah, not a pull, a push. As in ‘stay
the hell away from here.’ Whoever is
doing it might notice I’m getting close
and send someone to investigate, so let’s
be quick.”

Ashley thought for a second and said,
“You say it’s just up along the highway on
the left? Right overlooking the river?”

“Yes.”



“Can you move over to the north and
keep going in a bit, maybe force them to
send some people after you as a
distraction?”

“Sure. I guess. I’m a little…”
“Afraid?” Skeeter asked.
“Yeah. I guess I am.”
“Good, that will keep you cautious.

Being brave is all ‘bout what you do when
yer afraid. Good luck.” Skeeter said, “We
got this from here.”

“Good luck to you, I have a feeling
you will need it more than I will.” Brian
held out his hand. Skeeter looked at it for
a moment before taking it in his own and
shaking it. Ashley pointedly looked away
from Brian and he didn’t offer to shake
her hand before he darted out across the
old county road to the ditch and trees on
the other side.

“Why you gotta be like that?” Skeeter



asked her.
“Like what?”
“You know what. They’ll play their

part, think of  the added security when
this all goes down.”

“I am thinking of  it and I’m not
seeing any, Skeet.”

“What do you mean?”
She gestured up ahead of  them,

“Look what we got here. We got a super-
super zombie controlling everyone,
right?”

“Yeah, until we get rid of  him, sure.”
“Sure, think that through Skeeter.

What happens when we’re all homey and
settled in? Another super-super comes
along and takes over the town’s lessor
zombies again. Where does that leave
us?”

Skeeter didn’t answer her, he just
nodded.



“It leaves us always asking if  they are
okay, always looking over our shoulders
for them to turn. Always living in locked
doors behind walls with guns at our side.
Forever.”

“So?” Skeeter shook his head, “That’s
what we got now. At least some of  the
time we’ll have them on our side, most of
the time probably. Maybe we can make
him stronger?”

“You mean…feed him? More?”
“We’ll have enemies. People like

Wilson’s crew.”
“I don’t know how to respond to that.

I mean you’re talking of  feeding living
people to a zombie.”

“People who we’d have to kill
anyway.” Skeeter shook his head again,
“Time enough to talk of  that later, let’s
just concentrate on killing zeds right now.
Look!” He pointed down the road at a



trio of  zombies who sauntered into view.
“It’s working! He’s leading them off.”

“Let’s hunker down and make sure
they ain’t coming for us.”

“They ain’t! Their heading into the
woods on the other side of  the road,
see?”

“Yeah, ‘cause it’s not like they couldn’t
make their way up along the road to us
and come around behind us.”

“We won’t be here. Let’s fade back
into that ravine, Brian gave us enough
information that I know we just have to
come up from the river side to get to the
house. Probably safer that way.”

Ashley didn’t argue, she just turned
and jogged in a low crouch back the way
they had come until she hit the edge of
the ravine. Skeeter followed close behind
and the two of  them made their way
toward the river as Skeeter had said. After



only going the distance of  a football
pitch they came across some zombies.

Skeeter spotted them first and held up
a hand to halt Ashley behind him.
“Look.”

“I see ‘em.”
The zombies were merely various

parts of  torsos, pinned or chained to trees
running up and down the ravine. “I count
14.”

“I think there’s more, I think they go
in a line all the way into the woods and
down the ravine too.”

“But why?” Skeeter asked, “A defense
system?”

“I don’t think any of  them can yell or
make much noise, I mean, half  of  them
don’t even have ribcages anymore.”

“They have to be a defense of  some
sort. I don’t think we can get by without
them seeing us.”



“So we kill a bunch of  them, make a
hole in the perimeter.”

“Maybe, but not here, let’s do it
riverside.” Skeeter said.

“We’ll have to circle out of  the way
quite a bit.”

“So we circle. I’m the one nursing
injuries.”

“You don’t seem like you’re too stiff
today.”

Skeeter cocked his head to one side
before he nodded in agreement, “I don’t
feel half  bad now. A good night of  sleep
and some decent breakfast goes a long
way.”

His voice sounded full of  doubt to
Ashley, “You were pretty bruised up, and
you ain’t hardly limped since we left.
What’s going on with you Skeeter?”

“I guess we just leave that for later
too. C’mon.”



They backtracked until they couldn’t
see the pieces of  zombies anymore and
then made their way toward the river by
walking parallel to the ravine on the
opposite side. Every so often Skeeter
would lead them to the edge of  the ravine
where they looked for a break in the fence
of  zombies. They didn’t see any gaps and
came to the bluff  over the river valley
after another 10 minutes of  hiking.

“We’re going to have to go through
them.” Skeeter said.

“Hawk and crowbar, got it. No shots
unless we have to.”

“No, I think we need to leave ‘em
there.”

“What?”
“I’ve been thinking about this as we

came through the woods and I have a
theory. I think of  them like security
cameras, you get it?”



“Yeah I still remember security
cameras.”

“Well, probably there is someone who
can use them to keep an eye or eyes on
things, but that guy probably can’t see
through all of  them at once.”

“We don’t know that.”
“No, we don’t.” Skeeter said, “But if

we knock a couple of  cameras out in his
perimeter, well that’s gonna be noticed.”

“Could be.”
“I know I’m right. The zombies don’t

get near this place, remember what Brian
and Eric said? No one has been out here
since the beginning, so who are these
zombie-cameras for?” Skeeter paused for
a moment before answering his own
question, “Us. The living. Whoever is in
there knows we’d kill at least a couple to
make a clean break in the fence, after that,
bam! He knows he has company and



where it came through at. Just take a
couple of  yahoos with rifles on the high
ground to pin us down while he pulls
more zombies from to flank us.”

“So we walk right through them and
don’t touch them?”

“That’s what I’m thinkin’.”
“Shit, Skeeter, I don’t know. I mean I

get you, I understand what you’re saying,
but what if  he happens to be looking at
our camera when we pass through?”

“Hopefully Brian is still running his
guys around on the east side and
distracting him.” Skeeter let that sentence
lay between them for a minute before
adding, “And it ain’t like they are much of
a threat anyway. They are pinned to trees,
got no arms or legs and won’t even be
able to see us once we get past.”

Reluctantly Ashley nodded. She
gripped her gun tight enough that her



fingers turned white and said, “Okay, we
do it your way. But so help me God,
Skeeter if  we end up zombies tied to
trees because of  this I will never let you
forget it!”

“Maybe they won’t put us next to each
other.”

 
 

Chapter 24
 
The two zombies were just up ahead

of  them, Skeeter had scouted back up the
ravine looking for a place like this, where
there was plenty of  brush and rough
terrain. There were only two zombies
watching the way in and they were both
barely visible to the zombies to the outer
edge of  either of  them.

“We won’t have to worry about
getting too close to them either.” Skeeter



said to Ashley, “They are pretty far apart
here.”

Ashley looked up the hill and shook
her head, “There is a reason for that! That
ain’t a sloping valley, that’s a cliff!”

“It ain’t that bad. I mean trees are
growing on it!”

“Good thing too; we’re gonna need
‘em to pull ourselves up outta the ravine.
Look at how it ends up at the top! That
edge is as tall as I am!”

“We’ll circle a little sideways to get
around it. Plus the slope is all here, once
we get up there we’ll be on almost level
ground, any defenders will lose their
height advantage.”

“We are not storming the castle! We
are scouting and maybe striking like a
thief  in the night. In. Out. Nobody gets
hurt.” Ashley said.

“Except the one zombie, he gets



hurt.”
“Yeah, except him.”
“Daylight is burnin’, you gonna try

this or do we have to find another way?”
“Try it.”
Skeeter led the way up the wall of  the

ravine. He threaded his way through the
small bushes between the two zombies
tied to the trees and had a difficult
moment pulling himself  up without
getting close to either of  them. “Zeds are
tied to the only good handholds.” He
grunted as he finally pulled himself
above them. Without waiting for Ashley
he dug around in small pack he had
brought with him until he found what he
was looking for; a short bit of  para-cord.
The cord had three strands braided
together with loops of  a single strap
spaced out over the length of  it.
Altogether it was only about five meters



long, but he was able to secure an end of
it around a tree higher up on the bank
and toss the other end down to Ashley
below. She made the climb in seconds.

“You’re right. They can’t bend around
to see us here.” Ashley said.

Skeeter grunted and recovered his
cord from the tree. The rest of  the way
up the slope was easier by far as the two
used saplings to make the climb. The final
barrier was the meter and a half
embankment of  earth. Skeeter risked a
glance over the top of  it while Ashley
glanced around them looking for an
easier way up.

Dropping back down next to her,
Skeeter said, “You can pull yourself  up
over this, it ain’t that high.”

“I know. What did you see?”
“Tennis court. The lawn is mowed

too. There is a barn over that way.”



Skeeter pointed away from the river. “The
house is more towards the river, so we are
sort of  one the side of  it.”

“So no cover?”
“Bushes around the house are pretty

heavy. The chain link gives us some cover.
I don’t know if  I want to go through the
barn – I think it’s on the driveway too and
who knows what is up front.”

“Did you see any doors, Skeet?”
“Cellar door on this side, red, needs a

paint job.”
“I’m sure that’s a detail worth

knowing.”
“Just seems out of  place, everything is

so…kept.”
“Maybe they ran out of  red paint?”
“Let’s try that first.”
“If  we go to the barn I don’t have to

go belly down over this ledge.” Ashely
pointed inland and Skeeter saw that the



earthen berm did lessen as it winded its
way around the top of  the gully.

“Okay, but we go slow and come back
if  we see any zeds. Maybe there will be a
car we can steal in there.”

The two of  them walked hunched
over to avoid being seen by anyone in the
house as they made their way toward the
barn. Once there the berm was more of  a
steep slope and only about a meter high.
Both of  them made the short trip over it
and to back side of  the barn without
spotting anyone.

“Awful quiet Skeet.”
“Yeah. I don’t like it. You hear

somethin’ in the barn?”
Ashley cocked her head to one side

and listed for a moment before nodding
and putting a finger to her lips. Skeeter
leaned in close to her and asked, “We
gotta check it out, I’m not leaving a threat



behind us.”
“Let me do it, you’re still pretty

ragged.”
Skeeter seemed to Ashley to be on the

verge of  protesting, but he just nodded
and whispered, “I’ll be right behind you.
Crawl?”

Ashley nodded and got down on her
belly in the shorn grass, putting her below
the stone foundation of  the barn. Skeeter
watched her for a count of  three and
then, more slowly, got down and went
after her. Both had their melee weapons
out in the hope that they would not have
to use them and draw attention to
themselves. As they crawled along the
back side and then around the corner
toward the middle of  the barn the sounds
inside became voices.

“Who sent you?”
A groan was the only reply.



“I can do this all day and the boss
man will be coming soon, he’ll get it out
of  you real quick. You’d be doing
yourself  a favor if  you told me now.”

“No. Get out of…my head!”
“Leave him ya stupid zed! You’re

outmatched.”
Skeeter saw Ashley jump as she

recognized the voice. He did too, it was
Adam Wilson.

“Why didn’t we gag you again?” the
unknown zombie asked.

“You wanted someone intelligent to
talk to.” Adam said.

“Then I could talk to myself, meat.”
“You keep saying that, but I haven’t

seen any move to eat me yet.”
“You’re for the old man, he ain’t got

long now. What the hell is keeping those
boys?”

“Probably got lost trying to drag king



lardo up here.”
The sound of  a loud smack followed

by a grunt came from inside the barn.
The punching continued and Skeeter
watched Ashley stand up and run to the
partly open barn door and disappear
through it. He scrambled to follow, but
his injuries kept him from moving as fast
as he once could. Rushing inside he
witnessed Ashley halfway across a fairly
open room with her tomahawk raised to
fall on the male zombie who was working
Adam over. At the last instance Adam
gave Ashley away and the zombie spun
around to catch the hatchet on his wrist.
The thin blade passed right through it
and the severed member fell at Adam’s
feet.

Brian was tied to a beam directly
across from Adam, about 6 meters away.
The barn had a ceiling about 4 meters



high and it did, indeed have a full sized
extended cab pickup parked at one end,
along with two rider mowers and various
other household tools.

“Humphrey!” The zombie yelled as he
tried to backhand Ashley.

Skeeter fumbled for his rifle and went
to one knee, covering the zombie and the
open doorway across from the one he had
entered through. He shifted uneasily as he
heard more movement from the second
level of  the barn.

Ashley ducked the weak blow by the
zombie and planted her tomahawk in his
thigh, unfortunately it must have gotten
stuck in the thing’s rotted muscles and
bone, for she was unable to wrench it free
and had to leave it when he brought his
fist back to land a punch on her.

She rolled backward, but the zombie
didn’t let up he moved forward kicking at



her and trying to pull the light ax out of
his leg, two things that didn’t work well
together. Eventually he stopped to
concentrate on the ax and this let Ashley
regain her feet. Skeeter almost took the
shot. Adam was behind the zombie and if
he missed he could have hit the man,
while trying to decide if  he cared the
moment passed and the zombie jumped
back to Ashely, who had drawn her belt
knife. The ax came down and Ashely
deflected it, her efforts wasn’t entirely
successful and a bloom of  red blossomed
on her shoulder where the blade bit into
her. The zombie was fast and kept raining
blows down on her, making Skeeter wish
he had taken the shot earlier.

Ashley was being backed up to the
wall where Brian was tied and Skeeter
shouted out, “Wall!”

“I know!”



“She knows!” the zed said, raising his
stump toward Skeeter.

Ashley lunged forward the next time
the zombie raised the axe to strike,
Skeeter saw another long gash on her left
arm. She jammed her blade deep into the
zombie’s chest and began pushing it back
toward Adam, holding the zombie’s arm
up and away from her with both her
hands. The zombie started pummeling
her with its severed arm, Ashley raised
her shoulder to ward off  the splintery
blows. When the zombie was next to
Adam the man lashed out with his leg,
sweeping his foot sideways and causing
the zombie to hit the ground. The
zombie fumbled the ax and Ashley
grabbed him by the ankles and pulled his
head and torso under Adam’s booted feet.
The man had blood encrusted on one leg,
but managed to get his other cowboy



booted foot into position to pound down
on the zombie’s head. Three stomps later
and the zed was dead, its brains oozing
out of  its crushed skull.

“I thought you’d go for the
tomahawk.” Adam said, as Ashley picked
up her weapon and recovered her knife.

“I figured you owed him.” She said
looking over his binds. “Handcuffs.
Where’s the key?”

Adam pointed his chin toward the
wall near the open door. “On the wall
over there. Can’t miss ‘em.”

Skeeter moved forward into a better
position to cover the front door. “Too
many doors in this place…and there’s
something on the second level.”

“I wasn’t planning on lingering, but
I’m not leaving these guys here.” Ashley
said.

“Mighty nice of  you. I don’t know



who you are, miss. But I recognize you,
Skeeter.”

“Thought you might.”
“Well I don’t regret letting you go

now, I can tell you that, son.”
“Days not over yet.” Skeeter said.
Ashley unlocked the cuffs and Adam

sagged to the ground, she tried to hold
him up, but he was too heavy for her and
he ended up sitting legs askew, back
against the wall in the brains of  the
unknown zombie.

“Shit.”
“Sorry, you were too heavy for me.”

Ashley said.
“Not your fault, I took a piece of  lead

in the leg when the ambush started; right
through the open door of  my truck,
luckiest goddamned shot ever.”

Ashley nodded and moved over to
unlock Brian.



“Leave him.” Adam said, “He’s one of
theirs.”

“He’s one of  ours.” Skeeter said.
“Stop. Seriously. Stop.” Adam said.

Ashely paused and looked over at him,
then to Skeeter. Clearing his throat,
Adam continued, “You know the
powerful zombies control the less
powerful one?”

“Yeah.”
“Well he’s not as powerful as the boss

in this house, a fat tub of  lard named
‘Humphrey’ and that’s not the worst of
it.”

“It’s not?” Ashley asked.
“No, Humphrey’s father is still alive,

he was more or less orchestrating the
show. Everything that’s been going on
here? That’s the old man’s doing. I take it
Ritchie’s gang passed through here before
us and got bushwhacked too?”



“Wait…his dad is alive?” Skeeter
asked, trying not to think of  what had
happened to Ritchie and the rest of  his
former comrades.

“Yeah, almost dead though, he got
bit, oh, to hear Humphrey tell it the old
man got bit weeks ago and is taking his
time dying.”

“That’s…not possible.” Ashley said.
No one lived more than three days after
being bitten.

“Well he says it is and the old coot
was up here yesterday too, looking pretty
peaked, but sure enough he had a big ole
pack of  gauze on his shoulder, right near
his neck and claimed to have killed the
zombie what done it too. Didn’t seem all
that close to death to me, but he did get
tired real quick and shuffled on out of
here to bed.”

“Skeet do we untie him or not?”



Ashley asked holding the keys to one of
Brian’s hands. Brian’s limbs were each
handcuffed separately in an ‘X’ fashion,
feet and arms apart. There was ample
gore staining the wooden beams behind
his limbs. “Shit. This is how they make
the watchers, Skeeter!”

“Brian!” Skeeter yelled, “Can you hear
me?”

“What? Busy. Fighting.” His eyes were
closed and his head was tilted back so
that his face was to the ceiling. “Bastard.
He’s a bastard, a great fat one. Can’t
walk.” Brian’s face came down level with
Ashley’s, “He’s called them here! They’re
coming!”

Ashley unbuckled one of  his arms
and both of  his feet. She looked at him
for a moment and then tucked the key
into the pocket of  his jeans.

“Who’s coming?”



“All of  them! From the town! He
knows you’re here!”

“We gotta kill this son of  a bitch
before they get here.” Skeeter said.

“Or we hop in that truck and drive
away. Those noises upstairs, those are
people, Skeeter. Not dead ones, live ones,
for when the old man dies, his son wants
him to come back quick and keep
running things.”

“How many?”
“Half  dozen of  the more healthy

ones. About evenly split, they are tied and
gagged. Doug here, whose brains I’m
sittin’ in, he went up and watered and fed
the ‘cattle’ twice a day. Not sure why I was
a special case and got locked up down
here, but I suspect I’d have joined the
arm and leg less bunch we passed coming
in. He have ‘em all around the place?”

“Yeah.” Skeeter said.



“So we driving out of  here or what?”
 
 

Chapter 25
 
“No. We’re finishing this.” Skeeter

said.
“Don’t be a fool, boy!” Adam

implored him, “At least put me and the
others in the truck, so we can get out of
here.”

“Ash, go break someone one upstairs
loose and fill them in on anything they
didn’t already overhear. Fast.” Skeeter
said.

“You always do what he tells you to?”
Adam yelled at Ashley’s legs as they
disappeared up the ladder to the next
level.

“Only when he’s right!” came her
voice from above.



“It’s our best chance to take care of
the local head zombie and get some
undead on our side.” Skeeter said, eyes
darting around the barn.

“Until a new bad boy comes around.
You think they don’t move around too?”

“I know some do, but things are
settling down, people are setting up shop,
for us there’s no more food to be had
scavenging. We’ll starve if  we don’t start
growing our own.”

“No one was starving, except the
people who stayed put.”

“Only because raiders would come
take everything they had and most likely
leave ‘em dead too. Some raiders are
worse ‘n the zombies.” Skeeter said,
staring at Adam.

Adam didn’t look away, “Some people
are weak.”

Skeeter didn’t respond to Adam,



instead he looked at Brian, “Brian, how
you holding out? How much longer do
we have before the zeds from town get
here?”

“Five minutes, for the fast ones, ten to
fifteen for the slow. I’m keeping him out
of  my head so far.” The zombie grunted,
“It isn’t easy.”

Ashley came down the ladder. “There
were seven of  ‘em. One was dead, had
turned even, the others are okay, but
stiff.” She moved over to where Brian was
and pressed the key chain into his hand.
“Unlock yourself  if  you think you can
stay in control.”

Brian shook his head and tucked the
key chain into the front pocket of  his
jeans.

The first woman came down from
upstairs and looked around while
unsteadily walking toward Adam. She was



followed by three others, the last man just
sat with his legs dangling from the square
hole in the ceiling, making no effort to
climb down.

“Get Adam in the truck and get out
of  here.” Skeeter said to the group.

“What about you?” asked the woman.
“We’ll catch up with you.”
“Where will we meet?”
“You ask too many questions, just get

moving!” Skeeter said.
“C’mon. They are playing hero, you

know how that ends.” Adam said,
reaching his arms up to the small crowd.

“Fuck him.” This came from one of
the men. “He led us into this mess, I’m
going with you.” This was said to Skeeter
and Ashley, who were now standing by
the open door looking at the house.

“Caleb, you can’t mean that!” Adam
said, “We were ambushed! For all I know



these guys led it. They are friends with
zombies!”

Another of  the men went and
gathered a sledge hammer from among
the tools on the side of  the barn. One of
the women bent at the corpse of  the
zombie and pulled a handgun out of  the
small of  his back, where it had been
tucked into his pants.

“Why didn’t he shoot us?” Ashley
asked.

“No time?” Skeeter guessed. “Look,
uh, Caleb is it? We aren’t sure how many
are in there and what they have for
weapons only that they head guy is there
and if  we can take him out the rest of  the
zombies will be free to do what they
want.”

“So? You saying you can’t use a hand?
I’ll start with this one.” Caleb moved over
to Brian.



“No!” Skeeter pointed his gun in the
general vicinity of  Brian, “That one is on
our side. We’ve...made a deal with him.”

“See? Zombie lovers!” Adam said.
“What kind of  deal?”
“We don’t really have time for this…”

Ashley said.
“We’ll work together, protect each

other.” Brian said, through clenched lips.
“I guess maybe we did have time.”

Ashley conceded.
“That’s it? That’s the deal? What’s in it

for them?” Caleb asked.
“Us. Living people. We knock off  any

super zombies that come around and try
to take them over. They help protect us
from raiders.”

“Just you two?”
“We have a small group.”
“No rapists!” Ashley said.
Caleb scowled, “I’m in. Brittaney?



Emma? Lavern? Dustin? You guys in?”
“Hey, what about me?” asked the

other guy standing in the barn.
“She said no rapists.” Caleb pointed

at Ashley.
“I didn’t rape any…”
“Shut it, Ron. We all know what

you’ve done.” Brittaney said.
Ron stopped talking and went over to

help Adam up.
“What about me?” Adam asked.
“You let it happen.” Ashley said.
“I kept the group together. I have

skills, I was a welder. I’m a good
mechanic. I built my truck from the
ground up.”

“What is this? A job interview?”
Ashley asked.

“Yeah, yeah it is. I don’t want to go
out with just the two of  us and I think
you should give Ron a chance. He wasn’t



violent.” He cast a hard stare at the other
three survivors standing in front of  him.

Caleb, hefting his sledgehammer, took
one step up to Ron and swung it
overhand. Ron brought up an arm to stop
the blow, but his wrist was no match for
the hefty hammer head and it thudded
into his melon, shattering it. Adam fell
back and tripped to the ground and
started yelling “No!” as Caleb lifted the
hammer up again and again. Twisting his
body slightly the next blow was aimed at
Adam and it came down heavily on the
man’s chest.

A muffled sight escaped Adam’s
throat as he gasped “No!” one more time
and clutched his heart, the next blow
smashed through his face and splattered
blood all over the wall behind him. Caleb
was nothing if  not thorough and he made
too more blows before stopping.



Straightening up he stood and looked at
the others, blood formed rivulets down
his face, “We couldn’t let them leave; you
just know they’d be back sooner or later.”

“Holy shit of  the Virgin Mary! What
just happened?” Ashley whispered next to
Skeeter. “Why didn’t you stop him?”

Skeeter looked at her, “I…I don’t
know. Why didn’t you?”

The final man in the group climbed
down the ladder slowly, the others
watched him in silence, he was a big man,
his clothing was ill fitted for his frame
and his ankles and wrist showed raw flesh
where he had been tied up. Finally, when
he was at the bottom he turned and held
his hands out in front of  him, “I have
never raped anybody.”

The rest of  the group nodded, with
Caleb saying, “As far as we know, we only
picked up Andy a week ago. Claims he



was a priest.”
Andy shook his head, “Not a priest, a

monk. Order of  Augustine”
“Andy? That’s a weird name for a

brother.” Ashley asked.
“Saint Andrew of  Crete.”
“There’s a Saint Andrew?” Skeeter

said, “Do you fight and stuff  or are you
all, uh, pacifistic.”

“I fight, but only the aberrations. I
won’t fight my fellow man.”

“What are you going to do now?”
Skeeter said.

“I’ll come with you.”
“Okay so everyone who is coming

along grab a weapon and follow us.”
Skeeter paused for a moment, “They
probably have guns, so…if  Ashley or I
fall…just pick up our guns or bug out.”

“Skeeter.” Came a croaking voice
from across the barn, Brian was looking



at the group.
“Yeah?”
“Three guys, a fast zombie,

Humphrey and the old man. The old man
is…different, not sure if  he’s dead or
alive. There are only three people in the
house. The fastest zombies from town
will be here in about a minute.”

“Fuck! Thanks Brian. Let’s go!”
The barn cleared out and Brian was

left alone, he looked over the bodies on
the floor and then slowly took the key
Ashley had left him and unlocked the
remaining cuff  on his hand. Brian got
down on his hands and knees and
approached Ron’s body, it was still ‘good’
as bodies went, the life hadn’t completely
drained out of  it yet and Brian, beat up
and hungry didn’t waste any time taking
what sustenance he could get. He didn’t
linger long, but his head was cleared as



Humphrey’s focus shifted to the people
invading his house.

“Maybe it was the body too.” Brian
said. Outside the fastest zombies had
arrived at the house, three split off  and
came to the barn door, where they
watched Brian stand up and move to the
tool rack.

“Brian.” All three zombies spoke with
one voice, “You could help us.”

He knows he can’t control me anymore.
Brian thought, selecting a length of  pipe
from the tool rack, it was slightly bent
and had probably been used as a lever
before it ended up against the wall.

“I can’t.”
“Why?” the trio chorused.
“That’s freaking weird man! Can’t you

just speak through one of  them?”
“I can.” Spoke the largest zombie,

“Why can’t you help us?”



“Because I wouldn’t be helping ‘us’,
I’d be helping you, Jack. You were never
nice before this happened and you are not
nice now. All those people…why don’t
you let the zombie go?” In his head Brian
was trying to keep the conversation
going, trying to distract Jack Humphrey
from the invaders coming into his house.

“The world isn’t a nice place anymore,
Brian. The world needs people who aren’t
nice to make order again, to set things
right. Things haven’t been all bad since I
took over.”

“The hell you say.”
“I made order out of  chaos.”
“You controlled everything! You

killed…I don’t even know how many
people, less than half  the original town is
just gone and…and...you recovered
weapons! Tons of  weapons! We could
have jumped them with guns, what did



you do with all the guns? Instead you had
us mowing the goddamn grass!”

“My dad likes it, says it looks nice and
I agree. Orderly.”

“How would you know? I bet you
haven’t left your room since this started.”

“I have many eyes, I see so much. I
am the early warning system, I have
zombies planted all over the place and
can see through them all. How did you
think the tornado siren went off  to give
us early warning? If  you kill me you’ll
lose that.”

“We’ll make do.”
“You’ll die. All of  you.”
“That’s the way it’s supposed to work.

But I’ll take my chances without you at
the helm.”

“I can’t let you do that.”
“I didn’t figure you would.”
“No hard feelings though, you can go,



Brian. Take the truck and go. Get your
friends, get those kids out at the McCollin
farm, just go.”

“You knew where we were?”
“I had a hard time reading you and…

and Eric? Yeah, Eric. But when you
brought the new girl there, yeah, I knew.
See? I’m not an all bad guy, am I?”

The zombies went slack and turned as
one to shuffle toward the house.
Gunshots were ringing out now and
Brian was left standing there, holding a
meter long length of  pipe, a puzzled look
on his face.

“God damn it!” he swore softly as he
moved to the open doorway, leaving the
truck behind.

 
 

Chapter 26
 



Skeeter led the way, with Ashley close
behind him. The house had been
converted to a bed and breakfast and the
‘Handicapped Accessible’ signs were still
hanging by the double French doors into
the foyer. The eight of  them made it into
the living room of  the house, which had
been converted into a lobby long ago
without any problem. There was a
stairway that led up to a balcony
overlooking the lobby and two hallways
leading from the room, a large door was
marked ‘Bathroom’ and there was
another, smaller door under the stairwell.
The windows looked over the front drive
and a separate door provided easy access
to the long low porch that wrapped
around the front of  the house.

“Alright, Ashley and I will go in and
find this guy. Caleb, why don’t you and…
you!” Skeeter pointed at the woman who



had taken the gun from the zombie in the
barn. “What’s your name?”

“Emma.”
“Emma, why don’t you cover the

main door? The rest of  you start moving
this furniture in front of  the entrances
and keep watch. No one in town has guns,
so it will all be fists and maybe clubs and
stuff.”

“Who put you in charge?” Caleb
demanded.

“I did.” Skeeter said, staring the other
man in the eye.

Caleb didn’t blink, but he nodded,
“For now. None of  us are up for fighting
room to room anyway, of  course you
don’t look any better.”

“I’m good. You have to hold them
here, just hold them, talk with them, delay
them, whatever so me an’ Ash can get in
and kill this Jack guy.”



The others sprang into action moving
chairs, tables and other furniture to block
the doorways. Skeeter moved toward the
staircase and were about to go up, when
Ashely stopped him “Skeeter!”

“What?”
“Kid was a cripple. He wouldn’t be

upstairs. He’d be on this floor somewhere
easy to get to.”

“Oh, right.”
Skeeter looked at his options, one was

a hallway close to the front desk; the
other led off  to the right. “This one.”
Skeeter chose the hall by the desk.

“That’s where I’d put him” Ashley
muttered following Skeeter.

They had just entered the hallway
when several shots rang out from above,
Andy fell back onto a couch, with blood
splatter on his face and shoulder, Lavern
was shot in the stomach and flipped over



behind a coffee table to lay face down on
the ground.

Dustin made it behind the front desk
with Emma ducking at the end of  the
counter, her back to the front door. Caleb,
with his sledge hammer, pushed open the
bathroom door and was out of  sight of
the shooter. Brittaney was left standing in
the room for a moment when the gunfire
stopped.

“Get the fuck down, Brittaney!” Caleb
yelled.

The woman ran toward him, which
took her out of  sight from the balcony,
Caleb pushed her toward the other
hallway roughly and tried to get a look at
the shooter. A moment later more gunfire
erupted, peppering the desk and eliciting
a yell from Dustin.

“You hit?” Emma asked him.
“It’s bad!” Dustin said, trying to



staunch the blood pouring from a wound
on his hip. “Shoot back!”

Emma risked a peek from the side of
the desk. All she saw was a gun barrel
pointed straight at her, a shot rang out
catching her above the right eye and
throwing her backward. Three more
bullets impacted her torso as she hit the
ground outside of  the cover of  the desk.

“Go, Skeeter! Go!”
“What about them? We can’t just

leave them!”
“Brian said there were three people in

here, that’s one of  them and probably not
the dad or Jack, so we’re left with the sick
guy and the crippled zombie, if  we finish
them we finish the shooter! Go!”

Skeeter rushed down the hallway,
which ended in three doors. The door
ahead of  them was open and showed a
bathroom, clean and empty. Skeeter



oriented on the wider of  the two doors
and kicked it in with one blow of  his
foot. The door was heavy oak and came
completely off  of  its hinges from his
blow.

“Holy shit!” Ashley said, “When did
you become superman?”

The door impacted a long, low
dresser behind hit and spun into the
opposite wall. Then it fell it hit a taller
dresser with a large mirror atop it,
shattering it and causing the tall dresser
to lean precariously to the right.

The room had a very large bed in it,
king sized, if  not custom made. There
were two other doors to the room as well,
one was open and looked like it led to
another bathroom, this one not so clean
as the last they had spotted. The other
was closed.

The bed drew their eyes like roadkill



draws flies. Upon it sat the largest mad
either of  them had ever seen. He was
bloated and overflowing the confines of
the bed. In fact upon getting a better look
at the bed, they noticed one of  the legs
had collapsed, leaving it at an angle. The
legs were metal.

“Go away.” Came a muffled voice.
The head on the blob was wearing a
police helmet. The figure’s fat arms were
little more than protrusions out of  its
sides, one was fumbling at the night
stand, trying to reach an open drawer.
The fingers caressed the butt of  a
handgun, sending it toppling to the floor.
Skeeter leapt forward and pulled the
pistol back with his foot, aiming his short
rifle at the figure’s head.

“Don’t!”
Ashley moved to the foot of  the bed,

aiming her gun at the figure on the bed



too.
“Don’t what?” Came the voice.
“Don’t move! Stop controlling the

zombies! Just….uh…surrender!”
The sounds of  fighting still came quit

clearing from the lobby.
“I said to surrender!”
“I did, but they keep fighting anyway.”

Came the voice, “Don’t hurt me!”
The door across the hallway from

Jack’s opened up and an old man tottered
out, he raised a short shot gun, a doubled
barreled coach gun and he yelled, “Leave
my son alone!” before blasting at Ashley.

Ashley threw herself  to one side to
try and avoid the blast. Skeeter fired at
the helmet with his rifle. Everything
seemed to move in slow motion. Skeeter
was keenly aware of  his bullet spiraling
toward Jack’s helmeted head as Ashley
slowly crashed into the tall dresser. The



old man scampered into the room trying
to draw a revolver from the holster at his
waist. He stumbled forward on the
broken edge of  the doorway and his
firearm discharged into his own leg, he
hit the floor screaming as the dresser
teetered over onto Ashley. The bullet hit
the police helmet at one side of  the clear
faceplate. Skeeter pulled the trigger three
more times.

The dresser landed against the other
corner of  the bed, hitting a mound of  fat
from Jack and quivering there upon his
flesh, the oak door followed and lay upon
the dresser. The first of  Skeeter’s bullets,
pierced the faceplate from the side and
took off  Jack’s nose, the other three
struck the helmet and twisted his head to
the side, exposing the zombie’s neck;
Skeeter fired two shots into it, splattering
himself  with its blood, cold blood. Jack



didn’t stop moving, unable to actually lift
himself  up, he did manage to roll
sideways toward Skeeter, only to be held
back from the dresser pinning his
mounds of  flesh to the foot of  the bed.

That corner collapsed from the added
weight of  the dresser and the door.
Ashley didn’t know if  she had been hit or
not, adrenaline was pumping through her
veins so fast that the rest of  the world
seemed to be set on slow motion. The
dresser missed her outstretched arm as it
tilted and slid down to rest upon the bed
above her, but the barrel of  her rifle was
caught and she could not pull it free as
she belly crawled to the head of  Jack’s bed
through the tunnel it had made. Guns
were still firing around her and she
popped up in time to see Jack’s body roll
back into place in front of  her. Quick as
lighting her axe and knife were in her



hands, she wasted no time striking at
Jack’s head, neither blow did more than
scratch the tough surface of  the helmet,
but Jack did turn his face toward her
sluggishly.

The old man, pulled himself  up on
the corner of  the bed, screaming
incoherently, his leg didn’t appear to be
bleeding anymore, but his gun was still
stuck in its holster. Skeeter turned and
shot him in the chest. Knocking him onto
his back on the floor.

Swinging back around Skeeter
pointed the rifle at the base of  Jack’s
skull, visible to him because of  the way
the zombie was facing. The gun didn’t go
off.

Outside Brain looked at the back of
the townsfolks who had arrived at Jack’s
call. None of  them were paying him any
attention. He pushed through them,



knocking as many to the ground as he
could. They were accumulating on the
porch near the front door, with several
going around to the windows around the
house.

He moved to the front doors, but
kept to one side to avoid a lucky shot
from anyone inside. Pulling the zombies
back he fought his way to the front. His
brethren continued to ignore him.

Risking a look inside the foyer he saw
one of  Nebuli’s auxiliary deputies, a
young woman named Maria, walking
down the stairs with a short military
carbine. Brian locked eyes with Caleb,
who was waiting in the open door of  the
bathroom. In front of  the foyer lay the
body of  Emma. Dustin was squirming
his way forward toward a gun on the
floor, near Emma’s lifeless hand.

As Maria reached the desk she leaned



over it, aimed her rifle and fired two shots
into Dustin’s back. Caleb rushed out at
Maria when she was distracted, hitting her
in the back with sledge hammer, though
missing her head by inches. She shrugged
off  the blow and flung him onto the
stairs, where he landed on his back with
his legs above his head.

Andrew tackled Maria from the side,
knocking them both into the hallway
behind the front desk. Seeing his chance
Brian burst in, clearing the barricaded
doors with a single hefty push of  his
arms. He paused at the stairway to pull
Caleb to his feet.

“Get up! Keep moving!” further
down the hall Andrew as on top of
Maria, pummeling her with his fists. It
took her a moment to reorient, but when
she did she bucked her body and sent the
large man careening off  of  her into the



bathroom at the end of  the hall. His head
struck, and broke, the porcelain toilet,
leaving a smear of  blood, but not quite
knocking him out.

Maria flopped again and flipped to
her feet, like a martial arts expert from a
kung-fu film. She raised her rifle at Brian
as he charged and shot him in the guts,
the bullet did nothing to stop him and he
hit at a glancing angle as she twisted out
of  this way. One of  his arms dug into the
wall through the plaster as he attempted
to stop himself  from falling, his efforts
were not wholly successful and he ended
up on his knees, facing Andy.

Brian twitched sideway and a bullet
whizzed by his head to break off  a
section of  tile in the bathroom,
showering Brian’s face with shards of
ceramic. Pulling his arm free Brian
shoved himself  backward as another shot



followed.
“Stop moving, damn you!” Maria said

through clenched teeth.
Rising to his feet, still swaying side to

side, he turned to face her, she stepped
forward until the barrel of  the gun was
inches from his face. “Can’t dodge this
one. Good bye.” Her finger tightened on
the trigger just as Caleb’s sledge hammer
crashed down on her head. The bullet
shot through Brian’s ear and took out the
window in the bathroom behind him.

“Thanks, I thought you weren’t going
to make it.” Brian said, turning to head
into the bedroom where he saw old man
Humphrey, Paul, getting to his feet and
tugging at a gun secured at his waist.

In the bedroom Ashley yelled
“Skeeter!”

Jack, now facing Ashley, tried to
pummel her with one massive arm as she



rained blows down upon his head. If  the
shots to his neck had done any lasting
damage, neither Skeeter nor Ashley
noticed. The zombie also, with a mighty
effort kicked backward with one leg at
Skeeter. This left him on his side and
made it easier to reach Ashley.

Skeeter got hit by the leg, but it felt
like he was being hit with a hundred
pound pillow. He was knocked to the
ground after impacting the nightstand,
but the blow didn’t seem to cause him any
lasting damage.

On his belly beside the bed his nose
ended up half  a meter from the pistol
Jack had knocked to the floor. He quickly
grabbed it, cocked it and flipped off  the
safety. Rising to his feet he saw Ashely
hacking through the blubbery arm that
was striking at her over and over. Jack’s
back was to him and Skeeter, pressed the



barrel of  the pistol up inside the zombie’s
helmet and pulled the trigger quickly
three times.

The bullets went through Jack’s head,
rebounded inside the helmet and turned
his brains into a scrambled mess as his
gargantuan body slowly came to rest, his
flesh oozed out like melted wax,
overflowing the confines of  the bed and
pooling around their feet. Ashley opened
the door behind her to try and get away,
revealing a closet, she pulled herself  back,
knocking down clothing to try and stop
the fatty flow from reaching her.

Skeeter had nowhere to go and was
soon calf  deep in the slimy mess, he
turned to try and make a run for the door
to the hall only to be confronted by the
Paul, who had, yet again, risen to his feet.
This time the old man was able to get his
gun clear of  the holster.



“You killed my boy! You killed him!”
Brian stepped up from behind Paul

and knocked the gun out of  his hands,
sending it into the pooling fat. Paul
turned and punched Brian into the head,
sending the zombie back through the
hallway into the room opposite.

“What the hell?” Came Caleb’s voice.
“Stop!” Skeeter yelled, lifting his own

gun.
Paul turned and looked at Skeeter,

“Or what? You’ll put me down too? Go
ahead! Do it!”

Skeeter hesitated.
“You can’t, can you? Another dirty

murderer, who loses his guts at the end
of  the day. Another useless…” His rant
ended as Caleb’s hammer crushed his
skull from through the open doorway.
The old man collapsed into the
congealing fat and though they watched



for a few seconds, he didn’t rise again.
 
 

Epilogue
 
Three months later.
The town was as safe as they could

make it. A mix of  zombies and humans
made the place work. A few of  the
outlying farms had been put to work in
the late summer to produce a late crop of
food for the living. The zombie’s efforts
to harvest propane and fuel would
probably be enough to keep the small
human population warm enough through
the coming winter too.

Caleb hadn’t been made the town’s
sheriff, if  anything he was more of  the
town’s executioner, he wasn’t well like, but
everyone respected him. Andrew had
recovered from his injuries in the ‘B&B



Fight’ as it came to be known and to
everyone’s surprise Lavern recovered
from being gut shot by Maria too.

Skeeter and Ashley had first been
assigned to be diplomats for any
incoming humans, but that was a
dangerous job soon turned over to the
dead, who were better able to endure a
fight, if  one happened. The zombie
population had risen to near eight
hundred souls, while that of  the humans
was closer to a paltry ten percent of  the
dead. Most groups of  rovers were not
interested in joining the town as they
were in taking it over.

The adolescents that Ashley had
rescued were a handful, Skeeter and
Ashley were not capable parents and the
children needed care that the two of  them
could not provide, the entire community
was struggling to raise the three, plus the



other children that had been found and
added to their ranks.

To address the lack of  humans
wanting to join the town, the community
had decided to go a different direction; to
become a trading post. Anyone could
come in, in small numbers, closely
watched by the many undead and barter
for what goods there were. The town
didn’t trade away guns or ammo, not yet,
but spare parts and food were constantly
in demand. They had found plenty of
guns upstairs in the Humphrey house too,
enough to outfit a small army. The
zombies had not kept a lot of  food, but
old man Humphrey had a fair amount for
his own use out in his kitchen.

A wall was being constructed, the
plan was to enclose the entire town
sometime in the next year and with a
workforce that was not only willing but



didn’t get tired or need to sleep the
progress was good. For the most part the
‘wall’ would consist of  an earthen berm,
topped with whatever fencing was
available. They had a bull dozer, though
getting the diesel to run it was
problematic. The earthen berm was
almost complete and the top was wide
enough to drive two cars on side by side.
Old vehicle wrecks were starting to make
up a large percentage of  the external wall
itself.

“So, you think were gonna make it?”
Brian asked Eric. The original ‘mow’
group was still congregating together,
whether it was building the wall or taking
a shift to watch for outsiders. Nebuli had
joined the group as a regular and the
others had gotten used to him. He had
given up his position, but still advised
anyone wearing the ‘Police’ hat, so far his



duties has been light.
“Probably not.” Eric said.
“Why not?”
“We’ve got food, well the LP’s do.

And water and shelter, but we’re missing
the very basis for what makes us human.”

“What’s that?”
“Entertainment. There’s no fun

anymore. Say what you will about the
Humphrey’s, but they kept us so wound
up with the stupid politics that it became
something to look forward to every
couple of  days.”

“You’re just mad that you bombed at
the standup comedy.” Yoriko said.

Eric looked ready to protest, but
sullenly he nodded, “Probably.”

Nebuli put an arm around him and
said, “Have you ever thought about
having a straight man up there with you?
A comedy duo?”



“Brian won’t do it.”
“Carl or I could do it. Insult comedy

doesn’t play will with this small of  an
audience.” Nebuli said, “Plus there isn’t
anything that gets zombies drunk. Half
of  all comedy was being drunk or stoned
when you went to the show.”

Brian shook his head, “I disagree if
the material isn’t funny no one is going to
laugh.”

“Good material helps.” Nebuli said,
“But a relaxed audience is pretty
important. We can work on your material
too. What’s our next shift, Brian?”

“We’re on the wall tonight, until ten
tomorrow morning.”

“Plenty of  time to work up a
routine.”

“I ain’t doing it.” Carl said. “You do it
Brian.”

“Nebuli said he would.”



“Brain!” Yoriko said, “You know you
and Eric are the funniest together. No
offense, sheriff.”

“Just call me Nebuli.”
“Don’t you have a first name?” Eric

asked.
“I do. Just call me Nebuli.”
“Hah!” Sandy laughed, she had been a

rough addition to the group, but lacking
any other peers to join she had integrated.

Nebuli cleared his throat, “I happen
to agree with Yoriko, for what it’s worth.
Half  the arguments you two have are
worthy of  a stage, why don’t you want to
be part of  the routine, Brian?”

“Just not for me.”
“You’re not doing it for you. You’re

doing it for the moral of  the community.”
Nebuli argued.

The zombies continued bickering as
they headed for the section of  the wall



they were supposed to watch through the
night, even though their shift didn’t start
for hours.
 

~FIN~
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